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INTRODUCTION
Chapter 1
Introduction
Cooperative phenomena is an ordinary pattern in various part of science where interact-
ing entities attempt to satisfy some optimal conditions. Such kind of behaviour is observable
in equilibrium physics where the degree of cooperation can be characterized by macroscopic
functions but cooperation could emerge in out of equilibrium systems also, like in sociology,
economy, biology or physics etc., where the correlation evolves in the system when an entity
aspire to satisfy personal optimal conditions and it is content to cooperate with other partici-
pants for the sake of its cause. In this case we cannot characterize the system with macroscopic
functions, but we can describe it on microscopic level. Even in different systems the correlative
agents are defined differently but their behaviour presents universal attributes. In this sense the
complexity of a system can be defined by its interconnected features arising from properties of
its individual parts. Such parts could be either which govern the interactions or the dynamical
rules to control the time evolution or the backgrounding structure which also can influence the
system behaviour. This kind of combined effects leads to a complex system with non-trivial
cooperative behaviour and brings on many interesting questions which give the motivation for
advanced studies.
Correlated systems can be examined efficiently within the frame of statistical physics. The
subject of this area is to study systems which depend on random variable, and describe their
behaviour obtained from large number of observation using physical terminology. An interesting
subject of this segment is the one of phase transitions which has been intensively studied since
the beginning of the 20th century. Phase transitions occur in many part of Nature where
counteractive processes compete to determine the state of the system controlled by an external
parameter. The best-known examples in physics are the liquid-vapor or the ferromagnetic-
paramagnetic phase transitions but similar behaviour can be observed in model systems like in
different spin models, in epidemic spreading problems or in critical percolation.
The first relevant approach was the mean field theory which gave a phenomenological de-
scription of phase transitions and critical phenomena and is capable to describe a wide range
of model systems. It was first defined by Pierre Weiss in 1907 for ferromagnetic systems where
he assumed that the spins interact with another through a molecular field, proportional to the
average magnetization [1]. This molecular field approximation method neglects the interactions
between particles and replaces them with an effective average field which enables to simplify the
solution of the problem. At the same time the disadvantage of the method originates from the
average molecular field also, since it neglects any kind of fluctuations in the system. Therefore
the mean field approximation is valid only in higher dimensional systems or in case of models
where the fluctuations are not important.
One of the simplest and most elegant mean field speculations concerning the possible general
1
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form of a thermodynamical potential near to the critical point was introduced later by Lev. D.
Landau [2,3] in 1936. The Landau theory allows a phenomenological reproduction of continuous
phase transitions based on the symmetry of the order parameter. He assumed that the free
energy can be expanded as a power series of the order parameter where the only terms which
contribute are the ones compatible with the symmetry of the system.
The observation that the correlation length diverges at the phase transition point and the
fluctuations in the system are self-similar in every length scale, led to the recognition of scale
invariant behaviour of critical systems. The first comprehensive mathematical approach of
such phenomena was given by Leo Kadanoff in the 1960s [4, 5]. A few years later in the
beginning of the 1970s based on his results, Kenneth G. Wilson gave the relevant discussion
of the subject in his celebrated papers [6, 7]. He introduced the renormalization group theory
which serves predictions about critical behaviour in agreement with experimental results and
give a possibility to categorize critical systems into universality classes due to them singular
behaviour. His investigations were awarded with a Nobel prize in 1982.
In the beginning of the 1970s another theory emerged which completed the knowledge about
the universal behaviour around the criticality. The conformal field theory was firstly investigated
by Polyakov [8], who capitalized that the group of conformal mappings is equivalent to the group
of complex analytical functions in two dimensions [9,10]. Exploiting this property and the scale
invariant behaviour, the partition function of a critical system is derivable which leads to exact
calculations of critical exponents. In the case of conform transformations the order parameter
correlation functions can be calculated also which then enables to deduce the order parameter
profiles along the system boundaries.
As a first approximation generally the investigated system is assumed to be homogeneous,
which condition simplifies its study and the physical description. However, in Nature a sub-
stance is often characterized by certain degree of inhomogeneity which could perturb its critical
behaviour [11]. Frequently stated examples of this abnormality, are the lattice defects and im-
purities in crystals. In theoretical description this kind of feature is introduced by the concept
of disorder which is defined as random distributed values of certain properties of the investi-
gated disordered model. These random properties can be the strength of interaction, a random
external field or can arises by random dilution. These properties are able to modify the critical
features of the system as changing the order of phase transition or shift the critical point and
exponents, thus transforming the model into a new universality class.
However, inhomogeneity can arise from the geometrical structure of the backgrounding frame-
work of materials also. Beyond solid-state physics where crystals have a regular geometry,
many self-organizing media in the Nature can form random structures. Two Hungarian math-
ematicians, Pa´l Erdo˝s and Alfre´d Re´nyi defined the first related random graph model in their
pioneering papers [12–14] in the beginning of the 1960s which was the origin of the new sci-
ence of networks. However, as the informations of real world networks became available by
the emergence of large databases, a deeper view into the underlying organizing principles sug-
gested a more complex structure. In the beginning of the 1990s Baraba´si, Albert and Jeong
after they examined the structure of the World Wide Web found an algebraic decay of the
network degree distribution. This observation made them realize the real rules which govern
the evolution of such kind of complex networks. They defined a dynamical growing network
model, the Baraba´si-Albert model [15], where the sites are not connected homogeneously but
follow a so-called preferential attachment rule leading to a scale-free graph with a power-law
degree distribution. This model gave a very good approximation of real complex networks and
became popular after many complex systems in science and technology were found to present
the same structure [16]. This interdisciplinary behaviour which suggests universal rules behind
self-organizing networks keeps this discipline to the frontline of science up to this day.
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Analyzing a complex many body system was difficult earlier since generally these systems
have large degrees of freedom and those could be in many possible states. However, by the
improvement of computational engines new possibilities appeared and high precision numerical
methods were developed to examine the relevant models. It was the base of the new discipline
of numerical physics which then became the third pillar of the science beyond the experiments
and theory. By using numerical calculations, the statistical description of many body systems
became available which then led to a renaissance of the statistical physics. This relation induced
the evaluation of Monte Carlo methods which provided special computational techniques for
statistical physics simulations.
One of the first and most frequently used method which is capable to simulate interacting
spin systems is the Metropolis algorithm, introduced in 1953 [17]. This so-called single spin
flip algorithm evaluate the system through a Markov chain where the system energy change
depends on local configurations. However, some other algorithms of Swendsen-Wang [18] and
Wolff [19] provided more efficient methods where instead of one-by-one spin flips, complete
domains are turned in one step and evaluate the system faster toward its equilibrium.
Beyond that, many other kind of statistical methods were developed in order to calculate
some thermodynamical function using mathematical considerations. A recent algorithm which
capitalize combinatorial optimization is capable to calculate exactly the free energy for models
where the free energy function can be recognized as a submodular function [20,21]. This iterative
method which provided results in strongly polynomial time was applied frequently in course of
my work.
My motivation during my PhD studies was to examine cooperative behaviour in complex
systems using the methods of statistical and computational physics. The aim of my work was
to study the critical behaviour of interacting many-body systems during their phase transitions
and describe their universal features analytically and by means of numerical calculations. In
order to do so I completed studies in different subjects which are presented in the thesis in the
following order:
After this introduction in the second chapter we summarize the capital points of the related
theoretical results. We shortly discuss the subjects of phase transitions and critical phenomena
and briefly write about the theory of universality classes and critical exponents. Then we
introduce the important statistical models which will be examining later in the thesis. We close
this part with a description of disordered models which will be helpful during later discussions.
In the third chapter first, we point out the definitions of graph theory that we need to
introduce the applied geometrical structures. Then we review the main properties of regular
lattices and define their general used boundary conditions. We close this chapter with a short
introduction to complex networks.
The fourth chapter contains the applied numerical methods that we used in the course of
numerical studies. We write a few words about Monte Carlo methods and introduce a combi-
natorial optimization algorithm and its mathematical background. As a last point we describe
our own technique to generate scale-free networks.
In the fifth chapter we consider nonequilibrium phase transitions, such as epidemic spreading,
in weighted scale-free networks, in which highly connected nodes have a relatively smaller ability
to transfer infection. We solve the dynamical mean-field equations and discuss finite-size scaling
theory. The theoretical predictions are confronted with the results of large scale Monte Carlo
simulations on the weighted Baraba´si-Albert network.
In the sixth chapter we examine the ferromagnetic large-q state Potts model in complex
evolving networks, which is equivalent to an optimal cooperation problem, where the agents
try to optimize the total sum of pair cooperation benefits and the supports of independent
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projects. We study the critical behaviour on Baraba´si-Albert networks in case of homogeneous
couplings and consider the effects of bond disorder by the magnetization behaviour. We locate
the phase transition point and some critical exponents using the shift of the distribution of
finite-size transition points. We also examine the structural evolution of the largest cluster.
The seventh chapter contains our consideration of the classical random bond Potts model in
the large-q limit with disorder-dominated critical points and study the distribution of clusters
that are confined in strips and touch one or both boundaries. We study optimal Fortuin-
Kasteleyn clusters using the combinatorial optimization algorithm and obtain accurate numer-
ical estimates for the critical exponents and demonstrate that the density profiles are well
described by conformal formulas.
In the eighth chapter we study the antiferromagnetic Ising model on triangular lattice at
zero temperature. We consider its critical dynamical behaviour in the aging regime and search
for proof to decide that its non-equilibrium behavior is governed by a diffusive growth with
logarithmic correction or if it follows a subdiffusive behaviour with an effective dynamical
exponent. In order to do so, we define a quantity which depends exclusively on the dynamical
exponent and that is capable to recognize the true dynamical behaviour. We also examine the
scaling of the two-time autocorrelation function in equilibrium and in the aging regime.
During my PhD studies I investigated another subject where I examined the mapping be-
tween the surface behaviour of the random bond Potts model and random field Ising model
in two dimensions. The surface mapping between the two systems was expected to be exact
following from some theoretical consideration [22], which was partly confirmed by the numerical
calculations, however these results are not included into this current paper.
The new results presented in this work are published in [23–25] or their publication is in
progress [26].
4
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Chapter 2
General Overview
2.1 Phase transitions and critical phenomena
A material pass through a phase transition when it is transformed between its different
macroscopic phases and its properties change controlled by an external parameter. The type
of the phase transition is related to the order of the transition which was defined by Ehrenfest
as the singularity of the free energy or one of its derivatives. This singularity takes place at a
critical value of the external control parameter where the phase transition arises and separates
the macroscopic phases in the phase space. In completely different systems, thermodynamic
properties show the same critical behavior at the vicinity of their phase transition point, which
kind of behaviour is related to the subject of universality and critical phenomena. In the
following chapter we are going to discuss briefly the theory of phase transitions and critical
phenomena, define some models which are of general importance or which are related to the
following problems.
2.1.1 Ferromagnetic phase transition
In ferromagnetic materials the equilibrium phase depends on the external field H and the
temperature T . These quantities control the macroscopic behavior of the system [27]. The
magnetization M plays the order parameter role and enables to identify the different phases
of the system. In ferromagnets varying H or T , two kind of phase transition can be identified
following different orders.
The first phase transition happens at low temperature between two separated macroscopic
phases, where the sign of M is either positive or negative determined by the dominant spin
direction. The external field controls the phase transition. Changing H at a critical point
Hc = 0, the ferromagnet jumps from one of its macroscopic ground state to the other, the
magnetization immediately changes sign and the system goes through a sharp phase transition.
Since the magnetization, which is the first derivative of the free energy (see in Section.2.2.1),
is discontinuous at the critical point this phase transition is of first-order.
The second phase transition happens if we keep H = 0 and increase the temperature from
zero and following the critical phase coexisting line (Fig.2.1). The spontaneous magnetization
decreases until a critical temperature Tc is reached where it smoothly vanishes out and goes to
zero. The system at this critical temperature (also called Curie-temperature), looses its ferro-
magnetic properties and enters the paramagnetic phase through a continuous phase-transition
(Fig.2.1). If T > Tc the system can be transformed from the field driven up to driven down
5
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phase and vica versa without any phase transition since the magnetization is zero and there is
no fundamental difference between the two region (Fig.2.1).
Figure 2.1: Phase diagram of the two dimensional Ising ferromagnet. Below Tc the system paths
through a first order phase transition driven by the external field H. Here at H = 0 the magnetization
m0(H) is discontinuous. On the critical line H = 0 another phase transition of second order occurs at
Tc which above the magnetization is zero.
2.1.2 A microscopic model
To understand better the magnetic behaviour of the system at different phases we need to
study it on a microscopic level. To do so we define the general Ising model which enables us to
illustrate the behavior of magnetic spins at different macroscopic phases and during the phase
transition.
Consider a d-dimensional hypercubic lattice, where at each site i a spin σi is present. All spins
can take a value of σi = ±1 and interact only with their nearest neighbours by an exchange
interaction J . The Hamiltonian of the Ising model is
H = −J
∑
〈i,j〉
σiσj (2.1)
where the summation runs over all spin pairs 〈i, j〉 of nearest neighbours. If the exchange
interaction J > 0, neighbouring spins favor to align in the same direction, driving ferromagnetic
order into the system. The order parameter is the average magnetization per site defined as
m = 1/Ld
∑
i σi where L is the linear size of the system and where the sum goes over all spins.
This model has been defined and solved in 1925 by Ising [28] in one dimension, where the system
does not show any phase transition for T > 0 since it does not have any stable ordered phase.
However an exact solution exists in two dimension by Onsager [29] in absence of external field,
where the phase diagram is the same as for ferromagnets. In three or higher dimensions the
Ising model is still not solved analytically however many precise numerical result exist about
the critical point and exponents.
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2.1.3 Critical phenomena
Critical phenomena takes place at the critical point of a continuous phase transition, when the
correlation length diverges. Different thermodynamical quantities follow singular behaviors and
are connected by scaling relations [30]. To discuss such phenomena, we study the ferromagnetic-
paramagnetic continuous phase transition from the point of view of the two dimensional Ising
model on a microscopic scale. To do so we analyze an “Ising system” in the thermodynamical
limit, when the system size tends to infinity. We follow the zero field line (Fig.2.1), vary the
temperature and measure the spin-spin correlation length. The correlation length ξ (for exact
definition see Section 2.2.1) represents the degree of correlation at a given temperature and it
can be measured like the linear size of the largest magnetic domain.
We start from T =∞ limit, where the system is completely disordered and ξ = 0, since the
magnetic order is destroyed by thermal fluctuations. Decreasing T though, but keeping it above
Tc, the exchange interactions become more dominant and the neighbouring spins try to align
parallel. Even thermal fluctuations influence the system down to the scale of lattice-spacing,
local magnetic domains evolve and correlation appears in short range order. Accordingly the
correlated spin clusters grow and the correlation length becomes finite ξ > 0 and increases as
the temperature approaches Tc.
The critical temperature Tc is located at the point where the correlation length becomes
infinite. At the same time some thermodynamical properties of the system denote singular
power-law behaviors characterized by a set of exponents which enables us to classify critical
systems. This critical phenomena will be the subject of the next section.
At the vicinity of the critical point, fluctuations become more relevant up to the correlation
length scale. These fluctuations are correlated and self-similar, so the system shows the same
structure from the lattice constant scale up to ξ, independently of the scaling resolution. Since
the correlation length turns to be infinite at Tc the critical system becomes scale-invariant. This
causes a fractal like structure for the dominant ordered cluster which now spreads all over the
system on every length scale.
After the system tries to leave its critical phase as we decrease the temperature, a spontaneous
symmetry breaking appears at Tc since the system must choose to evaluate into the up or down
spin state. This explains the symmetrical behavior of the magnetization below Tc presented
in the (Fig.2.1). Below Tc the system is in the long-range order ferromagnetic phase, and
the correlation contribution to energy becomes more significant than the entropic one. The
magnetization moves off from M = 0 and increases until its saturation value at T = 0 where
only the exchange interaction dominates and the systems becomes completely ordered.
2.2 Universality classes and critical exponents
At the vicinity of the critical point, various thermodynamical properties follow singular be-
haviors. This non-analytical attribute is characterized by a set of critical exponents, allows us
to compare and classify phase transitions in different physical systems. These critical expo-
nents appear only at the critical point of second order phase transition and fall into a limited
number of universality classes, featured fairly different systems driven by the same fundamental
symmetries [31, 32]. In the following we are going to define thermodynamical quantities and
the related critical exponents to analyze universal behaviors.
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2.2.1 Thermodynamical quantities
The partition function of a canonical statistical is system given by:
Z(T,H) =
∑
µ
e−βEµ (2.2)
where the sum runs over all the possible microscopic states. Each microscopic states with
energy Eµ appears with the probability P (µ) = e−βEµ/Z where the thermal term is introduced
as β = 1/kBT , also called inverse temperature and kB denotes the Boltzmann constant. Then
we define the free energy to be proportional to the logarithm of the partition function:
F(T,H) = −kBT ln(Z) and f(T,H) = −kBT lim
L→∞
L−dln(Z) (2.3)
where f(T,H) denotes the free energy density which gives the energy of one particle in the
system since it is normalized with the system size. All the thermodynamical quantities could
be defined then by the partition function and the free energy or one of its derivative. The
magnetization is given at constant temperature by:
M = −
(
∂F
∂H
)
T
, χT =
(
∂M
∂H
)
T
(2.4)
where χT is the magnetic response function or magnetic susceptibility at constant temperature.
The internal energy arises as the derivative of the logarithm of the partition function:
U = −
(
∂lnZ
∂β
)
, CH =
(
∂U
∂T
)
H
(2.5)
where CH is the thermal response function or the specific heat at constant H field. The entropy
of the all system is given also at constant field by:
S = −
(
∂F
∂T
)
H
, CH,M =
(
T
∂S
∂T
)
H,M
(2.6)
where CH,M gives the specific heat at constant field and magnetization.
The above presented thermodynamical parameters give an image of the system on a macro-
scopic scale. However to understand better the behavior of phase transitions it is crucial to
follow the evolution on a microscopic level. The connected correlation function gives a chance
for that, since it measures how local fluctuations affect different parts of the system. It is in-
troduced as a measure of the spin-spin correlation between two spins σi and σj at the position
~ri and ~rj separated by distance r = |~ri − ~rj |.
Γ(~ri, ~rj) = Γi,j = 〈(σi − 〈σi〉)(σj − 〈σj〉)〉 (2.7)
where 〈...〉 denotes the thermal average. If the system is in the short-range order the correlation
function decays rapidly and spin fluctuations at large distance do not show any correlation.
However if the decay of the correlation function is slow, fluctuations are correlated through
a long distance and the system is in the long-range order. If the system is symmetric under
spatial translations, then 〈σi〉 = 〈σj〉 and the correlation function depends only on the spatial
distance r, so
Γi,j = Γ(r) = 〈σiσj〉 − 〈σ〉2 (2.8)
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Above the critical temperature T > Tc, spins are correlated only on short distance and the
correlation decays exponentially as:
Γ(r) = r−(d−2+η)e−r/ξ (2.9)
here ξ defines the correlation length which is supposed to be rotational invariant near the critical
point for large r distance. In the power of r, d denotes the spatial dimension and the exponent
η features critical singularity of the correlation function which will be treated in the following
part.
All these thermodynamical parameters that we defined above are calculated by their expected
value in statistical thermodynamics which for an arbitrary Y are quantity defined as:
〈Y 〉 = 1Z
∑
µ
Yµe
−βEµ (2.10)
where Yµ denotes the value of the quantity Y for the spin configuration µ with energy Eµ.
2.2.2 Critical point exponents and Universality
In continuous phase transitions close to the critical point, the correlation function becomes
infinite and the second derivatives of the thermodynamical potential diverge [33]. In magnetic
systems the free energy plays the potential role and the divergent parameters are the specific
heat and the zero field susceptibility. This behavior strongly depends on the distance to the
criticality controlled by some scaling fields like the reduced temperature t and the reduced
magnetic field h defined as:
t =
T − Tc
Tc
and h =
H
kBTc
(2.11)
Then the critical behavior of an arbitrary continuous and positive Y (t) thermodynamical func-
tion can be characterized with its critical exponent
 = lim
t→0
ln(Y (t))
ln(t)
where Y (t) ∼ |t| (2.12)
This pure power-law behavior however does not appear in this clear form, but more generally
Y (t) = A|t|(1 +Bt1 + · · · ) , 1 > 0 (2.13)
where, close to the critical point, only the leading term dominates. This exponent is measurable
and suitable to describe the behavior of the thermodynamical parameters at the vicinity of the
phase transition point, while the whole function might not be. Since in ferromagnets the system
passes through a continuous phase transition if h = 0 and t = 0, the singular behavior can be
recognized as keeping one of the scaling field at zero and studying the thermodynamical behavior
varying the other field around the critical point. If h = 0 and the temperature approach Tc,
the zero-field magnetization, the isothermal susceptibility, the specific heat and the zero-field
correlation length diverge as:
M(t) ∼ (−t)β , χH(t) ∼ |t|−γ , CH(t) ∼ |t|−α , ξ ∼ |t|−ν (2.14)
However following the t = 0 critical isothermal curve on the H − M plane (Fig.2.1), the
magnetization and the correlation length decays as a power law around h ∼ 0 introducing
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critical exponents:
M(h) ∼ |h|1/δ , ξ(h) ∼ |h|−νh (2.15)
Finally the above described pair correlation function (Eq.2.9) can be characterized with the
exponent η since at Tc the exponential part vanishes so its asymptotic behavior is:
Γ(r) ∼ r−(d−2+η) (2.16)
Following from experiments the short range interacting systems, which have the same di-
mensions and order parameter symmetries, show the same critical exponents. This universal
behavior enables us to compare drastically different and complex physical systems and define
simple models with the same fundamental properties to analyze their behavior in a simpler way.
These systems with similar critical exponents are conjugated to universality classes, which are
labeled by the simplest theoretical model belonging to the same universality class.
2.2.3 Scaling Hypothesis
At the critical point the correlation length is infinite and the system is self-similar on every
length scale. This scale invariant character and the homogeneous behavior of the divergent
thermodynamical functions establishes the scaling hypothesis.
Changing the length scale of a lattice system and increasing the lattice spacing r with a factor
b > 1, the number N of spins is decreasing to N ′, the degree of freedom is reducing and all the
distance in the lattice are rescaled as r′ = r/b where bd = NN ′ . The spins which gather at the
same block in the scaled system are replaced by their average value and the free energy density
which was distributed on N sites initially, now belongs to N ′ sites and scales as f˜(r/b) = bdf(r).
During this rescaling process the two scaling field t and h change by the factor bd−x where
x is defined as the scaling dimension [34,35]. This scaling dimension governs the displacement
of the system in the parameter space. If d − x < 0, then the corresponding field is increased
under rescaling and moves away the system from a fixed point which determines the universal
behaviour of the system in the parameter space. This type of fields are called to be relevant
since these are capable to change the critical behaviour of the system. However if d − x > 0
the system approaches the fixed point, the critical exponents remain unchanged and the field
is irrelevant. If d = xi, called marginal field, then only higher order fields are important. The
system becomes invariant under rescaling only when the relevant fields vanish which corresponds
to a certain set of critical properties. Since irrelevant variables finally vanish under rescaling,
only the relevant and marginal parameters influence the critical behavior and exponents.
In second order phase transitions near to the fixed point the free energy density can be
decomposed to a regular and a singular part as:
f(t, h) = freg(t, h) + fsing(t, h) (2.17)
The regular term is analytical and can be neglected, however according to the scaling hypothesis
[5,36–38] the singular part of the free energy density can be written as a homogeneous function
of the linear relevant scaling fields. For magnetic systems with short range interactions the two
relevant scaling fields are the reduced temperature t and reduced external field h so the singular
part of the free energy density inside a bulk behaves as:
fb(t, h, 1/L) ∼ b−df˜(b1/νt, bd−xbh, b/L) (2.18)
where ν and xb define the scaling dimensions of the scaling fields of reduced temperature t and
bulk magnetization field h respectively. In Eq.2.18 we included the inverse of the linear size
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of the system as a new relevant scaling field, since at its bulk critical point a system is truly
critical only in the thermodynamical limit, i.e. when 1/L = 0.
Differentiating Eq.2.18 in both sides with respect to the field, following the definition Eq.2.4
and by setting h = b/L = 0 and b = t−ν , we get the scaling form for the magnetization:
m(t, h, 1/L) ∼ tνxbm˜(b1/νt, bd−xbh, b/L) (2.19)
However if we set t = b/L = 0 and b = h−
1
d−xb then the scaling of the magnetization with field
is:
m(t, h, 1/L) ∼ h
xb
d−xb m˜(b1/νt, bd−xbh, b/L) (2.20)
Following the same method, it is possible to derive the scaling forms of thermodynamical
functions and write all critical exponents in terms of the scaling dimensions xb and ν as:
β = νxb , δ =
d
xb
− 1 , α = 2− dν , γ = ν(d− 2xb) , η = 2xb (2.21)
When the system is limited in space through a surface, besides the bulk term fb in Eq.2.18,
new local contributions (surface, corner,...) appear to the free energy density, with singular parts
behaving as above for the bulk. For example, the contribution of a surface with dimension d−1
transforms as [39]:
fs(t, hs, 1/L) ∼ b−(d−1)f˜s(b1/νt, bd−1−xshs, b/L) (2.22)
where a surface magnetic field hs has been included and xs denotes the scaling dimension of
the surface magnetization. Following the previous method it is possible to recognize relations
between surface critical exponents also.
The consequence of homogeneous behavior of critical quantities is that they have the same
exponents below and above the transition point. Many exact equalities can be identified between
these quantities, since we have relations (Eq.2.21) between them which can be all defined by
the same two independent parameter. Some of these, the so-called scaling laws, are collected
in Table 8.1.
α+ 2β + γ = 2 Rushbooke’s identity
γ = β(δ − 1) Widom’s identity
γ = ν(2− η) Fisher’s identity
α = 2− νd Josephson’s identity
Table 2.1: Scaling laws
These equalities can be examined with three independent exponents and they are widely
supported by experimental works. Here the Josephson’s identity used to call the hyperscaling
relation since it includes the space dimension, but it is relevant only below an upper critical
dimension du, defined in Mean Field Theory. Upper that marginal dimension du, mean field
theories provide exact values of the critical exponents and determine the scaling functions. It
has been shown that the failure of usual scaling functions within the mean field regime is related
to variables (scaling fields) which become dangerously irrelevant for d > du. These variables
affect the scaling behaviour and breakdown that hyperscaling relations which connect critical
exponents to the spatial dimension d.
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2.2.4 Finite size scaling
Theoretical considerations are true if we always assume that the system size is infinite. How-
ever in real experiments and Monte Carlo simulations the size of the examined system is nec-
essary finite which modify the critical quantities of the system. To extract values of critical
exponents and critical temperature by observing the variation of measured quantities with the
system size L is the subject of finite-size scaling methods.
If we measure on a finite system at the vicinity of the critical point of a continuous phase
transition, the correlation length ξ cuts off as it approaches the system size ξ > L. As long
as ξ  L the system behaves the same as for the infinite size limit and the thermodynamical
functions have homogeneous form as we have seen in Sec.2.2.3. Then the free energy can be
written at the form of Eq.2.18:
f(t, h, L) ∼ L−(2−α)/ν f˜(L1/νt, Ld−xbh, 1) (2.23)
where we used the substitution b = L using the same fashion like in scaling hypothesis. Note
that here ν and α assume their infinite lattice values. The choice of the scaling variable L1/νt
was motivated by observation that the correlation length diverges as ξ ∼ t−ν at the critical
point but limited by the system size L. So L/ξ scales as L/ξ ∼ Ltν ∼ L1/νt which is true in the
asymptotic regime L/ξ  1 [40,41]. Now if we differentiate it with respect to the scaling fields
h or t, we can get the finite-size scaling form of the thermodynamical functions. For example
after differentiate it with respect to the magnetic field the magnetization:
m(t, h, L) ∼ L−β/νm˜(L1/νt, Ld−xbh, 1) (2.24)
Since this scaling form is supposed to be the same for all system sizes, they should fall together
if we plot them on the same graph [42]. This collapse is expected only with the true (infinite size
limit) values of critical exponents and Tc. This leads us to the crucial idea of finite-size scaling,
since if we do not know these exact values but we measured the thermodynamical functions
for different sizes, then vary the exponents and Tc, the best collapse of the function curves will
determine the critical temperature and exponents.
At the critical point of a second order phase transition an infinite correlated cluster takes
place in the system which indicates a fractal like structure. The mass of this percolating cluster
scales with the linear system size as:
M(L) ∼ Ldf (2.25)
where df is defined as the fractal dimension of the system, and it is allowed to be a non-integer
number. The magnetization density for finite systems is m(L) = L−dM(L) by definition where
d denotes the euclidean dimension of the system. Thus following from Eq.2.24 the fractal
dimension is related to the scaling dimension of magnetization as
d = df + xb (2.26)
2.2.5 Conformal invariance
Covariance under conformal transformations is expected to hold at the critical point of sys-
tems with short range interactions, which possess translational and rotational symmetry and
are invariant under uniform scaling [34]. A conformal transformation r → r′(r) can be seen
as a generalization of uniform scaling, where the structure of the lattice locally preserved, but
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the rescaling factor b(r) becomes a smooth function of the position. Geometrically those map-
pings are conformal invariant where the angle cos(θ) = r · r′/(r2r′2)1/2 between r and r′ holds
unchanged under the transformation.
Conformal transformations compose a group. This conformal group is finite-dimensional for
systems with dimension higher than two and contains rotations, uniform dilatation, translations
and inversions. A special conformal transformation, which is a composition of the previous ones
is:
r′
r′2
=
r
r2
+ a (2.27)
contains an inversion, a translation and an inversion again. It is especially useful, since a semi-
infinite plane with a flat surface which contains the origin, is invariant under Eq.2.27 if a is
parallel with the surface. The covariance under such an infinitesimal transformation determines
the form of critical two-point functions.
The method of conformal invariance is especially powerful in two dimensions where the con-
formal group, being isomorphic with the group of complex analytic functions, becomes infinite-
dimensional and strongly restricts the possible values of critical exponents for a broad class of
systems. Then it is natural to use complex coordinates z = x + iy (and z = x − iy) and use
complex mapping w(z) to go from one geometry to another. If some critical correlation is deter-
mined in the first geometry it can be transformed into the second geometry. It is known [10,43]
that under conformal mapping z → w(z) in two dimension, the correlation functions of given
operators φi(zi, zi) transforms as:
〈φ1(z1, z1)φ2(z2, z2)...〉 =
[∏
i
|w′(zi)|∆i |w′(zi)|∆i
]
× 〈φ1(w(z1), w(z1))φ2(w(z2), w(z2))...〉 (2.28)
where the local dilatation factor is then b(zi) = |dw(zi)/dzi|−1 and xi = ∆i + ∆i is the scaling
dimension of the operator φi(zi, zi).
A generally used conformal mapping in two dimensions is a logarithmic transformation
w(z) = u+ iv =
L
2pi
lnz (2.29)
which maps an infinite z plane onto a periodic strip of (u, v) ∈ (−∞,∞)× [0;L] with L width
and infinite length. The two-point correlation function in the new cylindrical system can be
deduced using the transformation in Eq.2.28:
〈φ(u1, v1)φ(u2, v2)〉 = (2pi/L)
2xφ[
2cosh
(
2pi
L (u1 − u2)
)− 2cos( 2piL (v1 − v2))]xφ (2.30)
which for large distance |u1 − u2|  L in longitudinal directions is reduced to a decreasing
exponential form:
〈φ(u1, v1)φ(u2, v2 = v1)〉 ∼|u1−u2|L
(
2pi
L
)2xφ
e−
2pixφ
L (u1−u2) (2.31)
Consequently the correlation length ξ is related to the L width of the strip as [44]:
ξ =
L
2pixφ
(2.32)
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Another logarithmic transformation is used to map a half-plane (v > 0) onto a strip with
free boundaries. This conformal transformation is:
w =
L
pi
lnz (2.33)
which is capable to study surface correlations.
2.2.6 Critical dynamics
As far as here we discussed only the static aspects of critical phenomenas, where we left
out of consideration the time evolution of the system. However the dynamical behaviour of
a ferromagnetic system becomes critical also at the vicinity of a continuous phase transition
point where the ξ⊥ spatial and ξ‖ time correlation lengths become infinite. The characteristic
of such phenomena depends on the initial state whereby the system was started [45–48]. If we
initiate our infinite system at a temperature T < Tc and heat it up to T = Tc then the system
pass through a equilibrium relaxation. The magnetization which is not zero initially behaves
under a scaling transformation r′ = r/b (see in Section 2.2.3) as:
m(t) ∼ b−xm˜(t/bz) which goes as m(t) ∼ t−β/νz (2.34)
if we set the time t = bz. Here β and ν are the static critical exponents defined in 2.2.2 and z
is a new dynamical exponent.
Another rules control the system during non-equilibrium relaxations. Here we start the system
from a random initial state (T =∞ limit) where the correlation length is ξ⊥  L, and quench
it to T = Tc. Then the magnetization grows as:
m(t) ∼ tθ (2.35)
for a macroscopic time before the actually expected decay towards equilibrium takes over [45].
The θ exponent cannot be expressed in terms of scaling relations of static exponents. It is
due to the behaviour of the magnetization in this short-time limit which is controlled by a
different scaling dimension x0 than in equilibrium where the scaling dimension is xm = β/ν
(see Eq.2.21). This new scaling dimension can be expressed of the form x0 = θz + β/ν. After
the magnetization is reached its maximum, then it starts to decrease toward its equilibrium
value m(t→∞) = 0 and following the same behaviour as it was defined in Eq.2.34.
In non-equilibrium phase transitions the system is not invariant under time translation and
the time correlation lengths behaves as:
ξ‖ ∼ |t|−ν‖ (2.36)
where ν‖(= τ) is the time correlation exponent also called relaxation time. In the scaling
regime the relation ξ‖ ∼ ξz obtains between the spatial (for definition see Eq.2.14) and the time
correlation lengths which define the critical dynamical exponent as z = ν‖/ν, where ν is the
spatial critical exponent defined in Eq.2.14.
Eventually, for a finite system in the long-time regime the decay of the magnetization becomes
exponential
m(t) ∼ e−t/τ ′ (2.37)
where τ ′ is the finite size relaxation time. This is scaling with the system size as τ ′ ∼ Lz and
cause a critical slowdown for larger sizes. However if we use sufficiently large lattice and short
time a good estimate of z can be determined from Eq.2.34 [40].
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Another way to characterize dynamical features of a system is to measure the two-times
autocorrelation function which is defined as:
A(s, t) = 〈σi(s)σi(t)〉 − 〈σ(t)〉2 (2.38)
where the second term on the right hand side is the square magnetization which is zero at the
critical point. Here s and t denotes two time moments and σi(t) is the value of the ith spin
at time t. From the two moments the smaller s is called waiting time, used to be constant
during the measure while t is the measuring time which evaluate the system. To measure
the autocorrelation function we fix the waiting time s and measure the time-correlation as a
function of t when t ≥ s. At the critical point the autocorrelation is a homogeneous function
and scales as [49]:
A(s, t) ∼ b−2β/νA˜(s/bz, t/bz) (2.39)
In equilibrium relaxations by definition this function depends only on t− s. Thus if s→ 0 and
t→∞, and we use the substitution t = bz, this scaling function can be rewritten as:
Aeq(s, t) ∼ (t− s)−2β/νz (2.40)
In non-equilibrium case when the system quenched below its critical temperature, the char-
acteristic domain size grows as
ξ(t) ∼ t1/z (2.41)
and the autocorrelation function can be decomposed into two parts [47,50,51]:
A(s, t) = Ast(t− s) +Aag(t/s) (2.42)
where the first short-time component Ast(t−s) is induced by reversible processes inside domains
and vanishes out rapidly. Then the second aging term Aag(t/s) becomes relevant which is driven
by the irreversible motions and annihilation of domain walls. At the critical point we neglect
the first term so the autocorrelation function becomes a homogeneous function of t/s. Then it
can be written in a scaling form following from Eq.2.39 if we set s = bz as:
Aag(s, t) ∼ s−2β/νzA˜(t/s) (2.43)
If the system size is finite, after a long time process the autocorrelation function decays as an
exponential function
A(s, t) ∼ e−(t−s)/τ (2.44)
presents the same fashion of finite size effect as we saw for the magnetization above in Eq.2.37.
2.3 The Potts model
2.3.1 The general Potts model
The Potts model is a generalization of the Ising model with arbitrary number of spin state
q. It was introduced by Renfrey B. Potts in his PhD thesis [52] suggested by Cyril Domb and
defined in general as follows. Take a graph G = (V,E) where at each vertex a spin variable σi is
located, taking one state from σi = 0...q−1 with equal probability. Consider nearest neighbour
interactions only and include external field in the system, the Hamiltonian of the Potts model
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forms into:
H = −
∑
〈i,j〉
Jijδ(σi, σj)−
∑
i
hiσi (2.45)
where the first sum runs over all nearest neighbours 〈i, j〉. Jij denotes the strength of exchange
interaction between neighbouring spins σi and σj and hi is the external field influence on the
spin located at the ith vertex. If Jij > 0 the system is ferromagnetic however if Jij < 0
then antiferromagnetic rules govern the interactions. If J = 0 then the system behaves as a
paramagnet. The Kronecker delta functions is δ(σi, σj) = 1 if σi = σj otherwise it is δ(σi, σj) =
0. The partition function of the Potts model can be written as
Z(q, J, h, β) =
∑
{σ}
e−βH(σi) (2.46)
where the sum runs over all possible q|V | spin configuration and |V | denotes the number of
vertices in V . From this partition function Z one can calculate the different thermodynamical
properties and critical exponents of the system (see Section 2.2.1 and Section 2.2.2).
To present the high temperature expansion of the partition function at zero external field
hi = 0, we may use the linearization eαδ = 1 + (eα − 1)δ which is valid only if δ ∈ {0, 1}. Now
introducing vij = eβJij − 1 then the partition function can be evaluated as
Z(q, J, β) =
∑
{σ}
e−β
P
〈i,j〉 Jijδ(σi,σj) =
∑
{σ}
∏
〈i,j〉
e−βJijδ(σi,σj) =
∑
{σ}
∏
〈i,j〉
(
1 + vijδ(σi, σj)
)
(2.47)
Then we rearrange the sum and give it in terms of any (possibly not connected) subgraph. The
number of possible subgraphs is 2|E|, where |E| is the number of edge in G. The partition
function can be then rewritten as
Z(q, J, β) =
∑
G′⊆G
qc(G
′)
∏
e∈G′
ve (2.48)
where c(G′) denotes the number of connected components of G′. Within a connected component
all spins possess the same state, distributed independently from the possible q state. The
product runs over all edges included in the subgraph G′ with the convention that if G′ is
completely isolated i.e. there is no edge in the subgraph, the sum is equal to one. In the high
temperature limit (β  1), only the subgraphs with few edges contribute to the sum, so a
possible approximation is to take only these G′ subgraphs with small number of edges. This
approximation is a high temperature expansion since it is getting better as the temperature is
increasing. Note that Eq.2.48 gives an extension for Potts model, when the previous defined
Z (in Eq.2.46) is not valid, since we can introduce it with non-integer values of q relating this
model to other problems.
For ferromagnetic q = 2 Potts model on two dimensional square lattice in absence of external
field, the critical temperature is known from the exact solution of Onsager [29], which gives the
partition function for arbitrary T as well. If q > 3 the critical temperature is exactly determined,
however the partition function is given only at Tc. When q = 3 the critical point is only known
exactly in isotropic case. In anisotropic case Tc is predicted by numerical calculations only,
however it is strongly believed to be true [53]. The phase transition of the Potts model in two
dimensions depends on the value of q. An exact solution exists to establish the phase transition
first order if q > 4 and higher order if q ≤ 4 [54]. When q = 2 the Mean Field solution of
the model is valid only above the upper critical dimension dc = 4. In the presence of external
field or in higher dimensions, the critical behaviour of the Potts model is known by numerical
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predictions and series expansion calculations only, and no exact result exists.
A few more specifications of the Potts model exist, transform the general model to another
fundamental problems such like the six-vertex ice rule model, the Potts lattice gas [55, 56] or
the colouring problem of antiferromagnetic Potts model. Some of them will be introduced later
here, however all of them demonstrate the expedience of the original model, and explain the
prominent attention of scientists during the last few decades. In the following we are going to
outline the Random-Cluster model which is capable to describe the partition function of the
q-state Potts model. Some special cases of Potts model will be introduced which we will use
later in the thesis.
2.3.2 Random-cluster measure
In the 1970s Fortuin and Kasteleyn realized, that the series-parallel laws of Kirchoff [57],
which was defined in 1847 on electrical networks, were adaptable for Potts model with different
values of q. This observation led them to define the Random Cluster model (RC model)
[58–61] and obtain a high temperature expansion of Potts model. This model is capable to
find macroscopic properties in terms of local structures and define the partition function of the
q-state Potts model using only combinatorial considerations. Here we are going to discuss the
essence of their method.
Lets take a finite graph G(V,E) where V denotes the set of vertices and E the set of edges
of the graph. The configuration space of RC model is the set of all subset of the edge-set E,
present like Ω = {0, 1}E , where an edge e ∈ E is called open if ω ∈ Ω and ω(e) = 1 otherwise
it is closed when ω(e) = 0. For a ω ∈ Ω, let η(ω) = {e ∈ E : ω(e) = 1} denote the set of open
edges and c(ω) the number of connected components of the subgraph G′ = (V, η(ω)) including
the separated vertices.
The model has two parameters, the probability density of open edges p ∈ {0, 1} and the
cluster weight factor q ∈ {0,∞}, which gives the number of cluster types. Now a φp,q(ω)
measure on the configuration space Ω is given by:
φp,q(ω) =
1
ZRC
{∏
e∈E
pω(e)(1− p)1−ω(e)
}
qc(ω) (2.49)
where the partition function is defined as:
ZRC =
∑
ω∈Ω
{∏
e∈E
pω(e)(1− p)1−ω(e)
}
qc(ω) (2.50)
When q ∈ Z is an integer, and q ≥ 2 the previous defined partition function ZCL corresponds
to the Potts partition function defined in Eq.2.48 since it can be written as:
ZRC = (1− p)|E|
∑
ω∈Ω
{∏
e∈E
(
p
1− p
)ω(e)}
qc(ω) (2.51)
where |E| denotes the number of the edges in G = (V,E). Substituting ve = p/(1 − p), and
choosing p = 1 − e−β we find that the partition function of RC model and Potts model are
related:
ZRC = e−β|E|ZPotts (2.52)
We discuss this relation between the random cluster model and Potts model in a different
way the in Appenddix A.
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2.3.3 q = 1 - Percolation
The percolation model as a stochastic mathematical theory was firstly introduced by Broad-
bent and Hammersley in 1957 [62] for modeling fluid or gas flow through a porous medium.
This model turned to be equivalent to the q-state Potts model when q = 1 and gives one of the
simplest example of phase-transition and critical phenomena.
To define the model we proceed from a graph G = (E, V ) and declare each edge e ∈ E
independently to be open with a probability p or set it closed otherwise with probability (1−p).
The open edges forms connected clusters of neighbouring vertices in the graph. This is the
definition of the Bond Percolation model (BP). It is equivalent with a probability measure
on a configuration set Ωp =
∏
e∈E{0, 1}, where each configuration represented by a subgraph
G′ = (E′, V ) ⊆ G whose edge set E′ contains precisely the open edges. The probability p plays
the control parameter role in the system. For p above some percolation threshold pc an infinite
cluster exists besides the many finite clusters.
1 p
(p)
1
θ
c(d)p0
a) b)
Figure 2.2: a: Phase diagram of percolation model. Here the percolation probability plays the order
parameter role and the control parameter is p. b: Graphical representation of an animal with size 6
and perimeter 10.
The order parameter like percolation probability Θ(p) is defined as the probability that a
randomly chosen site of a graph belongs to an infinite percolating cluster in the thermody-
namical limit. This quantity corresponds to magnetization of spin systems and Θ(p) = 0 at
the sub-critical phase p < pc, and becomes Θ(p) > 0 above the critical point p ≥ pc when
the system is at the supercritical phase. It is straightforward that Θ(p) = 1 when p = 1 and
all edges are open in the graph G (see Fig.2.2.a). For finite lattice the percolation cluster can
evolve below pc, thus the system presents the exact behavior only at the thermodynamical limit
when N →∞.
To define further macroscopic quantities we need to calculate cn, the number of clusters of a
given size n per a site. It can be given by:
cn(p) =
∑
s
gnsp
n(1− p)s (2.53)
where gns denotes the number of finite cluster configurations (animals) with size n and perimeter
s. Here the perimeter is defined as the number of nearest neighbours of the sites of a finite
cluster excluded from the cluster (see Fig.2.2.b). The average of 〈cn(p)〉 corresponds to the free
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energy of the system. Then the average cluster size can be written as
S(p) =
∑
n
cnn
2∑
n cnn
(2.54)
which becomes S(p) =
∑
n cnn
2 when p ≥ pc, since the denominator turns to be finite. S is
behaving as the susceptibility of the system and divergent around the critical point.
All these quantities have critical behaviors around pc, and are described by a set of critical
exponents which accomplish the scaling laws. The critical point pc(G) and exponents depend
on the geometry of graph G and lead the systems to different universality classes.
pcpcpc p=p< p>
Figure 2.3: Illustration of different phases of percolation. On the left plaquette the system is below the
critical probability p < pc where only finite clusters (green) occurs. At the critical point p = pc (middle
plaquette) an infinite cluster (red) takes place all over the lattice. Above the critical probability p > pc
(left plaquette) the infinite cluster contains most of sites and only finite number of finite clusters are
present.
Another analogous model exists, called the site percolation (SP), where sites are chosen to
be open with probability p and to be closed otherwise. Here the neighbouring open sites shape
clusters and follow the same behaviour presented above for BP. The critical points of the two
models are relating as pBPc (G) ≤ pSPc and depends on the choice of the graph. It is equal for
trees, and not equal for finite dimensional lattices with d ≥ 2. For example for two dimensional
square lattice pBPc = 1/2 since the lattice is self dual, while p
SP
c ' 0.59746(5) follows from
numerical results. Even if the critical points of the two percolation problem could be different,
the critical behavior of the two models can be characterized with the same critical exponents.
Since the Bond Percolation is equivalent to the Random Cluster Model with q = 1 it gives
the possibility to consider bond percolation as a special case of the q-state Potts model with
only one possible state. This enables us to study a percolation problem in the terminology of
spin systems. Many other modification of the percolation problem exist, with different critical
behaviors e.g. directed percolation (where the edges are directed in the graph), and was specified
in many part of research giving expedient models from epidemic spreading to microelectronics.
2.3.4 q = 2 - Ising model
As we have seen before, the Ising model was the first capable model to describe analytically
a phase transition. Since the Potts model is a generalization of this model, we can define the
Ising model as a specific Potts system with q = 2 number of states. In general we are taking
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account only nearest neighbours interactions which gives the Hamiltonian:
HIsing = −J
∑
〈i,j〉
σiσj − h
∑
i
σi (2.55)
where σi = ±1 and the first summation runs over all first neighbouring spins 〈i, j〉 of the system.
The critical behaviour of the Ising model in absence of external field have been shortly discussed
in Section.2.1.2.
Beyond the Potts model, a few other generalizations of the Ising model do exist. Since in the
Ising model the spins are restricted to align parallel to the magnetic field, this model is capable
to describe strongly anisotropic systems only. However if the spins σi are n dimensional normal
vectors, then if n = 1 we get back the original Ising problem, but when n > 1 we get more
realistic models with O(n) continuous rotational symmetries. If n = 2 the spins can align to
any direction continuously around a unit circle and the system energy can be written like:
HXY = −J
∑
〈i,j〉
(σxi σ
x
j + σ
y
i σ
y
j )− h
∑
i
σxi (2.56)
This is the classical XY model. Then if we choose n = 3 we arrive to the classical Heisenberg
model defined [63–65] with the Hamiltonian:
HH = −J
∑
〈i,j〉
(σxi σ
x
j + σ
y
i σ
y
j + σ
z
i σ
z
j )− h
∑
i
σzi (2.57)
Finally if n→∞ the system is transformed to the so-called Spherical model [66]. The classical
Heisenberg and XY model are more capable to describe the behaviour of ferromagnets, however
it is possible to define the related quantum models where the spin operators are determined by
Pauli matrices. Even quantum models have greater difficulty in analytic and numeric treatments
[31] in many cases they give a better approximation then the classical description.
Following from the Mermin-Wagner-Hohenberg theorem [67, 68] in two dimensional systems
if n ≥ 2 the continuous symmetries cannot be broken spontaneously at any finite temperatures
T 6= 0. There is no magnetic order at T > 0 since the thermal fluctuations destroy any long
range order even at low temperatures. It is not true for the Ising model which has discrete
symmetry, and indicate spontaneous symmetry breaking below the critical point Tc > 0.
For the XY model another type of phase transition occurs which does not affect any spon-
taneously broken symmetry. At high temperature the system is disordered and the correlation
length is falling exponentially, however another phase exists at low temperature when the cor-
relation length is following a power law and a quasi-long range order appears in the system.
Between the two phases at a critical temperature, a Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition of
infinite order occurs.
Other possible generalization of the Ising model if we are not taking into account only the first-
neighbour couplings during the calculation of the energy, but define interactions between second
or further neighbours as well. In the limit when every spin is interacting with all spins of the
system we arrive to the mean field presentation of the model. This can be interpreted in different
ways, like studying the Ising model on a complete graph (where every site connected to every
site) or defining an average molecular field which includes the influence of all spins but neglect
any fluctuation. This two definition is proved to be equivalent and gives the Hamiltonian:
HMF = − zJ
N − 1
∑
i
∑
i6=j
σiσj − h
∑
i
σi (2.58)
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where z denotes the coordination number of the graph [69]. Following this Hamiltonian the
magnetization per site can be deduced analytically in a self-consistent form [70]:
m = tanh [β(zJm+ h)] (2.59)
which is capable to calculate exactly the free energy and the critical properties of the system.
The mean field problem can be solved analytically on Bethe lattice and it gives the same
critical exponents as the former solution. The mean field approximation is relevant only above
the upper critical dimension dc = 4 and far from the critical point since at the criticality the
fluctuations become important, so the calculated critical exponents usually deviate from the
measured ones.
2.3.5 q =∞ - Potts model with infinite number of states
In two dimensions for the pure Potts model (when Jij = J) an exact result of Baxter [54]
ensures a first order phase transition when q > 4. However in the large q-limit the pure Potts
model is solvable in any dimension since thermal fluctuations are reduced. As we have seen
before, in absence of an external field in general the Hamiltonian of the Potts model can be
defined as:
H = −
∑
〈i,j〉
Ji,jδ(σiσj) (2.60)
where σi = 0...q − 1 and the sum runs over all edges. Then proceeding from the definition in
Eq.2.46 the partition function evolves as:
Z =
∑
{σ}
e−βH(σ) =
∑
G′⊆G
qc(G
′)
∏
e∈G′
(eβJe − 1) (2.61)
where we applied the Fortuin-Kasteleyn high temperature development (see Section 2.3.2). Now
we introduce a reduced temperature T ′ = T lnq or its inverse as β′ = β/lnq. This reduction is
needed to keep the critical temperature finite, since if q →∞ then Tc → 0 however Tclnq → 2
[71–74]. If we apply now the substitution eβJe = elnqβ
′Je = qβ
′Je then the partition function
arises of the form:
Z =
∑
G′⊆G
qc(G
′)
∏
e∈G′
(
qβ
′Je − 1
)
(2.62)
which is equivalent to Eq.2.48 with the parameterization ve = qβ
′Je−1. Since all Je ≥ 0 we can
rearrange the product on the right hand side and write the partition function until the second
term as:
Z =
∑
G′⊆G
qc(G
′)(qβ
′P
e Je − qβ′
P
e6=emin Je + ...) =
=
∑
G′⊆G
qc(G
′)+β′
P
e Je − qc(G′)+β′
P
e 6=emin Je + ... (2.63)
Here the first term is always the largest one for a given subgraph, since it contains all the
ferromagnetic edges e ∈ G′, then the second term is the second largest, because we exclude
only the weakest edge emin from the summation, etc. Following this method we are able to
write all the terms in order to choose the maximum from the set of the first terms to find the
subgraph G′ which contributes to the dominant term of the partition function. Then the second
largest term would be the maximum of the remaining first terms of G′′ 6= G′ and the second
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term of the previous chosen G′.
Z = maxG′⊆G qc(G′)+β′
P
e∈G′ Je + maxG′′ 6=G′ (qc(G
′′)+β′
P
e∈G′′ Je , qc(G
′)+β′
P
e6=emin Je) + ...
(2.64)
The first term in the right hand side of Eq.2.64 has the largest exponent of q, so when q goes
to infinity the partition function can be rewritten as
Z '
∑
G′⊆G
qφ(G
′) where φ(G′) = c(G′) + β′
∑
e∈G′
Je (2.65)
which is dominated by the largest term φ∗ = maxGφ(G′) only which defines an optimal set of
edges G∗ which degeneracy is likely to be one. Thus the study of the large q-state model is
reduced to an optimization problems which solution depends on the temperature and the given
realization. The free energy of the system, following from the definition given in Eq.2.3, can be
calculated as
Z = e−βF = q−β′F = qφ∗ (2.66)
thus the free energy per site is given by −β′f = φ∗/N where N denotes the number of sites of
the system.
In the pure ferromagnetic Potts model when Jij = J the structure of the optimal set in the
different thermodynamical phases are trivial which follows from the next proposition.
Definition 2.3.1. A type I graph is a graph for which exists wc = Jβc such that the optimal
set G∗ with edges all having the same weight w = Jβ is
G∗ =
{
∅ if w ≤ wc
E if w ≥ wc
Definition 2.3.2. Let G = (V,E) be a graph and Π the set of permutations of E (automorphy
group) such that ∀ (i, j) ∈ E, (pi(i), pi(j)) ∈ E, where pi ∈ Π.
Proposition 2.3.3. If for any e ∈ E and f ∈ E there exists pi ∈ Π such that f = pi(e), then
G is a type I graph.
Proof. If an edge e ∈ E belongs to an optimal set, then every edge belongs to an optimal set
since there exists f = pi(e) for any f, e ∈ E. The union of optimal sets forms an optimal set
as well. Consequently if one edge is belonging to an optimal set, all edges e ∈ E belong to the
same optimal set, so E is an optimal set. On the contrary, if even one edge is not belonging
to any optimal set, then either of the edges belong to any optimal set, so the optimal set is ∅
and we proved that G is a type I graph. We remark that all the regular lattices of statistical
mechanics are type I graph.
The consequent of the proposition in Prop.2.3.3 is that in the pure ferromagnetic case the
optimal set is either fully connected or empty. A phase transition of first order takes place
between the low temperature and the high temperature phase with non-analytical behaviour of
the free energy at the critical temperature when the two phases coexist. This critical tempera-
ture Tc can be calculated easily since below the phase transition point T < Tc the optimal set
contains all the edges e ∈ E and the free energy is −β′fN = 1 + Nβ′Jd, while above Tc the
optimal set is an empty diagram so the free energy is −β′fN = N . Consequently at the phase
coexistence point 1 +Nβ′Jd = N so the critical temperature is Tc = Jd/(1− 1/N).
Thus all the information about the Potts model in the large q limit is contained in the optimal
set G∗, since the partition function, the free energy and the other thermal properties can be
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1/T
f(T)
1/Tc
Figure 2.4: Free energy of the pure q-
state Potts model to the inverse tem-
perature. Below Tc (above 1/Tc) the
optimal set contains all the edges and
f(T ) is linear. Above Tc (below 1/Tc)
the optimal set is empty and f(T ) is a
constant function.
deduced from that. Moreover the magnetization and correlation function can be obtained from
the geometrical structure of G∗ what will be discussed in details later for the disordered case
when the dominant graph has a nontrivial structure.
2.4 Disordered models
Disorder in physical systems can be characterized by the deviation from the completely
ordered phase [11]. For example in ferromagnets at T = 0 and h = 0 the system is completely
ordered since the energy minima determines all the coupling of magnetic moments and the
system is in its ground state. By increasing the temperature the order is weakening as certain
magnetic moments deviate from their ground states and disorder arises in the system. The
origin of such spontaneous disorder is twofold: it can rise from thermal fluctuations or quantum
fluctuations. However it is possible to introduce non-spontaneous disorder which affects the
critical behavior of the system. This additional disorder used to be introduced in two ways.
If the system is conducted by random variables which do not evolve with time, the system is
called to be quenched disordered. It is opposite to annealed disorder, where random variables
are allowed to evolve. In the following section we discuss the effect of quenched randomness on
phase transitions and define some related models.
2.4.1 Effects of disorder
To understand the effects of disorder in statistical systems we need to use the terminology
of renormalization group theory [5–7, 75]. The idea of renormalization is to change the scale
of the system, which decreases its degree of freedom and transform its parameter into a point,
where the system becomes scale invariant as we have discussed in Section 2.2.3. In real space
renormalization it can be described as an energy scale transformation, where the Hamiltonian
is replaced by another Hamiltonian with the same structure, but with different parameters and
reduced degree of freedom. This parameter change is equivalent to moving at the parameter
phase during the renormalization iteration. The critical point corresponds to a fixed point at
parameter phase, where the correlation length becomes infinite and the system is scale invariant.
Relevance-irrelevance criterion
For homogeneous systems with continuous phase transition, perturbation can change the
system’s criticality. Using renormalization methods we can see how a suitably large disorder
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can move the fixed point at the parameter phase, and change the critical exponents of the pure
system, transform the model into a new universality class. The stability of the fixed point
against disorder were firstly studied in diluted models (see later) by Harris, but his results can
be generalized for any kind of bond disorder.
The Harris-criterion predicts the perturbation relevant if at the pure model
dν/2− 1 > 0 (2.67)
where d is the dimension of the system and ν is the correlation exponent. In other words it
is valid if the specific heat exponent is positive α > 0 (see Eq.2.14). In that case the system
moves towards the parameter phase into a new fixed point with new exponents, different from
the original pure system. When α < 0 the disorder is irrelevant and the system keeps the original
pure exponents during the renormalization. At the marginal case α = 0 further considerations
are needed. However the above defined criterion is valid only at weak disorder, close to the
pure system fixed point, since sufficiently strong disorder can transform the system into a new
fixed point even though it was resistance against weak randomness.
Another consideration exists by Imri and Ma [76] about the effect of random field on systems
with continuous phase transitions. To present their idea we proceed from the Ising model at
low temperature and suppose that there are two domains of spins in the system with linear
size L which are orientating to the opposite direction. Now the energy loss by the surface
between the two domains is Esurf ∼ 2JLd−1. However, applying random field, the system
earns Erf ∼ hLd/2 energy by the spin fluctuation inside the domains. Now if we compare the
two energies:
Esurf
Erf
∼ J
h
Ld/2−1 (2.68)
This means that if L→∞ then the ferromagnetic phase disappears at any finite temperature
if the dimension is smaller than two.
When the pure system has first order phase transition, the effect of disorder is more compli-
cated. We do not have any kind of criterion of relevance or perturbation expansion to describe
the behavior around the discontinuous transition point. However it is known rigorously [77]
that in two dimensions a first order phase transition softens into a continuous one if any amount
of disorder is applied. Such behaviour is true in three dimensions as well, but there exists a
crossover region where for weak disorder the transition keeps first order and presents continuous
behaviour only for sufficiently strong disorder.
If the system stays inhomogeneous on macroscopic and microscopic scale during the coarse-
graining renormalization iteration and relative magnitude of inhomogeneities (i.e. ratios of
parameters in the Hamiltonian) do not remain finite in the long-wavelength limit then the
system is controlled by an infinite randomness fixed point. In such systems the distributions of
logarithmic magnitudes of the terms in the Hamiltonian become broaden as the energy scale
tends to zero. This means that in finite quenched system the thermal quantities become sample-
dependent. Consequently if we are interested in average quantities in a finite system with size
N , it is necessary to perform an additional quenched disordered average over the disordered
configurations. The fluctuations over samples of an arbitrary thermodynamical quantity X
then can be described by the following relative variance:
VN (X) =
[X2]av − [X]2av
[X]2av
(2.69)
where [...]av denotes the sample-to-sample average of quantity X. If VN (X) tends to zero as the
system size N → ∞ then the quantity X is self-averaging and a sufficiently large system is a
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good representation of the whole ensemble. However if VN (X) tends to a constant as N →∞,
and even the critical point is known exactly, statistics cannot be improved by going over larger
size. In this case X is called to be non-self-averaging and in order to characterize X, its whole
distribution is needed.
2.4.2 Models with disorder
Diluted magnets
For classical systems beyond thermal fluctuations another type of disorder can be introduced.
One of the simplest realization of such systems are the diluted magnets. In this case the
Hamilton operator of the Ising model can be written as
HDM = −
∑
〈i,j〉
Jij(ηiσi)(ηjσj) (2.70)
which is capable to describe the two main types of dilution. For site diluted models the ex-
change energy is constant Jij = J and for each site we choose ηi = 0 with probability p and
ηi = 1 otherwise with probability 1 − p. This model can represent for example a binary al-
loy where magnetic and non-magnetic particles occupy the lattice sites randomly with a given
concentration p. However we can introduce another type of dilution (called bond dilution)
where each site is occupied (ηi = 1) but the exchange energy is Jij = 0 with probability p and
Jij = J > 0 with probability (1 − p) independently for each couplings. Both models have two
1c
c
FM
PM
p
T
T
p
Figure 2.5: Phase diagram of diluted
magnets. The ferromagnetic (FM) and
paramagnetic (PM) phase are sepa-
rated by a critical line.
relevant parameters, the temperature T and the p concentration of non-magnetic components.
At T = 0, decreasing p from one towards zero at a given critical pc, an infinite cluster of con-
nected sites arises all over the system and we get back the problem of percolation that we have
already discussed before in Section 2.3.3. At the phase diagram if we cross the separatrix, a
continuous phase transition occurs belonging to different universality classes. When T = 0 it
is the universality class of percolation, while at p = 0 it is belonging to the university class of
pure ferromagnetic systems. If p is between 0 < p < pc then the exponents are constant. If the
dilution is irrelevant the critical exponents are the same like in the pure case, however if the
disorder is relevant then a new fixed point determines the phase transition in the hole region
0 < p < pc with new critical exponents.
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Random bond models
Another type of bond dilution can be defined on random spin systems. Here the couplings
Ji,j ≥ 0 are independently distributed random variables with positive mean and ∆ deviation,
which define the third relevant parameter of such random systems. This kind of dilution can
change the order of phase transition, typically softening it from first order to continuous as we
increasing ∆ away from zero [74,78–80].
The ferromagnetic random bond Potts model in the limit q = ∞ corresponds to this case
where the couplings Jij are independently distributed positive random variables sampled from
a probability distribution P (Jij). The Hamiltonian of the model is defined in Eq.2.60. Since
the system is ferromagnetic (Jij > 0), the ground state must be one of the q states where all
the spin have the same value. On a two dimensional square lattice if 0 < βJij < 1 and the
distribution P (J+∆) = P (J−∆) is symmetric, the critical point can be derived from self-dual
relations [81]:
Tc =
1
βc
= 2J (2.71)
where J > 0 denotes the mean of the coupling values. This critical point separates the ferro-
magnetic and paramagnetic phases. For the ∆ = 0 pure case, Eq.2.71 equivalent of the form we
have seen in Section.2.3.5 when the size N →∞ and the phase transition is of first order. As a
quenched disorder is switched on, the nature of the phase transition changes. This question was
studied by Cardy anf Jacobsen [?], who construct an interface Hamiltonian which was mapped
onto that of the random field Ising model. They found that for d = 2 for any small amount
of disorder destroys the phase coexistence at Tc and the phase transition softens to second
order [73, 77]. In higher dimensions d > 2 for weak disorder the correlation length stays finite
at the critical point and a phase coexistence persists define the phase transition first order.
However for strong enough disorder the correlation becomes divergent at a tricritical point and
the phase transition is of second order, the phase transition line is broken and an additional
phase arises [74].
Some kind of bond dilution is capable to change the critical behaviour not only at the critical
point, but at the vicinity of the criticality too. If we set the couplings in the ferromagnetic
Hamiltonian to J1 with probability p and J2 otherwise (J1 > J2 > 0) then some quantities
present singular behavior in an extended phase around the critical point [82]. This phase is
located between the critical temperature for the onset of magnetic long-range order and the
critical temperature of the pure model [83]. This so-called Griffiths phase [84] is caused by rare
local domains which are in the contrary phase that the whole system itself.
Random field models
If we introduce disorder into the field term hi instead of the couplings Ji,j in the Hamiltonian
Eq.2.55 we arrive to another important class of disordered systems called random field models
which were defined first by Imry and Ma [76]. Suppose that the couplings are Ji,j = J homo-
geneous and define hi as an independent random variable with a given distribution P (hi) with
zero mean. In such systems there is competition between the long range order and the random
ordering field, since the neighbouring spins tend to align parallel while the applied external field
tries to pin each spin according to the sign of the local field.
In the random field Ising model (RFIM) the system has two relevant parameters, the tem-
perature T and the variance of the field distribution V (hi) defined in Eq.2.69. For sufficiently
small V (hi) and T , the exchange interactions are dominant and the system is in a ferromagnetic
phase with non-vanishing magnetization. If we increase the field over a critical value Vc(h0)
the system passes through a phase transition, which after each spin earns more if those align in
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the direction of the local random field, thus any long-range order is destroyed. The mean field
approximation of the model on complete graphs is always solvable and it determines the order
of the phase transition depending on the sign of the second derivative of the P (hi) distribution
respect to the field at h = 0. If it is positive then the phase transition is first order while if it
is negative a phase transition of second order takes place.
For example if P (hi) is a Gaussian distribution then P ′′(h = 0) < 0 and the phase transition
is second order and the system has the same phase diagram than diluted models if we replace
p with h0. However if P (hi) is bimodal so thus P ′′(h = 0) > 0, there exists a tricritical point,
i.e. the phase transition becomes first order for larger critical fields [85].
No exact solution exists for any finite dimensional system except in one dimension [86, 87]
however it is following from numerical treatments that in three dimension the universal be-
haviour of the RFIM depends on the choice of P (hi) distribution also [88]. The ground state
of the model is not degenerated if the distribution P (hi) is continuous and it can be weakly
degenerated only if P (hi) is discrete. To find the ground state of the system we need to solve an
optimization problem which can be calculated in strongly polynomial time (see later in Section
4.3.4) [89].
Spin glasses
Spin glasses are disordered materials exhibiting high magnetic frustration. The origin of dis-
order can arise from disordered structure or the disordered magnetic behaviour of the material.
In addition the presence of competing interactions and disorder cause a high frustration to the
system, since it is not able to reach its lowest energy scale.
The convenient statistical model to study such materials is the Ising spin glass model [90].
The Hamiltonian can be deduced from Eq.2.55 if we define hi = h homogeneous and choose
the exchange couplings Jij = ±Jij with probability p and 1 − p allowing antiferromagnetic
couplings between neighbouring spins.
AF
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Figure 2.6: Phase diagram of three di-
mensional Ising spin glass on cubic lat-
tice. Beyond the ferromagnetic (F) and
paramagnetic (P) phase an antiferro-
magnetic (AF) and a spin glass (S)
phase takes place at the phase diagram.
The phase diagram of the model is more complex than for diluted ferromagnets, since here
beyond the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic phase, two other phases occur (see Fig.2.6). When
p is sufficiently large, the antiferromagnetic couplings dominate all over the system, the neigh-
bouring spins favor to tend antiparallel and an antiferromagnetic phase evolve.
However between the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic phase at low enough temperature
with intermediate density of antiferromagnetic couplings, a so-called spin glass phase is located.
If an external field is applied and the system is cooled under a critical temperature, after the field
is removed, the magnetization of the system has a rapid exponential decay to a certain value
(remnant magnetization). Then the magnetization follows a slow non-exponential relaxation to
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zero. This slow decay is identical to spin glasses and makes large difficulties for experimental
studies.
The system has non-degenerated ground state but it has exponentially large number of states
having approximately the same energy. To find the minimal energy state is an optimization
problem which is solvable in polynomial time in two dimension however it is an NP complete
problem for higher dimensions. At the energy minima state any long range order is present
since only local ferromagnetic domains evolve in the system with randomly directed magnetic
moments. That is why the average magnetization is zero, however its second moment does not
vanish so it is suitable for order parameter.
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Chapter 3
Complex Networks
3.1 Introduction to Graph Theory
In Nature, many cases the structure of a complex system can be featured by entities and
some type of links between them. The subject of graph theory is to mathematically describe
this kind of structural features and characterize the main properties and laws of the under-
lying geometries. Historically Leonard Euler was the mathematician, who firstly illustrated a
structure like this, later called graph, in his demonstration of the Ko¨nigsberg bridge problem in
1736. However his idea was forgotten for more than 100 years later until 1847, when Kirchoff
used again graphs in the proof of his two laws. Following them in the 20th century the graph
theory became a powerful model of many parts of science.
Such a description were found to be relevant to describe structures of complex systems in
biology, sociology, economy and in many other subjects. Enormous information and techno-
logical networks grew up like the World Wide Web or the Internet, and parallel many facilities
appeared to analyze existing networks using new methods and computational tools. Although
these distinct segment of science were different and they used their own terminologies, many
of them were found to ruled by the same principles and presented similar structures. We will
focus on this structures in the following chapter.
3.1.1 Definitions
Consider a graph G = (V,E) described by a set of vertices (nodes) V and a set of edges
(links) E, where the edges link pairs of nodes (p, q) ∈ E (with p, q ∈ V ). If the starting node
p and the ending node q of an edge is ordered, we talk about directed graphs, otherwise it is
undirected. If p = q we call it loops, which could be directed and undirected as well. Hereafter
typically we are going to use simple undirected graphs which do not contain any loops and
multiple edges.
There are two general ways to represent a graph in mathematics and computer science. If
the number of vertices N denotes the size of the graph, the N × N adjacency matrix A may
describe the graph with elements apq = 1 if a directed edge is presented between vertices p and
q, otherwise apq = 0. In weighted graphs the apq elements of the adjacency matrix are equal
to the weights of existing edges or being zero. If the graph is undirected, the adjacency matrix
is symmetrical so it may be converted into an upper triangular matrix. This representation is
useful if |E| ' |V |2 so the graph is dense.
However if |E|  |V |2 thus the graph is sparse, the so called adjacency list representation
is usually preferred because it provides a compact way to represent such structures. This
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representation based on a point array Adj[p] of every p ∈ V , where each Adj[p] elements own
an adjacency list of all the nodes q ∈ V which are the neighbors of the given p. If the graph is
weighted it is easy to include the weight values for each element into the adjacency lists.
The advantage of the adjacency matrix representation is the direct access of the edges in
the matrix however this description is fairly robust. The disadvantage of the adjacency list
description is that we cannot access the edges in one step, but this description does not use
more memory.
3.1.2 Graph properties
To characterize different graphs we need to examine some relevant properties which are
capable to discriminate the graphs with different structures. Here we introduce the main
properties which are frequently used in the literature.
Degree distribution: It is possible to describe a graph with given structural feature geo-
metrically or we can analyze its statistical properties if its size is sufficiently large. The first
and most frequently studied statistical parameter is the degree distribution of vertices. The k
degree of a node is defined as the number of neighbours it has if the graph is undirected. How-
ever for directed graphs we make difference between kin in-degree and kout out-degree, where
kin and kout are the numbers of incoming and outgoing edges respectively for a given node.
The degree distribution shows the fraction of nodes that own a given number of connections
with an average, defined as the number of connections per site: 〈k〉 = 2Nedge/N . Here Nedges
denote the number of edges.
Average path length: Average path length ¯` is another important graph property, which
measures the average shortest path length between two connected nodes. Here the shortest path
length `pq between vertex p and q is defined as the shortest series of edges with unit length,
called geodesic distance as well. If the graph is directed, `pq and `qp are probably different. To
calculate it we need to average the distance over all pair of nodes of a given graph. Between
separated vertices the average path length is ¯` = ∞ by definition, and in a fully connected
graph ¯`= 1, however for a d dimensional lattice with system size N , it scales as ¯`∼ N1/d.
Clustering coefficient: The clustering coefficient C is a local parameter of a graph and
gives the cliquishness of the neighborhood of a node. Denote n(p)1 the number of first neighbors
of site q, and n(q)edge the number of edge presented between them. The clustering coefficient
of vertex q defined as Cq = n
(q)
edge/(n
(p)
1 (n
(p)
1 − 1)/2), where n(p)1 (n(p)1 − 1)/2 is the maximum
number of possible edges between the n(p)1 neighbours if those would form a complete graph.
Averaging Cq over all vertices q ∈ V , it yields to the clustering coefficient C of the graph.
Practically, C gives the probability that if three nodes are connected with two edges then a
third edge is presented. C was first introduced in sociology [91], but Watts and Strogatz defined
it in network science in the previous form [92].
Connected components: By definition a connected component of an undirected graph
is a maximally connected subgraph, where each node can be reached by paths along edges.
Generally a graph is likely to contain more than one connected component with size 1 to N . In
directed graphs the maximally connected subgraphs or strongly connected components, where
there are directed paths between each vertex. The largest connected component or also called
giant component or giant cluster has a primary importance in percolation theory and network
science.
Graph spectra: The spectrum of a graph is the set of λi eigenvalues of its adjacency
matrix A. It is graph invariant, and it gives a better tool to compare graphs than A itself,
which depends on the graph labeling. It is also convenient to define the graph spectral density,
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coming from the random matrix theory [93], as ρ(λ) =
∑N
i=1
δ(λ−λi)
N , where λi the ith biggest
eigenvalue of A [94]. This density becomes continuous if N →∞ and is related directly to the
topology of the network.
3.2 Geometrically ordered graphs
3.2.1 Regular lattices
Since the atoms of a crystal are arranged in a fix periodical structure, in solid state physics
a special type of graph is used to describe such systems which is called lattice. A lattice is
defined as a symmetry group with translational symmetry in n direction, or in other words, it
is a space ordered graph with translational invariance. It is arranged by unit cells which fill
periodically the d-dimensional space. In theoretical physics many models defined on lattices
(lattice models) are exactly solvable and also easy to simulate using computational methods.
a) b)
Figure 3.1: The triangular lattice (a) and the Kagome´ lattice (b) are the most studied regular structure
which can induce geometrical frustration in antiferromagnetic lattice models.
Another usually required main property of a lattice is the regularity. In graph theory a graph
is called regular if its each vertex p ∈ V has the same number of neighbors, thus they have the
same degree k. We called k-regular graphs those graphs which contain vertices with degree k
only.
The geometrical properties of a crystal lattice can induce frustration in condensed matters
like in antiferromagnetic systems. The simplest regular lattices which cause such frustration
in two dimension are the triangular lattice and the Kagome´ lattice (Figure 3.1), which were
intensively studied from the early 50s [95]. In these lattices a geometrical constrain arises from
the structure of the lattice which does not let the system relax to its ground state and induce
residual entropy at zero temperature. The water ice was the first example which presented such
behaviour, found in 1936 [96], but later other matters showed similar features.
3.2.2 Boundary conditions
Since it is possible to study only finite lattice systems via computer simulations, an important
question arises about the influence of the lattice boundaries. Beyond the finite size effects, on
the margin of a finite lattice, all edges which link to the last nodes are hanging and change
the local free energy. However, by applying special boundary conditions we can eliminate these
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boundary and corner effects. Here we are going to outline the main types of the frequently used
boundary conditions.
Proceed from a simple two dimensional square lattice with linear size L (Figure 3.2.a), the
simplest conventional choice is the free boundary condition, where we do not involve any kind
of link between different boundaries, but let dangling bonds on the circumference. This case
is suitable to study such problems where free edge boundaries are more realistic, like modeling
local surface effects which arise on the boundaries of different matters.
a) b) c)
Figure 3.2: Two dimensional square lattice with free boundary condition (a), half periodical boundary
condition (b) and periodical boundary condition (c).
If we link two opposite boundaries of a square lattice, as we connect each last node to the
first node of a given row, it forms a cylinder (Figure 3.2.b). Here parallel with the periodical
condition, the system is homogeneous and the correlation length is maximally L/2. The name
of such a geometry is the half periodical condition. Another cylindrical structure, which is the
easiest to implement, is the helical (also called screw periodical) boundary condition, where the
nodes of the lattice sit on a one dimensional chain and wrapped around the system. Practically
in the end of the chain the very last node connected to the very first node and cause an
inhomogeneity which is only negligible in the limit of infinite size.
The d dimensional lattice which has periodical boundary condition in each d direction covers
a d + 1 dimensional torus (Figure 3.2.c). Here the system is translational invariant in each
directions, and eliminates every boundary effects, however the correlation length is still reduced
by the system size so finite size effects arise in the system.
Another boundary condition which reduces finite size effects, and which does not need any
additional edges is the mean-field boundary condition. Here an additional external field is in-
troduced on the boundaries, which induces the mean bulk conditions on the borders, eliminates
boundary and corner effects.
3.3 Geometrically disordered graphs
A spontaneously evolving network in the real world usually follows rules which are controlled
by random properties. Such self-organized systems exclude regularity and show a fairly different
structure which finds its origin in special features like dynamical growth or randomness. In the
following section we are going to overview the brief history of random networks and define
general models which belong to this segment.
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3.3.1 Random graphs - Erdo˝s-Re´nyi model
In the 50s Solomonoff and Rapoport [97] and independently Erdo˝s and Re´nyi [12–14] were
the first to define a random graph model in order to describe real world nets. They supposed
that the networks in nature are driven by uncorrelated random rules, and they defined a simple
model, later called Erdo˝s-Re´nyi model, which produces a graph (called random graph, Poisson
random graph or Bernoulli graph) where each pair of nodes connected randomly with a given
probability p.
There are two equivalent definitions for random graphs. In the one was given by Erdo˝s and
Re´nyi [12], they proceed from N labeled nodes connected with n edges, which are randomly
chosen from the possible N(N−1)2 . Such graphs GN,n with N nodes and n edges form a prob-
ability space, where each realization appears with equal chance. The other definition called
binomial model start from N separated nodes, where every pair of nodes is connected with a
given probability p. Then the expectation value of total number of edges in a GN,p graph is
E(n) = pN(N−1)2 . In other words GN,p is an ensemble of all such graphs where a graph with n
edges is realized with probability pn(1− p)N(N−1)2 −n.
Degree distribution
The P (k) degree distribution of the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graph follows a binomial distribution:
P (k) =
(
N − 1
k
)
pk(1− p)N−1−k (3.1)
where pk is the probability that k edges are present, (1− p)N−1−k is the probability of absence
of additional edges and
(
N−1
k
)
is the number of ways to select endpoints for the present k edges.
If the size N tends to infinity, this binomial form transforms to a Poisson distribution:
P (k) = e−p(N−1)
p(N − 1)k
k!
= e−〈k〉
〈k〉k
k!
(3.2)
where we denote the average degree as 〈k〉 = p(N − 1) ∼ pN . The Poisson distribution implies
that a random graph can be characterized by an average degree without a significant deviation
of any other degree.
Topological phase transition
Varying probability p, the topology of a random graph passes through a percolation type
phase transition, where the following phases are located:
• If 〈k〉 ' pN < 1 the edge density is low, the graph contains isolated trees, and the cluster
size distribution is exponential. The diameter (here the longest path length) of the graph
commensurate with the diameter of a tree.
• If 〈k〉 > 1 a giant component appears which holds most of the vertices. The diameter of
the graph equal to the linear size of the giant cluster.
• If 〈k〉 > ln(N) the graph is fully connected.
The critical point is located where 〈k〉 ' pN = 1 consequently at pc = 1/N .
It is possible to calculate the size S of the giant cluster which plays the order parameter role
in the phase transition [98–100]. Denote w the probability that a randomly chosen point does
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Figure 3.3: Demonstration
of the topological phase
transition in random graphs.
Increasing the mean degree
per site, the S size of giant
component grows at the
critical point and the mean
component size 〈s〉 diverges.
not belong to the giant cluster, in other words Pw(k) = wk is the probability that the chosen
point with degree k does not have any neighbours in the giant cluster. Averaging it over P (k),
w goes as
w =
∞∑
k=0
pkw
k = e−〈k〉
∞∑
k=0
(〈k〉w)k
k!
= e〈k〉(w−1) (3.3)
consequently the fraction of nodes belonging to the giant component is given in a self consistent
form as S = 1− w = 1− e−〈k〉S .
We can calculate also the specific heat like parameter 〈s〉, which is defined as the mean size
of the components where a randomly chosen node belongs. It goes as 〈s〉 = 11−〈k〉−〈k〉S , and at
pc it has a singularity. Even S and 〈s〉 do not have a solution in a closed-form, it is easy to see
that if 〈k〉 < 1, the only non-negative solution of S is S = 0 and if 〈k〉 > 1 the finite solution is
rational to the size of the giant cluster. The phase transition point is located at 〈k〉 = 1 where
〈s〉 diverges and the giant component appears in the graph. Figure 3.3 demonstrates such kind
of transition.
Graph properties
The spectral density also presents different behavior in the two separated phases. When a
giant cluster occurs in the graph, the density shows a semicircle distribution [94], where the
largest eigenvalue dominates. In the other phase, when trees are present typically, the spectrum
deviates from this semicircle because the odd moments are missing since it is impossible to have
any closed walk with odd number of step in the graph.
The average path length ¯`of a random graph can be studied by the mean number of neighbors
at distance ` separated from a given vertex [101–103]. The mean number of the nearest neighbors
is 〈k〉 so approximately 〈k〉` number of vertices are located at a distance ` or closer to a chosen
point. Hence 〈k〉¯` ∼ N so the average path length ¯`' logNlog〈k〉 ' logNlog(pN) is small even for large
networks.
Reconsidering the clustering coefficient for random graph, it is possible to give a different
but an equivalent definition as before. In random graphs, the probability that two neighbors of
a chosen vertex are connected is equal to the probability that two randomly chosen nodes are
connected [16], which is P = Crand =
〈k〉
N . Following this definition, the clustering coefficient is
size dependent.
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A generalization of the random graph model which is suitable to produce a graph with
arbitrary degree distribution is the configuration model. Here first we define the P (k) degree
distribution, and then following the chosen statistic, we assign a degree to each node in the
graph. After we randomly pick up pairs of stubs and connect the chosen vertices together, we
can produce every possible topology of a random graph with an optional degree distribution.
Adaptability
Even though the random graphs have short average path length, most of the other properties
do not correspond to real world networks. It shows a Poisson degree distribution with expo-
nential tail for large k and the clustering coefficient depends on the system size which features
are usually uncharacteristic for empirical networks. These three major properties characterize
the random graphs and any deviation from these must be explained by non-random processes,
which drive us to real world behavior. However the importance of the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi model and
random graphs are indisputable since they induced the base of a new science and gave many
tools which became crucial to characterize many real and theoretical networks later.
3.3.2 Small-world networks - Watts-Strogatz model
The small-world phenomena first appeared in literature in 1929 in the novel Chain [104]
published by a Hungarian writer Frigyes Karinthy. In his short story he wrote about six steps
of separation between any randomly chosen people around the world. This ’six degrees of
separation’ was first proven by Stanley Milgram in his famous experiment in 1967 [105], where
he examined the average path length in social network of people in the United States. In his
research he sent letters to randomly selected citizens in the US, who had then to forward those
to their friends. Milgram counted the number of steps after the letters arrived back to him
and found the average path length ¯`= 5.5. After that in the following decades the small-world
effects had been found in various type of networks and worked around in many scientific papers.
An approach of the previously described real world networks was defined by Watts and
Strogatz [92,106,107] in the so-called small-world model, which makes transition between regular
and random graphs. Their definition proceed from an initial one dimensional regular graph with
periodic boundary condition - a chain - where each vertex is linked to its first K neighbors in
both direction. Then, going through all the vertices, each edge is rewired with a probability
p, and an opposite ending point is chosen randomly. When p = 0 (Figure 3.4.a) the network
keeps its initial regular structure, but when p = 1 (Figure 3.4.c), the network transforms to
a random graph. The clustering coefficient at p = 0 is large, C = (3K − 3)/(4K − 2) which
tends to 3/4 for large K. However the average path length is long ¯`= L/4K for large L since a
regular lattice does not show a small-world behavior and the average distance between vertices
goes as N1/d. When p→ 1 the system relaxes to random network, where ¯`= (lnL)/(lnK) and
the clustering coefficient becomes lower: C ' 2K/L.
A modified definition was given by Monasson [108] and independently by Newman and Watts
[109, 110] where they kept the original regular chain but gave additional shortcuts between
randomly chosen vertices (Figure 3.4.d). The probability p here gives the density of these
additional edges. This model for sufficiently large L and small p is equivalent to the original
Watts-Strogatz model.
Average path length
Proceeding from a regular ’large-world’ lattice, where ¯` = L/4K, and varying p from 0 to
1 the graph passes through a structural change and arrives to a random ’small-world’ graph
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d)c)b)a)
Figure 3.4: The evolution of the Strogatz-Watts network. Starting from a regular ring (a), following
the rewiring process (b), it arrives to a random graph structure (c). A alternative definition (d), where
only shortcuts are added to remaining original ring.
where ¯`= (lnL)/(lnK). In between this two phases there is a crossover regime, where ¯` begins
to decrease drastically (Figure 3.5). The reason of this falling is that the additional shortcuts
which appears first at p ≥ 1/NK, decrease suddenly the geodesic distance between opposite
parts of the graph. Many attention have been focused to determine the behavior of ¯` in this
range, but it is still not exactly solved. A widely accepted explanation that ¯` satisfies a scaling
relation [111]:
¯`∼ ξg(L/ξ) and g(x) =
{
x if x 1
ln(x) if x 1
where the correlation length scales as ξ ∼ p−1/d [112]. Using renormalization group treatments
[113] an equivalent scaling form has been found:
¯`∼ L
K
f(L/ξ) (3.4)
which differs only by a factor K and where ξ = 1/pK. According to the scaling form in Eq.3.4
the graph can pass through the transition controlled by p or L as well, since LKp is equal
to the mean number of shortcuts, which induce the topological change. Finally a mean-field
treatment [114] of the model in one dimension shows approximately that:
f(x) =
1
2
√
x2 + 2x
tanh−1
x√
x2 + 2x
and so ¯`=
ξ
2K
√
1 + 2ξ/L
tanh−1
1
1 + 2ξ/L
(3.5)
Clustering coefficient
The clustering coefficient, which is large at the initial regular graph, is invariant of the system
size L at p = 0 since it depends only on the coordination number z = 2K of the lattice. If
disorder is introduced into the system by rewired edges, it remains close to C(p = 0), as long as
a large fraction of original neighbors keep connected. The probability that three vertices which
were connected at p = 0 still construct a triangle when p > 0 is (1− p)3, since there are three
edges which need to keep intact. It follows that the clustering coefficient changes as [115]:
C(p) = C(0)(1− p)3 = 3K − 3
4K − 2(1− p)
3 (3.6)
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while for the alternative definition, where instead of rewiring edges, only shortcuts are added
to the system, C(p) behaves as [116]
C(p) =
(3K − 3)
(4K − 2) + 4Kp(p+ 2) (3.7)
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Figure 3.5: The clustering
coefficient C(p) and aver-
age path length ¯`(p) of the
Watts-Strogatz network in
the function of rewiring prob-
ability p. For convenience
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Degree distribution
Since in the Watts-Strogatz model the initial network is regular and the degree of each vertex
is k = 2K, the degree distribution PWS(k, p) at p = 0 is a delta function at 2K. On the other
hand, a non-zero p introduces disorder into the network, which broadens the degree distribution,
but maintains the average degree around k¯ = 2K. The degree distribution for p > 0 follows a
Poisson distribution, since the network is homogeneous and relaxes into a random graph.
During the rewiring process only one end of a chosen edge is reconnected, so each node has
at least K neighbors in the end. It means the network remains connected for each p if K ≥ 1.
The real connectivity of a node can be written as ci = K + ni, with ni ≥ 0, where ni is the
number of additional connections that a node has beyond K [115]. These ni number of edges
can be of two kinds also: it contains n1i edges which the rewiring process left unchanged with
probability (1 − p) and n2i = ni − n1i number of edges which became connected (each with
probability p/(N − 1)) to node i during the process. The probability distribution of these two
kinds of edges can be written as:
P1(n1i ) =
(
K
n1i
)
(1− p)n1i pK−n1i and P2(n2i ) =
(Kp)n
2
i
n2i !
e−pK (3.8)
if N  1, the complete degree distribution turns into:
PWS(k) =
min(k−K,K)∑
n=0
(
K
n
)
(1− p)npK−n × (Kp)
k−K−n
(k −K − n)!e
−pK if k ≥ K (3.9)
However this PWS(k) degree distribution can never be identical to the degree distribution of
a random graph, since in the latter case the graph can contain isolated components, while a
small-world network is always connected.
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Real small-world networks
Following Milgram’s experiment the ’six degrees of separation’ phenomena were characterized
in many other real world networks [117]. For example the same behavior was found in e-mail
networks too, with an average path length between five and seven [118]. A few experiments
are in progress to characterize small-world behavior in nowadays popular community sites and
instant messaging services.
In collaboration networks, there are two well studied examples of small-world behavior. One
experiment was defined on movie-actor collaboration network in Hollywood, also called ’The
Kevin Bacon Game’ [92, 106], and another collaboration network can be defined in science
between researchers who have common publications [119–121]. Both networks show small-world
behaviors with smaller average path length than six, but these networks have an additional
property. Namely, their structure is non-homogeneous and their degree distribution follows a
power-law, what we are going to discuss in the following section.
3.3.3 Scale-free networks - Baraba´si-Albert model
Many self-organized networks in the Nature show such kind of dynamical behaviors, which
were not included in the earlier network models. These dynamics induce a sufficiently different
structure for these systems. The dynamical growth seems to be an actual request for real-world
network models, however an other important role influences the evolution which drives strong
inhomogeneity into the evolving network and produces degree-distribution with a power-law
tail.
The citation network of scientific paper was the first example which was found and showed
scale-free behavior studied by Price in 1965 [122]. He counted the directed citations between
papers and found the in- and also the out-degree distributions following power-law degree
distribution as:
P (k) ∼ Ak−γ (3.10)
He then developed a model [123] where he gave an alternative description of inhomogeneity. His
idea was based on the ”the rich get richer” theory of Simon [124], namely that a paper which
was published earlier and became popular has larger probability to obtain new citations than a
paper without many references. He called this phenomenon ”cumulative advantage”. However
these kind of systems had difficulties to be studied since strong computational resources were
not accessible at this age, so Price’s idea was forgotten almost for three decades. In the late 90s
this phenomenon was re-found in some other type of networks, using computational methods,
and has been enduring popularity up to date in many segments of research.
Baraba´si-Albert model
Baraba´si, Albert and Jeong were the first who studied the structure of the World Wide
Web (WWW) where the nodes of the network were defined as the websites and the edges
were the directed hyperlinks between them. It turned out that a few extremely connected
website hold most of the links in the network, and beyond these sites the largest part of the
webpages were slightly connected. They found a power-law behavior for the in- and out-degree
distributions, and gave a relevant explanation for the growing dynamics of the network. Their
model of evolving networks, today called scale-free model or Baraba´si-Albert model, is excellent
to simulate systems which show scale-free features. Such properties were found later in biology,
sociology, technology and in many fields of the science.
In their model they included the dynamical growth and the above described inhomogeneity
role, which they called ”preferential attachment”. The model contains the following steps:
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Algorithm 1 Baraba´siAlbertModel(m0,m, t)
1: Starting from a fully connected graph with m0 vertices
2: for all timestep t do
3: add a new node with m(≤ m0) edges
4: for all m number of edges proceed from the new node do
5: choose a node i to which the new node connects with a probability rational to its degree
such that: Π(ki) = kiP
j kj
.
6: end for
7: end for
This model was defined on undirected graphs and gave a degree exponent γ = 3 (Figure
3.6), which is a good approach for the exponents of real world networks. It can be solved in
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Figure 3.6: Degree distribution of Baraba´si-Albert network for various m with system size N = 300000.
The slope of the skew line is γ = 3 and gives the power-law degree exponent. In the inset we demon-
strate, that the degree distributions are independent of m after rescaling as k−γ ∼ P (k)/m2. The fitted
line gives the expected exponent γ = 3.
the large size limit with an approximate solution given by Baraba´si and Albert [15, 125], and
it can be proved exactly with two another equivalent methods: the master equation approach
published by Dorogovtsev et.al. [126,127] and rate-equation approach introduced by Krapivsky
et.al. [128]. For these solutions see Appendix B.
Types of correlation
There are two types of correlation in evolving Baraba´si-Albert networks found by analytical
studies [129]. The first nontrivial correlation is between the age and the degree of a node.
The vertices, which were added earlier to the network had better chance to acquire edges, so
these nodes have higher degrees. For the case m = 1, when the evolving graph is a tree, the
probability distribution of the degree of vertex i, with age a (the elapsed time since i was given
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to the network) is:
Pk(a) =
√
1− a
N
(
1−
√
1− a
N
)k
(3.11)
so the degree distribution for nodes with fixed age decays exponentially, with a characteristic
degree scale which diverges as 〈k〉 ∼ (1 − (a/N))−1/2 if a → N . It means that young nodes
(where a/t→ 0) have typically small degrees, while for the older ones the average degree is large.
This age-degree correlation was not found in real networks [130], however using an extension,
called fitness parameter [131,132], this correlation can be reduced in current model too.
The other type of correlation was found between the degrees of adjacent vertices [129]. If
Njk denotes the number of edges which are connecting two type of nodes with degree j and k,
in the case when m = 1:
Njk =
4j
(k + 1)(k + 2)(j + k + 2)(j + k + 3)(j + k + 4)
+
+
12j
(k + 1)(j + k + 1)(j + k + 2)(j + k + 3)(j + k + 4)
It is independent of the time and depends on k and j only, suggesting that the correlation evolves
spontaneously between the degrees of adjacent vertices, unlike in classical random graphs, where
the degrees of connected nodes are uncorrelated [133].
Graph Properties
The most important property of the Baraba´si-Albert network [16] is its degree distribution
that follows a power-law. This feature comes from the growth and preferential attachment
roles which take place together in the model. To find, which property is responsible for the
spontaneous evaluational scale-free feature, we can analyze these independently. If we study
a growing network with equal probability attachment, it evolves to a graph with exponential
degree distribution. However if we keep the network size constant and introduce edges following
the role of preferential attachment, the network evolves into a state where all nodes have the
same degree. Consequently both properties need to evaluate a network with a power-law degree
distribution.
The average path length ¯` of a Baraba´si-Albert network is smaller than a random graph
having the same system size. It means that through the few well connected nodes, all the
vertices are located closer to each other in the network than in a homogeneous topology. That
is why the scale-free network is called ultra small-world network in this sense. ¯` is growing
logarithmically with the system size, but nevertheless there is no exact theoretical expression
for the average path length.
There is no analytical prediction also of the clustering coefficient for scale-free graphs. Even
this property in Watts-Strogatz networks is independent of the system size, here it has a strong
size dependence. It decreases faster with the system size than in random graphs, and follows a
power-law C ∼ N−α with an exponent α = 0.75.
The spectral density for the Baraba´si-Albert networks shows a fairly different shape than we
saw for random graphs [94, 134]. It has a continuous distribution and form a triangle where
the edges have power-law tails. The first eigenvalue λ1 is separated from the main bulk of the
spectrum like for Erdo˝s-Re´nyi graphs, and it increases approximately as λ1 ∼ N1/4.
The Baraba´si-Albert model has exceptional popularity, since it was first published, and many
variation appeared to make it more realistic e.g. introducing fitting parameter we mentioned
before. Another modification when we let the attachment probability Π(k+ k0) to depends on
an additional constant k0 too, instead of k only. Modify k0 between −m < k0 < ∞, it scales
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the degree distribution [126, 129], which then goes as P (k) ∼ k−, with  = γ + k0/m, where
γ = 3 the original degree exponent.
If we scale the attachment probability as a power-law Π(kε) and not linearly as before, when
ε = 1 we get back the original graph, however if ε < 1 or ε > 1, different network behaviors
appear [128,129].
Another variation of the model is given if we increase the average degree over time [135]. It
seems to be realistic, since in the WWW the average degree increasing by time as well. This
modification varies the degree exponent too, and approximates more the original Baraba´si-
Albert network to real systems.
Real scale-free networks
Such kind of systems which shows a power-law degree distribution can be found in various self-
organized systems. In social science the first found example was the citation network [122,123]
of scientific papers, what we have already discussed. However human sexual networks [136], the
word web of human languages [137] or the above-mentioned collaboration networks following
scale-free behavior too [92, 106, 119–121]. In technology, electric circuits [138], phone-call nets
[139] or airplane networks has scale-free topology, and after the WWW [140, 141], some other
information network, like the Internet (defined as the network of wired rooters) indicates the
same behaviour also [142, 143]. We can find various type scale independent biological system
too, like cellular networks [144–146], protein folding networks [145, 147], ecological and food
networks [148,149] or the net of metabolic interactions [144].
These various examples prove that self-organized networks in Nature are not driven by only
random rules, but follow such universal laws which introduce a type of order into the system.
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Chapter 4
Numerical methods
The numerical physics became a sterling part of the science of physics since high-performance
computational engines and methods became available from the middle of the 20th century. The
main expediency of numerical simulations is two fold, related to the theoretical and experimen-
tal part of physics and other segments of natural science. In many cases theoretical treatments
are available for models for which there is no perfect physical realization (at least at the present
time). In this situation the only possible test for an approximate theoretical solution is to com-
pare with numerical results generated from a computer simulation. There are also real physical
systems which are sufficiently complex that they are not presently amenable to theoretical
treatment. An example is the problem of understanding the specific behavior of a system with
many competing interactions and which is undergoing a phase transition. Following this two
directions many numerical methods have been developed in the last few decades what we can-
not discuss here [40]. In this chapter we confine oneself to the methods only we applied during
our work or strongly related to the subject of statistical physics and Monte Carlo simulations.
After a brief introduction into the base idea of general Monte Carlo methods we discuss shortly
the subject of combinatorial optimization and its application what we used intensively in the
course of our work. We close this chapter with a short discussion of an effective algorithm to
simulate scale-free networks.
4.1 Principles of Monte Carlo methods
The subject of Monte Carlo methods in physics is to calculate thermodynamical averages of
observable quantities in interacting many body systems. These numerical methods are based on
stochastic techniques and use random numbers and probability statistics to study and simulate
problems on computers. In this chapter we are going to discuss the general ideas of Monte
Carlo methods and review algorithms which are related to our purpose.
4.1.1 Importance sampling
Lets take a lattice system at a temperature T which contains N particles [40–42]. The time
evolution of the system can be described as a serial of states which the system goes through at
given state space. Suppose that the system is at the state µ at time t and define a transition
probability R(µ→ ν) that it is in the state ν a dt time later. We can determine the dynamics
of the system thus we define such a rate for all possible states ν that the system can reach. If
we introduce a set of weights wµ(t) which gives the probability that the system is in the state
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µ at time t then the time evolution can be described by the master equation:
dwµ(t)
dt
=
∑
ν
[
wνR(ν → µ)− wµR(µ→ ν)
]
(4.1)
where the first term on the right hand side represents the probability that the system gets into
the state µ while the second terms is the probability that it leaves that. Since the system at any
time t must be at one of the points of the state space then the weights must obey
∑
µ wµ(t) = 1.
The expected value of some quantity Y at time t then can be written as:
〈Y 〉 =
∑
µ
Yµwµ(t) (4.2)
In equilibrium when the transition probabilities between two states are equal∑
ν
wµR(µ→ ν) =
∑
ν
wνR(ν → µ) (4.3)
the right hand side of the master equation is canceled out and all weights wµ become constant
since dwµ(t)/dt = 0. For thermodynamical systems the equilibrium values of wµ are known a
priori exactly and define the equilibrium occupation probability in the infinite time limit as
pµ = limt→∞ wµ(t). For canonical systems in equilibrium this probability (as it was already
described in Section.2.2.1) is following a Boltzmann distribution [150]:
pµ =
1
Z e
−βHµ thus the average of quantity Y is 〈Y 〉 = 1Z
∑
µ
Yµe
−βHµ (4.4)
where Z is defined in Eq.2.2.
This average can be calculated only for small systems which have sufficiently enough number
of states. However the energy of an equilibrated system changes only on a small scale, which
means that the system occupies only a limited number of state with a large probability and
has small but not zero chance to reach the rest of the state space. It is straightforward from
the quantitative image that the number of states is reduced as the temperature approaches
zero since the system does not have energy to reach excited energy levels. If we follow this
consideration thus instead of measuring on all states but we make a representative selection M
of the most proper states, then average quantities can be calculated over this state set M with
acceptable accuracy. Now if we define a distribution pµ to select randomly the important states
µ1, ..., µM ∈ M from the complete state set then an estimator of a quantity can be calculated
as:
YM =
∑M
i=1 Yµip
−1
µi e
−βHµi∑M
i=1 p
−1
µi e
−βHµi
(4.5)
which becomes a more accurate estimate of 〈Y 〉 as the number of states in M increases and
when M →∞ then YM = 〈Y 〉.
As a first approximation if we choose pµ equal for each state then we get back to Eq.4.5.
However we have seen that the range of energies of the states sampled by a typical system is
very small compared with the total energy. So the system does not sample all states with equal
probability but samples them according to a Boltzmann distribution. Then a better strategy
would be not to pick up the representative M state with equal probability but proportional to
its Boltzmann weight. Now we can define the probability that a particular state µ gets chosen
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as pµ = Z−1e−βHµ so the estimator is simplified to:
YM =
1
M
M∑
i=1
Yµi (4.6)
where the Boltzmann factors have canceled. This approximation works much better since we
pick up most properly the states where the system spends the majority of time, with a relative
frequency corresponding to the time the system spends there. This method of importance
sampling was one of the base idea of Monte Carlo methods and commonly used in many
algorithms.
Now the question arises how to choose these proper states from the state space since choosing
randomly and then accept them with probability e−βHµ is still not effective. Almost all Monte
Carlo schemes rely on Markov processes to generate the set of these states. It is a mechanism
which transforms the system into a new state ν, with a transition probability R(µ→ ν), if the
system was in the state µ before. It chooses the new state ν in a random manner from the set
of possible transitions corresponding to the transition probabilities, which probabilities need to
satisfy the constrain ∑
ν
R(µ→ ν) = 1 (4.7)
By definition the transition probabilities must be time independent and the choice of the new
state ν depends only on the properties of the former state µ (in other words the system has no
memory).
The serial of states which was generated by a repeatedly applied Markov process is called
Markov chain. We can specify the Markov process thus when we start the system from an arbi-
trary state, after enough iterations the states appear with a probability given by the Boltzmann
distribution. Then the system reaches its equilibrium. To ensure this specialty for the Markov
process the system needs to satisfy two conditions.
The ergodicity is the first required but not sufficient condition which means that the system,
started from any initial state µ, should be able to reach any other state ν in the state space, via
the Markov process if we run it long enough. This condition is required since each state appears
with a non-zero probability in the Boltzmann distribution. However in an ergodic system if a
transition probability between two states is R(µ → ν) = 0 it does not mean that the system
cannot reach the state ν initiated from µ. In real systems most of the state transitions are
forbidden, but there exists a sequence of transition between each state where the intermediate
transitions are allowed.
The other condition we place on our Markov process is the condition which ensures that it is
the Boltzmann distribution that we generate after the system reaches its thermal equilibrium.
A system is in equilibrium if it is true for each states that the probabilities to get in a state and
leave that are equal to each other, as it was drawn in Eq.4.3. We can simplify this expression
apply Eq.4.7 and write to the form:
pµ =
∑
ν
pνR(ν → µ) (4.8)
However this condition still does not guarantee that we reach the equilibrium from an arbitrary
initial state and we need one more consideration related to the Markov process:
pµR(µ→ ν) = pνR(ν → µ) (4.9)
which is called the condition of detailed balance. It tells us that the average rate of transforma-
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tion between two states is equal and independent of the direction which is always the case for
real systems also.
Now if in the Markov process we suppose that the pµ distribution of states satisfies the
condition of detailed balance and we wish the equilibrium distribution to be the Boltzmann
distribution, rearranging Eq.4.9, it tells us that the transition probabilities should relate as:
R(µ→ ν)
R(ν → µ) =
pν
pµ
= e−β(Hν−Hµ) (4.10)
This constrain with the one defined in Eq.4.7 limits the transition probabilities, but if the
Markov process obey these and our system is ergodic then the equilibrium distribution of states
will follow a Boltzmann probability distribution.
If we choose the transition probabilities of the form of Eq.4.10, during the simulation the
system can be trapped in a intermediate sate for a longer period or even locked for the whole
processing time. It happens if the chosen transition probabilities are even correct Boltzmann
probabilities but those are too small to change the current state. A solution is to brake the
transition probabilities into two parts as R(µ → ν) = g(µ → ν)A(µ → ν) where g(µ → ν)
defines a selection probability and gives the chance that the system in sate µ will choose the
state ν as a next state during the Markov process. A(µ → ν) is the acceptance ratio which
gives the ratio of the acceptance of the transition, chosen by g(µ → ν). Then the Eq.4.10 can
be rewritten of the form
g(µ→ ν)A(µ→ ν)
g(ν → µ)A(ν → µ) =
pν
pµ
= e−β(Hν−Hµ) (4.11)
which equation still satisfies the detailed balance but the ratio A(µ → ν)/A(ν → µ) can be
arbitrary chosen between zero and∞ which means that the selection probabilities can take any
values we wish. The best choice if the acceptance ratios are close to one. If we fix their ratio
for every transitions then the selection probabilities can be scaled arbitrary if we multiply the
counter and denominator with the same number. An average choice to set the larger selection
probability to one and gear the other probability to that. This modification can significantly
fasten up our simulation while the system still satisfies all the required constrains.
4.2 General Monte Carlo algorithms
In the following section we are going to introduce general Monte Carlo algorithms of statis-
tical physics which are capable to simulate phase transition at finite temperatures. All of our
considerations will be drawn with the Ising model paradigm, however all of our discussions are
relevant for other models too. The nearest neighbour Ising model here is defined on a finite
size lattice with N sites and periodical boundary condition to eliminate boundary effects. The
initial state of the simulated system usually is a completely ordered ground state belonging to
T = 0 or a random state defined as the T =∞ limit.
4.2.1 Metropolis algorithm
The most frequently used method to simulate spin lattice models is the Metropolis algorithm
which was firstly defined on simulation of hard-square liquids in 1953 [17]. Here we use a single
spin-flip techniques to generate a new state from the current state of the system. Since the
system size is N and each spin can choose between two directions σi = ±1, the total number
of the states is 2N . But if we flip only one of the N spins at each iteration, the system has N
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different ν states which can be reached from its current state µ. Then if we choose the selection
probability g(µ→ ν) equal for each possible state transition µ→ ν thus there are N non-zero
selection probabilities, that take the same value g(µ→ ν) = 1/N , otherwise they are zero [42].
Substitute it into the Eq.4.11 we get the form:
R(µ→ ν)
R(ν → µ) =
A(µ→ ν)
A(ν → µ) = e
−β(Hν−Hµ) (4.12)
This ratio depends only on the energy difference ∆E = Hν − Hµ between two states at a
given temperature. Now we can choose any acception rate which satisfies the detailed balance
condition. Historically the first choice was the form of Metropolis [17]:
A(µ→ ν) =
{
e−β∆E if ∆E > 0
1 otherwise
(4.13)
where we set the larger acceptance probability to one and scale the smaller pro rata as we
proposed to do in Section.4.1.1. Eq.4.13 means that we accept every transition which does not
increase the energy of the system, otherwise we take it with a Boltzmann probability depending
on the energy difference. The implementation of this method is simply defined in Alg.2 where
one Monte Carlo step (MCS) is recognized as N complete for iteration between the lines 3− 8,
thus that each spin could be chosen at least once per a MCS. The choice of spins in the 4th line
Algorithm 2 Metropolis()
1: Choose an initial state
2: for 1 to NMCS do
3: for 1 to N do
4: Choose a spin σi
5: Calculate the energy change ∆E which results if the spin at site i is overturned
6: Generate a random number such that 0 < r < 1
7: Flip the spin if r < e−β∆E
8: end for
9: end for
can be systematic or done by random fashion.
One of the slowest part of the algorithm is to calculate the energy difference of the system
between the current state and after we flip a spin. However the energy of the initial and final
state in one iteration depends only on the relation of the chosen spin and its direct neighbours
since the Hamiltonian contains interactions for only first neighbours. So we need to calculate
the energy difference on the first neighbour terms only and the energy of the rest of the system
stays invariant during the iteration. Another trick may be applied if the lattice is regular and
the number of neighbours is the same for each spin. Then the variation of the states of the
chosen spin and its first neighbours is finite. So, if we calculate initially the energy difference for
all these substates then during the iterations we do not need to recalculate always the energy
but only pick up the related pattern.
After the system has reached the equilibrium, to calculate an average quantity we need to
measure in different MCS which are related to independent states. Such kind of time average
and the multitude average over samples in equilibrium are equal in ergodic systems.
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An alternative method exists which defines the single spin-flip transition probability as [151]:
R(µ→ ν) = 1 + σitanh(βHi) (4.14)
where σiHi is the energy of the ith spin in state µ [40]. This method commonly called the
Glauber dynamics gives the same results as the Metropolis dynamics, however in the high
temperature limit it stays ergodic unlike the Metropolis method [152].
4.2.2 Cluster algorithms
A more efficient class of algorithms to simulate lattice systems are the cluster-flip algorithms.
Here instead of flip spins one by one we flip whole clusters of neighbouring spins which are at
the same spin state. However the cluster selection techniques is not trivial since the size of
clusters should depends on the temperature. Swendsen and Wang were the first who defined a
relevant method, using the Fortuin-Kasteleyn transformation (see Section.2.3.2) in their Monte
Carlo algorithm [18]. Following their idea Wolff found a different algorithm which was proven
to be faster in higher dimensions [19].
The common idea was to evaluate clusters of neighbouring spins which are at the same state,
by adding bonds between them with a probability padd = 1−e−2βJ (following the same method
like in Fig.A.1.b). In the Swendsen-Wang algorithm at every MCS we divide the whole lattice
into clusters and then turn each cluster with a probability 1/2. However in the algorithm of
Wolff we proceed from a randomly selected spin and clustering (with padd) only that domain
where it belongs to. Then we turn the selected sub-domain with probability 1.
The probability padd scales with temperature and shapes small clusters at high temperatures,
but it assembles large amount of spins at the low temperature phase, where padd is large and a
system wide domain is present. The cluster methods have a special advantage at the criticality
where they are much faster than any single spin-flip algorithm.
At the vicinity of the phase transition point, where the correlation length ξ becomes infi-
nite we need to flip many spins to produce uncorrelated patterns. The correlation time then
diverges as τ ∼ ξz, where z is the earlier defined dynamical exponent. Since in Monte Carlo
simulations the system size is always finite, than at the critical point the correlation length
becomes commensurable to the linear size ξ ∼ L, which means that the relaxation time τ is
increasing by the system size and causes the symptom of critical slowing down. The cluster flip
algorithms reduces the effect of this slowing and indicates various dynamical exponents (see
Table.4.1) which identify different dynamical universality classes.
dimension Metropolis Wolff Swendsen-Wang
2 2.167± 0.001 0.25± 0.01 0.25± 0.01
3 2.02± 0.02 0.33± 0.01 0.54± 0.02
4 - 0.25± 0.02 0.86± 0.02
Table 4.1: Different values of dynamical exponents for the Metropolis, Wolff and Swendsen-Wang
algorithm at different dimensions [42]. As we see in Table.4.1, the Wolff algorithm is faster in higher
dimensions, but in two dimensions in case of any applied external field the Swendsen-Wang method
provides a faster solution.
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4.3 Combinatorial optimization
Combinatorial optimization is a method to find extremity of different quantities and calculate
their correct values numerically. Instead of examining all states of a finite system which can be
done only in t ∼ eL non-polynomial time (NP-complete problems), here we exploit some special
feature which lets us apply algorithmic methods and find a solution in t ∼ Lk polynomial time
(P-type problems). In case of a problem that cannot be solved analytically or algorithmically
we need to apply Monte Carlo methods to calculate average quantities as we discussed before.
For example to calculate the average free energy of the ferromagnetic random bond Potts
model, it is necessary to calculate the average over the whole probability distribution P (Jij)
as:
f(β) =
∫
dJ1 · · ·
∫
dJmP (J1, ..., Jm)fJ1...Jm(β) (4.15)
which is an NP-complete problem. Here we show how to compute exactly fJ1...Jm(β) for a
particular choice of the couplings J1, ..., Jm in the q infinite limit [21]. As we have seen in
Section.2.3.1, the partition function of the Potts model on a graph G can be expressed in terms
of its subgraphs G′ in the high temperature limit (see Eq.2.48). When q = ∞, the partition
function can be rewritten in the form of Eq.2.65, where only the subgraph G∗ contributes which
maximizes φ(G′) = c(G′) +
∑
e∈G′ Je. Then to calculate the partition function and the free
energy, the problem is reduced to find the optimal subgraph G∗ which maximizes φ(G′) or
equivalently minimize:
φP (G′) = −
(
c(G′) +
∑
e∈G′
Je
)
(4.16)
This function has a special property which allows us to minimize it efficiently using optimization
methods, which will be introduced in the following.
4.3.1 Minimization of Submodular Functions
Lets consider now φP (G′) as a set function f(A) which are defined as f : 2E → R where 2E
denotes the set of all subsets of a finite set E. If the cardinality of set 2E is large, it is impossible
to calculate all its values in order to find the smallest one, however if f(A) is recognized as a
submodular function then to find its minimum becomes a optimization problem.
Definition 4.3.1. A set function is submodular if for all subsets A ⊆ V and B ⊆ V :
f(A) + f(B) > f(A ∩B) + f(A ∪B) (4.17)
To find a subset A∗, called the optimal set, which minimizes f(A) such that f(A∗) ≤ f(A)
for any A ⊆ E is possible in strongly polynomial time. To introduce a method we need to
consider some other characters of submodular functions. Lets denote fE the function which we
need to minimize on all subsets of E. Then for any subset F ⊆ E we can define a set function
thus fF (A) = fE(A) for any A ⊆ F . This means if fE is a submodular function so thus fF is
also a submodular function and satisfies the following proposition [21].
Proposition 4.3.2. F ⊆ E is a subset and e ∈ E is an element of E. If AF is an optimal set
of the set function fF defined on F , then there will be an optimal set AF∪{e} of the function
fF∪{e} defined on F ∪ {e} such that AF ⊆ AF∪{e}.
This property has an important consequence. If we have found the optimal set A∗F for a
subset F of E then all elements in A∗F will still belong to one optimal set A
∗
G of all the sets
which G ⊇ F . It means that we can find the optimal set of E , finding successively the optimal
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set for its subgraphs. In the following section we use this property to construct a method to
find the optimal set to minimize a submodular function.
4.3.2 The Method to calculate the Potts free energy
It is simple to show that free energy φP (G′) of the q =∞ Potts model, which was defined in
Eq.4.16 on a graph G = (V,E) is submodular [20]. Using this property we can calculate this
free energy in strongly polynomial time using combinatorial optimization predictions as follows.
Let us suppose that the optimal set A∗k of the subgraph Gk ⊆ G has been found and contains
the vertices Vk = {v0, v1, ..., vk} with the edges which have both extremities in Vk. Then the
edges of the optimal set can be grouped into clusters (connected subsets of vertices), where the
clusters are connected with edges, which are not belonging to the optimal set. The weight Jij of
an edge between two clusters is defined as the sum of weights of all edges having one extremity
in each cluster. The isolated vertices are considered as clusters of size one. We know from the
previous proposition that the current cluster structure will be embedded into the optimal set
of Gk+1. However when we add a new site to Gk, then some clusters of A∗k (possibly 0) are
merged together with the new site vk while the other clusters keep unchanged. So the next step
is to find the clusters which merge together with the new vertex vk+1.
BEFORE
the sink
the source
NETWORK AFTER
the new site
the new site
DURING
Figure 4.1: Add a new vertex during the combinatorial optimization algorithm of the random bond
Potts model. On “BEFORE” and “AFTER” only the edges of the optimal set are presented. Pro-
ceeding from the subgraph “BEFORE”, we add the new site, which connects to the presented sites
(“DURING”). Then the “NETWORK” is generated with the additional source and sink sites as we
were discussed above with the capacities defined in 4.18-4.20. At the “NETWORK” the thick line car-
ries an infinite weight and the dashed edges are not belonging to the optimal set. After we calculated
the minimum cut and some new edges included in the optimal set, signed with thick line at the state
“AFTER”.
To solve this problem we introduce another weighted and directed graph, called network (see
Fig.4.1). The vertices in this network are of three kinds: (i) the clusters defined by the optimal
set A∗k in Gk, (ii) the new vertex vk+1, (iii) and two additional sites, which we called source s
and sink t. Between that vertices which corresponds to such clusters which are connected in
the original graph Gk, we set two directed edges, one in each direction. Moreover we introduce
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additional edges from the source s to each vertex and from every vertex to the sink t. After
we defined the network, a convenient selection of edge capacities will reduce the optimization
problem to finding the minimum cut between s and t which can be solved in strongly polynomial
time. Here a cut S by definition is a partition of all vertices into two sets S and T such that
s ∈ S and t ∈ T ≡ S. The weight C(S) of a cut is the sum of edge weights c(u, v), where the
sites u and v are in different sets of S and T . Then the suitable choice for the capacities:
c(u, v) = c(v, u) =
1
2
Juv (4.18)
c(s, v) = max
(
0,
1
2
∑
u∈V (u)
Juv − 1
)
(4.19)
c(v, t) = max
(
0, 1− 1
2
∑
u∈V (u)
Juv
)
(4.20)
where V (u) denotes the set of vertices, different from s and t, linked by an edge to site v. Then
the minimum cut S which separates s ∈ S and t /∈ S in the network, gives the optimal set A∗k
as the set of such edges which have both extremities in S.
4.3.3 Implementation
Following the previous considerations we can define an algorithm to calculate the free energy
of the system as finding the optimal set of the graph G. The algorithm proceeds by computing
the optimal set on |V | − 1 sublattice with an increasing number of sites and arbitrary choice of
adds order. To represent the actual data structure in the computer memory we can use two main
options. We can construct the whole data structure and rebuild the network after each step,
or one can define the whole structure in the beginning and increase the edge weights between
vertices, which are at the same cluster, as large as that those cannot be in other clusters during
the calculation. The latter case allocates less memory, however the former representation is
faster since the extra time for building the new structure in every step is largely compensated
by the smaller network to process.
Algorithm 3 OptimalCooperation()
1: Network ⇐ Ø
2: for all vertex v do
3: call AddVertexToNetwork(Network, v)
4: S ⇐ MinCut(Network)
5: call ContractNetwork(Network)
6: end for
7: Uncontract all vertices
8: OptimalSet⇐ the edge set induced by the cut S
The optimal cooperation algorithm (see Alg.3 and also Fig.4.1) at each iteration includes
three steps [21]: (i) build the network (Alg.4), (ii) find the minimum cut, (iii) contract all the
connected vertices on the source side into a single vertex in a way that we can uncontract them
at the end of the algorithm (Alg.5).
The crucial point of this method is to find the minimum cut in a series of |V | − 1 networks.
Many algorithms exist to calculate the minimum cut (or equivalently the maximum flow) of a
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Algorithm 4 AddVertexToNetwork(Network,v)
1: comment connect vertex v to its neighbours sites as in the original graph
2: for all neighbours u of v do
3: for all vertex x in the network to which u belongs do
4: c(v, x)⇐ c(v, x) + Juv/2
5: end for
6: c(x, v)⇐ c(v, x)
7: end for
8: connect the source s and the sink t using weights defined in Eq.4.20 and Eq.4.19
weighted directed graph in polynomial time. We applied the Goldberg&Tarjan and the Ford-
Fulkerson algorithm in the course of our work which are explained in details in [153].
Algorithm 5 ContractNetwork(Network)
1: Contract the vertices in S into a single vertex v∗
2: comment modify the weights accordingly
3: for all vertex u not in S do
4: c(u, v∗)⇐ 0
5: for all vertex v neighbour of u in S do
6: c(u, v∗)⇐ c(u, v∗) + c(u, v)
7: end for
8: c(v∗, u)⇐ c(u, v∗)
9: end for
The optimal cooperation algorithm is running in strongly polynomial time. However the
running time depends on the distance from the critical point and the different realizations of
the random bonds. An estimation can be calculated as an average of the execution time of a
system with a given size but different disordered realizations. This evaluation gives O(AN2.4)
if the size N of the graph is larger than a thousand.
The previous algorithm does not give any information about the number of optimal sets.
However we can make some statements about this cardinality if we use the property that the
union and the intersection of the optimal sets are optimal sets as well. If we calculate now the
union and intersection of all optimal sets and those are equal, then there is only one unique
optimal set [21].
4.3.4 Exact calculation for random field Ising model at T = 0
The minimum cut - maximum flow method is also applicable to find the exact ground state at
T = 0 of the random field Ising model (defined in Section 2.4.2) on an arbitrary graph without
thermalization problems [154].
Allow the random field to admit positive and negative values. To define the network we need
to introduce again two additional points, the sink and the source, and connect all sites v in the
original graph to the source s if the local field hv > 0 and to the sink t otherwise, if hv < 0.
Then we define the capacities in the network as follows:
c(u, v) = c(v, u) = J (4.21)
c(s, v) = hv (4.22)
c(v, t) = −hv (4.23)
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After we calculate the minimum cut of the network, to get the corresponding spin configuration
we set to +1 those spins which are belonging to the source s and to −1 those which are in
the set of sink. If the random field is discrete, maybe more than one minimum cut exists with
the same value so the ground state can be degenerated. Following this method we can find
the ground state of the random field Ising model with one minimum cut calculation in strongly
polynomial time.
4.4 Simulation of scale-free networks
Many methods exist to simulate a scale-free network with power law degree distribution.
One of the first defined model was the Baraba´si-Albert model that we discussed in detail in
the Section 3.3.3. This model describes dynamically growing network where the sites, added
at each time step to the network, choose their neighbours from the already presented sites
proportionally to their degree. In the corresponding algorithm (Alg.1) this rule of preferential
attachment means to recalculate the attaching probabilities Π(ki) (defined in Alg.1) of all sites
at each time step which causes an O(AN2) execution time.
In the course of our work we applied another but equivalent algorithm to simulate scale-free
networks. Instead of recalculating all the attaching probabilities at each step we introduced a
degree map. This data structure is a container of data elements containing unique data pairs:
a key number which represents a degree k and a list of nodes list(ni(ki = k)) having this
given degree. At each timestep t we need to update this map only, in a way that the degree
elements with zero list size are forbidden to be present. The size of this map is smaller than
the system size if the N is sufficiently large which can be explained with the special structure
of the scale-free network. Such networks are non-homogeneous thus many sites have the same
degree, consequently the number of different degrees in the network is much smaller than the
number of sites. Following this consideration a possible algorithm can be defined as follows:
Algorithm 6 ScaleFreeNetwork(m0,m, t)
1: Start from a fully connected graph with m0 vertices
2: Create a degreemap(k, list(n)) initially with one element degreemap(m0 − 1, list(n))
3: for all timestep t do
4: Add a new node with m(≤ m0) edges
5: for all m number of edges proceed from the new node do
6: Choose an element j from the degreemap(k, list(n)) with the probability Π(k) =
kNkP
k kNk
7: Choose a node nl randomly from the list of degreemap(j, list(n)) to which the new
node connects
8: Erase nl from the list of degreemap(j, list(n)) and delete element j if the list empty
9: Create degreemap(j + 1, list(n)) if does not exists and insert nl into its node list
10: end for
11: Create element degreemap(m, list(n)) if does not exists and insert the new point into its
node list
12: end for
Double edges are not allowed in the network and Nk denotes the number of sites with degree
k. Here the time to calculate the probability Π(k) at each time step is in the order ofOΠ(AN1/3)
following from numerical averages. Consequently the execution time of the whole algorithm for
large enough size is O(AN4/3) leads to a faster simulation than the original method.
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It is easy to see that the Alg.1 and the Alg.6 are equivalent. In the Alg.1 at each step the
nodes with the same degree have the same probability to receive a new edge and the sum of
their probabilities must be
∑
i Π(ki) = 1. In the Alg.6 the situation is the same, but here the
nodes with same degree and probability are collected into bulks, which is just a special case
of the Alg.1. Then we define a probability Π(k) = kNkP
k kNk
for each bulk, relational to the Nk
number of nodes in the bulk and to the common k degree they have. These probabilities must
be normalized
∑
k Π(k) = 1 too. After all to choose an ending point of a new edge is equivalent
in the two methods since to choose one node randomly with probability Π(ki) where nodes with
the same probability are allowed or to choose randomly a bulk with probability Π(k) belonging
to the degree k and then randomly select one node having this chosen degree is the same since∑
i Π(ki = k) = Π(k) for each different degree k.
Consequently the two methods indicate the same type of network following a P (k) ∼ k−γ
power law degree distribution with an exponent γ = 3 as we have proved in Section 3.3.3.
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Chapter 5
Non-equilibrium phase
transitions and finite-size scaling
in weighted scale-free networks
5.1 Introduction
Complex networks, which have a more complicated topology than regular lattices have been
observed in a large class of systems in different fields of science, techniques, transport, social
and political life, etc, as we have seen in Chapter 3. We described previously that such networks
have connections between remote sites, and are ruled by small world effects. Moreover a non-
democratic way of the distribution of the links characterizes the system which induces a degree
distribution with a power-law tail (see Eq.3.10). Hence these networks are called scale-free.
In real networks the γ degree exponent is generally: 2 < γ < 3 which is usually the result
of growth and preferential attachment as it was shown by Baraba´si and Albert [15]. They
defined a scale-free network model which is capable to generate a similar kind of graph with an
exponent γ = 3, what we have discussed in detail in Section 3.3.3.
Since the agents of a network interact with one another, it is natural to ask about the
cooperative behavior of the system. In particular if there exists some kind of thermodynamical
phase and if there are singular points when the strength of the interaction or other suitable
parameter is varied (such as the strength of disordering field, temperature, etc.). In this respect,
static models [155–160] (Ising, Potts models, etc.), as well as non-equilibrium processes [161–
164] (percolation, spread of epidemics, etc.) have been investigated. However, generally non-
weighted networks were considered, in which the strength of the interaction at each bond is
constant.
Studying cooperative processes on scale-free networks, due to long-range interactions a con-
ventional mean-field behavior is expected to hold. However it turned out that it is true only if
the network degree exponent is large enough, i.e. γ > γu, when the behavior of the system is
similar to a high dimensional regular lattice. For the Ising model this upper critical exponent is
γu = 5, whereas for the percolation and epidemic spreading γu = 4. As we decrease γ, the most
connected nodes start to play an important role since they induce strong correlations in their
neighbourhoods at short distance. At γ = γu there are logarithmic corrections to the mean-field
singularities, whereas for γu > γ > γc, where γc is a lower threshold value, we arrive to the
unconventional mean-field regime in which the critical exponents are γ dependent. The effect
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of topology of scale-free networks becomes dramatic if γ is lowered below the lower threshold
value, γ ≤ γc, and the average of k2, defined by 〈k2〉 =
∫
P (k)k2dk, as well as the strength
of the average interaction, becomes divergent. Then for any finite value of the interaction, the
scale-free networks are in the ordered state, consequently there is no threshold value of any
phase transition. Since γc = 3, in realistic networks with homogeneous interactions, this type
of phenomena should always occur.
Recently, much attention has been paid on weighted networks, in which the interactions
are not homogeneous. Generally the strength of the interactions of highly connected sites are
comparatively weaker than the average, that can be explained by technical or geographical
limitations. To model epidemic spreading, one should keep in mind that sites with a large
coordination number are generally earlier connected to the network and in the long period of
existence they have larger chance to be immunized [165].
An interesting class of degraded networks has been introduced recently by Giuraniuc et
al [166] in which the strength of interaction in a link between sites i and j is rescaled as:
λi,j = λ
(kikj)−µ
〈k−µ〉2 , (5.1)
where ki and kj are the connectivities of the given sites. Here 0 < µ < 1 is the degradation
exponent with which, if µ = 0, we recover the nondegraded network with homogeneous interac-
tions λ. The properties of this type of network in equilibrium critical phenomena, in particular
for the Ising model have been studied in detail in Ref [166]. Most interestingly the equilibrium
critical behavior is found to depend only on one parameter, the effective degree exponent,
γ′ = (γ − µ)/(1− µ) , (5.2)
thus topology and interaction seem to be converted. One important aspect of the degraded
network in Eq.5.1 is that phase transitions in realistic networks with γ ≤ 3 are also possible, if
the degradation exponent is sufficiently large , µ > (3− γ)/2. Therefore theoretical predictions
about critical singularities can be confronted with the results of numerical calculations.
In this chapter we study nonequilibrium phase transitions in weighted networks. Our aim
with these investigations is twofold. First, we want to check if the simple reparametrization
rule in Eq.5.2 stays valid for nonequilibrium phase transitions, too. For this purpose we make
dynamical mean-field calculations and perform large scale Monte Carlo simulations. Our second
aim is to study the form of finite-size scaling in nonequilibrium phase transitions in weighted
scale-free networks. To analyze our numerical results we use recent field-theoretical calculations
[167] in which finite-size scaling in Euclidean lattices above the upper critical dimension has
been studied. In the conventional mean-field regime of scale-free networks, analogous scaling
relations are expected to apply.
The structure of this chapter is the following. First we introduce a reaction-diffusion model,
the contact process, which is the prototype of a non-equilibrium phase transition belonging to
the universality class of directed percolation. Then we give the dynamical mean-field solution of
the recent model, and in the following section finite-size scaling theory is shown. Finally results
of Monte Carlo simulations of the contact process on weighted Baraba´si-Albert networks are
presented.
5.2 Reaction-diffusion models - The Contact Process
Reaction-diffusion systems are mathematical models to describe how the concentration of
one substance or more distributed in space, changes under the influence of two processes: local
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reactions in which the substances are converted into each other, and diffusion which causes
the substances to spread out in space. These kind of descriptions are naturally applied in
chemistry but also capable to describe non-chemical dynamical processes like in biology, physics
or information science etc.
These non-equilibrium processes are described by stochastic models where the reactions and
diffusions are defined as probabilistic transition rules. The state of the system is characterized
by wµ(t) which gives the probability distribution that it is in state µ at time t. It can be
shown that in the limit of very large system sizes, the temporal evolution of the probability
distribution wµ(t) evolves deterministically according to a master equation (see Eq.4.1). Since
the state of the system at time t depends only on the previous state, the master equation
describes a Markov process. Using a matrix notation the master equation may be written of
the form
∂t|wµ(t)〉 = −L|wµ(t)〉 (5.3)
where |wµ(t)〉 denotes a vector with the components of probabilities in wµ(t) [168]. The tem-
poral evolution is governed by the Liouville operator defined through the matrix elements as:
〈µ|L|ν〉 = −Rµ→ν + δ(µ, ν)
∑
ω
Rµ→ω (5.4)
where the coefficient Rµ→ν denotes the state transition rate from state µ to ν and δ(µ, ν) = 1
if only µ = ν otherwise it is zero. A formal solution of the master equation is given by
|wµ(t)〉 = exp(−Lt|wµ(0)〉) where |wµ(0)〉 denotes the initial probability distribution at t = 0.
Therefore, in order to determine |wµ(t)〉, the Liouville operator has to be diagonalized which is
usually a nontrivial task.
In the following we will focus on simple reaction-diffusion lattice model with only one type of
particles. It can be recognized as simple two-state model since each site can either be occupied
(infected) by a particle A or empty (healthy) ∅. The reaction in the system is defined in
terms of transition rates of two types: (i) an occupied site can infect its empty neighbours
with a rate λ, (ii) any infected sites may recover with a rate κ decreasing the total amount
of spreading agent. The competition of this two processes characterizes the behaviour of such
spreading processes. Depending on the relative rates ∆ = λ/κ which controls the balance
between infection and recovery, the system can evolve into two final states. If ∆ > ∆c the
infection process dominates, the epidemic disease will spread over all the systems, reaching a
stationary state in which the infection and recovery balance one another. However, if ∆ < ∆c
the recovery dominates and the total amount of spreading agents continues to decrease and
eventually vanishes. Then the system is trapped to a completely inactive state, the so-called
absorbing state. Since this absorbing phase can be reached but not be left, the system cannot
satisfy the condition of detailed balance so it is driven by a non-equilibrium process. The
transition between the stationary infected and absorbing phase is continuous and characterized
by universal behaviour [169]. The simplest model exhibiting such transition is the directed
case of percolation model (see Section 2.3.3) which denominate the related universality class of
directed percolation (for a review see [170,171]).
In directed percolation an orientation is defined for each percolating edge of the lattice which
determines the direction that the spreading agent can only move along (like water in porous
medium in gravitation field). A phase transition occurs for directed percolation which is similar
in many respects to the transition of isotropic case. The two phases are defined by the exis-
tence of an infinite percolating cluster and controlled by a probability p. It has a critical value
pc when the percolating cluster appears and the order parameter like percolation probability
becomes Θ(p ≥ pc) > 0 as we have discussed in Section 2.3.3. However here pc is larger than for
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the isotropic case and the critical behavior is also different. Instead of having rotational invari-
ant long-range correlation, duality symmetry and rational critical exponents, here the critical
properties present anisotropy in space leading to different critical exponents. The numerical
values of exponents are not known analytically but seem to be irrational numbers.
5.2.1 The Contact Process
The contact process is a lattice model belonging to the universality class of directed percola-
tion, first introduced by Harris [172,173] as an infection spreading model without immunization.
It is defined on a graph, whose site can be either active (si(t) = 1) or inactive (si(t) = 0). During
the time evolution we use a random sequential update and pick up a site i at each step randomly.
At the next t + dt iteration step the state of the chosen site si(d + dt) = 0, 1 depends on its
previous state si(t) at time t and the number of its active first neighbours ni(t) =
∑
〈i,j〉 sj(t).
The new state is assigned according to certain transition rates R(si(t)→ si(t+dt), ni(t)) which
are defined for the standard contact process as:
R(0→ 1, ni) = λn/ki (5.5)
R(1→ 0, ni) = κ = 1 (5.6)
where ki denotes the degree of the ith site (see Fig.5.1). We set the recovery probability κ = 1
so the infection probability λ controls the spreading process.
t+dt
t
ss s
s
i−1 i i+1
i λ/2 λ/2 λ 1
Figure 5.1: Contact process on 1+1 dimensional lattice. The empty point at si denote the inactive
point which becomes infected by its active neighbours si−1 or si+1 with a rate λ/2 per site. If si is
infected (fullfield point) then it recovers with a probability 1 in one time iteration [168].
We get the simplest representation of the model at 1 + 1 dimension, when the underlying
graph is a chain. Then the critical point is located at λc = 3.29785(8) suggested by Monte
Carlo simulations and series expansions [174–176]. The master equation of the 1+1 dimensional
contact process with periodical boundary condition and size N can be written as [168]:
∂twt(s1, ..., sN ) =
N∑
i
(2si − 1)
{
λsi−1wt(s1, ..., si−2, 1, 0, si+1, ..., sN )
+λsi+1wt(s1, ..., si−1, 0, 1, si+2, ..., sN )
−wt(s1, ..., si−1, 1, si+1, ..., sN )
}
(5.7)
where wt(s1, ..., sN ) denotes the probability that the system is in the configuration {s1, ..., sN}
at time t. Here we involved only two-site interactions. Then the corresponding Liouville
operator LCP =
∑
i Li is given by:
Li = 12

0 −1 −1 0
0 1 + λ 0 −1
0 0 1 + λ −1
0 −λ −λ 2

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In higher dimensional lattice systems or in complex networks the master equation becomes as
complicated as it is not solvable analytically. Then approximation methods become appropriate
to describe the critical behavior of the model. A corresponding method arises from mean field
theory what we will apply to give a dynamical solution of the contact process in scale-free
networks.
5.3 Dynamical mean field solution of contact process in
scale-free networks
In many cases the macroscopic properties of reaction-diffusion processes can be predicted
by solving the corresponding mean field theory. If the system contains a large number of
particles and the diffusion is dominating over the reaction then this solution gives a relevant
approximation and becomes exact in infinite dimensions. Here we present a dynamical mean
field solution of the contact process [168,172] as a dynamical adaptation of the Weiss molecular
field theory. We apply this model on a scale-free network with power-law degree distribution
characterized by a degree exponent γ as we defined in Section 3.3.3. This solution is expected
to be exact, due to long-range interactions in the system. We initially assume that the infected
agents are homogeneously distributed all over the network and ignore any spatial correlation
as well as instabilities with respect to inhomogeneous perturbations.
We start with a set of equations of the time derivative of the mean active site density, ρi, at
site, i = 1, 2, . . . , N :
∂ρi
∂t
=
∑
j
λi,j(1− ρi)ρj − ρi , (5.8)
where the correlations between densities of different sites are omitted. Here λi,j gives the
strength of infection, the (1−ρi) term is the probability that the ith site is empty and the ρj gives
the probability that the jth site is infected. The last −ρi term represents the recovery in the
equation. In the next step following the spirit of the Weiss molecular mean-field approximation
we replace the interactions using Eq.5.1:
λi,j = λ
kikj∑
j kj
(kikj)−µ
〈k−µ〉2 , (5.9)
i.e. there is an interaction between each site having the (mean) value, which is proportional to
the probability of the existence of the current bond (P (kikj) = kikj/
∑
j kj). Now in terms of
an average density:
ρ =
∑
j k
1−µ
j ρj∑
j k
1−µ
j
(5.10)
we can rewrite the dynamical equation as:
∂ρi
∂t
=
∑
j
λ
kikj∑
j kj
(kikj)−µ
〈k−µ〉2 (1− ρi)ρj − ρi (5.11)
= λk1−µi
∑
j
k1−µj∑
j kj〈k−µ〉2
(1− ρi)ρj − ρi (5.12)
Then we multiply the first term on the right hand side with
∑
j k
1−µ
j /
∑
j k
1−µ
j and rewrite the
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equation of the form:
∂ρi
∂t
= λk1−µi
∑
j
k1−µj∑
j kj〈k−µ〉2
(1− ρi)
k1−µj ρj
k1−µj
− ρi (5.13)
= λk1−µi
∑
j
k1−µj∑
j kj〈k−µ〉2
(1− ρi)ρ− ρi (5.14)
where we used a substitution with ρ defined in Eq.5.10. If we multiply again the first term with
N/N , we arrive to the form:
∂ρi
∂t
= k1−µi λ
〈k1−µ〉
〈k〉〈k−µ〉2 (1− ρi)ρ− ρi = k
−µ
i λ˜(1− ρi)ρ− ρi (5.15)
with λ˜ = λ〈k1−µ〉/〈k〉〈k−µ〉2.
In the stationary state, ∂ρi/∂t = 0, the local densities are given by:
ρi =
λ˜k1−µi ρ
1 + λ˜k1−µi ρ
(5.16)
i.e. they are proportional to k1−µi . Putting ρi from Eq.5.16 into Eq.5.10 we obtain an equation
for ρ:
ρ =
1∑
i k
1−µ
i
∑
i
k1−µi
λ˜k1−µi ρ
1 + λ˜k1−µi ρ
(5.17)
which can be rearranged as:
∑
i
k1−µi =
1
ρ
∑
i
k1−µi
λ˜k1−µi ρ
1 + λ˜k1−µi ρ
= λ˜
∑
i
k
2(1−µ)
i
1 + λ˜k1−µi ρ
(5.18)
Now if we take the continuous limit thus the summation over i is replaced by an integration over
the degree distribution, PD(k), and choose the upper limit of the integration for kmax → ∞
(thermodynamic limit) then:
〈k1−µ〉 = λ˜
∫ kmax
kmin
PD(k)
k2(1−µ)
1 + λ˜k1−µi ρ
dk (5.19)
The solution of Eq.5.19 in the vicinity of the transition point, ρ  1, depends on the large-
k limit of the degree distribution, defined in Eq.3.10. This solution is given in terms of the
integration variable, k′ = k1−µ, as:
〈k′〉 = λ˜A
∫ k′max
k′min
k′−γ
′ k′2
1 + λ˜k′ρ
dk′ ≡ Q(ρ, γ′), ρ 1 , (5.20)
where γ′ was defined in Eq.5.2. Note, that the functional form of the Eq.5.20 is identical to
that for standard scale-free networks, just with an effective degree exponent, γ′.
To analyze the solution of Eq.5.20 we apply the method in [159], which is somewhat different
from the original method in [177]. For small ρ, Q(ρ, γ′) in Eq.5.20 can be expanded in a Taylor
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series at least up to the term with ∼ ρ2 as:
Q(ρ, γ′) = λ˜A
∫ k′max
k′min
k′−γ
′
k′2(1− λ˜k′ρ+ (λ˜k′ρ)2 − ...)dk′ (5.21)
where the first three terms can be written of the form:
a1(ρ) = λ˜A
∫ k′max
k′min
k′−γ
′ k′2
1 + λ˜k′ρ
dk′
∣∣∣∣∣
ρ=0
(5.22)
a2(ρ) = −λ˜2ρA
∫ k′max
k′min
k′−γ
′ k′3
1 + λ˜k′ρ
dk′
∣∣∣∣∣
ρ=0
(5.23)
a3(ρ) = λ˜3ρ2A
∫ k′max
k′min
k′−γ
′ k′4
1 + λ˜k′ρ
dk′
∣∣∣∣∣
ρ=0
(5.24)
Following from these terms we can detect three range of γ′ where the critical behavior is
different:
• γ′ > 4
The first term of the series expansion is 〈k′〉 = λ˜A〈k′2〉 consequently there is a finite
transition point, λ˜c = 〈k′〉/A〈k′2〉, and the density in the vicinity of the transition point
behaves as: ρ(λ) ∼ (λ− λc). This is the conventional mean-field regime since the degree
exponent is larger than the upper critical value γ′ > γ′u(= 4) and the critical behavior on
the scale-free network is the same as on a complete graph. At the borderline case, γ′ = 4,
there are logarithmic corrections to the mean-field singularities.
• 3 < γ′ < 4
Here the effect of the connectivity of the scale-free network is relevant, so the singularities
of the thermodynamical quantities of the system are different from the conventional mean
field behavior. For small ρ only the linear term in the Taylor expansion of Q(ρ, γ′) exists
and the ρ-dependence of the next term becomes singular. The critical behaviour in this
regime is due the interplay between the regular linear first term (which exists since γ′ > 3)
and the negative singular next-to-leading term in the expansion.
The ρ-dependence can be estimated by noting that for a small, but finite ρ there is a
cut-off value, k˜′ ∼ 1/ρ, so that
a2(ρ) ∼ −λ˜2ρA
∫ ek′
k′min
k′−γ
′
k′3dk′ ∼ ργ′−3 . (5.25)
Consequently the density at the transition point behaves anomalously,
ρ ∼ (λ− λc)β , β = 1/(γ′ − 3) . (5.26)
This is the unconventional mean-field region where the critical behaviour depends on γ′.
• γ′ < 3
In this case Q(ρ, γ) is divergent for small ρ. Its behavior can be estimated as in Eq.5.25
leading to Q(ρ, γ′) ∼ λγ′−2ργ′−3. Consequently the system for any non-zero value of λ is
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in the active phase. As λ goes to zero the density vanishes as:
ρ(λ) ∼ λ(γ′−2)/(3−γ′) . (5.27)
Here at the border, γ′ = 3, the system is still in the active phase, but the density is related
to a small λ as: | ln(ρλ)| ∼ 1/λ.
Before we confront these analytical predictions with the results of numerical simulations we
discuss the form of finite-size scaling in scale-free networks.
5.4 Finite-size scaling for d > dc
In a numerical calculation, such as in Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, one generally considers
systems of finite extent and the properties of the critical singularities are often deduced via
finite-size scaling. As we have seen in Section 2.2.4 it is known in the phenomenological theory
of equilibrium critical phenomena that due to the finite size of the system, L, critical singularities
are rounded and their position is shifted [178]. As it is elaborated for Euclidean lattices finite-
size scaling theory has different forms below and above the so-called upper critical dimension,
dc. For d < dc in the scaling regime the singularities are expected to depend on the ratio,
L/ξ, where ξ is the spatial correlation length in the infinite system [179]. This case has been
discussed in Section.2.2.4. On the other hand for d > dc, when mean-field theory provides
exact values of the critical exponents, following from renormalization group treatments, the
finite-size scaling theory involves dangerous irrelevant scaling variables [180], which results in
the breakdown of hyperscaling relations. For equilibrium critical phenomena predictions of
finite-size scaling theory [181, 182] above dc are checked numerically, but the agreement is still
not satisfactory [183–185].
For non-equilibrium critical phenomena finite-size scaling above dc is considered first in the
frame of scaling theory [186] and for the percolation process [187] and applied also for a cou-
pled directed percolation system [188]. A field-theoretical derivation of the results has been
made only very recently [167, 189] and here we recapitulate the main findings of the analy-
sis. For directed percolation, which represents a broad class of universality [168], dangerous
irrelevant scaling variables are identified in the fixed point. As a consequence scaling of the
order-parameter is anomalous:
ρ = L−β/ν
∗
ρ˜(δL1/ν
∗
, hL∆/ν
∗
) , (5.28)
Here, δ, is the reduced control parameter, with the notations of Section 5.3 δ = (λ − λc)/λc
and h is the strength of an ordering field. The critical exponents, β = 1 and ∆ = 2, are the
same as in conventional mean-field theory. However, the finite-size scaling exponent is given
by, ν∗ = 2/d, and thus depends on the spatial dimension, d. Note, that below dc = 4 it is the
correlation length exponent, ν, which enters into the scaling expression in Eq.5.28, but above
dc, due to dangerous irrelevant scaling variables it should be replaced by ν∗. At the critical
point, δ = 0, the scaling function, ρ˜(0, x), has been analytically calculated and checked by
numerical calculations.
In the following we translate the previous results for complex network, in which finite-size
scaling is naturally related to the volume of the network via the relation N ↔ Ld, where N is
the number of sites. We examine two different cases in the conventional mean-field regime with
respect to a site with average or maximum degree. For a typically connected site, i.e. with a
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coordination number , k ∼ 〈k〉, we arrive from Eq.5.28 to the finite-size scaling prediction:
ρtyp = N−β/ωρ˜typ(δN1/2, hN∆/2) , (5.29)
where ω is defined as the correlation volume critical exponent ω = dν∗. On the other hand for
the maximally connected site with kmax ∼ N1/(γ−1) [100] according to Eq.5.16 the finite-size
scaling form is modified by:
ρmax = N−β/ω+(1−µ)/(γ−1)ρ˜max(δN1/2, hN∆/2) . (5.30)
Since in the derivation of the relation in Eq.5.28 the actual value of β has not been used, we
conjecture that the results in Eqs.5.29 and 5.30 remain valid in the unconventional mean-field
region, too. The suggestions above expected to hold for scale-free networks, however those
cannot be exact even in the conventional mean-field regime since the system size is finite.
5.5 Monte Carlo simulation
Next we are going to review some algorithmic methods and results of Monte Carlo simulations
in order to study numerically the previously presented theoretical predictions. First we repre-
sent the contact process in an algorithmic manner, then we describe our results of numerical
simulations about its critical behaviour and confront it with the theory.
5.5.1 Implementation of Contact Process
As we have seen before the contact process is a lattice model which is governed by two pro-
cesses, the infection what is spreading site-to-site and the recovery which retard the infestation
during the dynamic. Following this property the related algorithm can be decomposed in two
independent parts in one time step, which gives a possibility to parallelize the algorithm.
As a first step we read the network, calculate the weight degradations λi,j for each edge as
it was defined in 5.1 and choose an initial site to infect (see Alg.7). During the method we
contain the sick nodes in a list InfectedList() that we update at every iteration. At each time
step we check all the nodes i in InfectedList() and try to infect their neighbours j with a rate
λi,j . The newly infected sites are stored in a separated list NewInfectedList(). At the same
time step we recover all the occupied nodes in InfectedList() with a rate κ and delete them from
the list if they become healthy again. Finally we merge the NewInfectedList() and the rest of
InfectedList() to produce the new set of infected nodes for the next time step.
The running time of the algorithm can be approximate with the function f(N) ' t(N〈k〉+N)
which is strongly influenced by system properties like the degree distribution. During our
calculation we applied the process on scale-free networks with average degree 〈k〉 ' 1 but we
let the system running for t ' 2N time steps, consequently the execution time was O(4N2).
5.5.2 Numerical results
In the actual calculation we considered the contact process on the Baraba´si-Albert scale-free
network [15], which has a degree exponent, γ = 3, and used a degradation exponent, µ = 1/2.
Consequently from Eq.5.2 the effective degree exponent is γ′ = 5, thus conventional mean-field
behavior is expected to hold. (We note that the same system is used to study the equilibrium
phase transition of the Ising model in Ref. [166].) Networks of sites up to N = 4096 are
generated using the Alg.6 by starting with m0 = 1 node and having an average degree: 〈k〉 = 2.
Results are averaged over typically 10000 independent realizations of the networks.
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Algorithm 7 ContactProcess()
1: Initialization
2: Choose an initial point and infect it
3: for all timestep t do
4: for all nodes i in InfectedList() do
5: for all neighbours j of i do
6: if Infection(λi,j ,i,j) then
7: NewInfectedList.insert(j)
8: end if
9: end for
10: end for
11: for all nodes i in InfectedList() do
12: if Recover(κ,i) then
13: InfectedList.delete(i)
14: end if
15: end for
16: InfectedList()⇐ Merge(InfectedList(),NewInfectedList())
17: end for
In the calculation we started with a single particle at site i, (which was either a typical site
or the maximally connected site) and let the process evolve until a stationary state is reached
in which averages become time independent. In a finite system in particular in the vicinity
of the critical point this state is only quasi-stationary and has a finite life-time before in the
system all particles are annihilated. In order to obtain a true (quasi-)stationary average value
we have considered only the samples which have survived up to the time where the average
is done [190]. In the calculation we monitored the average value of the occupation number,
ρi, as introduced in mean-field theory in Eq.5.8, and the fraction of occupied sites, mi, (order
parameter) as a function of the control parameter λ = λ/κ, whereas κ = 1 was set to be
unity. In a regular lattice in the stationary state and in the thermodynamic limit ρi and mi are
the same quantities. In a complex network, however, in which the ρi are position dependent
they are not strictly equivalent. Their singular behavior in the vicinity of the transition point,
however, is expected to be the same. Indeed at the critical point the fraction of active sites is
vanishing with N , see in Eqs.5.29 and 5.30, therefore starting from a typical site the probability
of the infection of a largely connected site is vanishing.
5.5.3 The λc phase transition point and x finite-size scaling exponent
The λ dependence of the order parameter is shown in Fig.5.2 for a typical site and in Fig.5.3
for the maximally connected site. Evidently there is a phase transition in the system in the
thermodynamic limit between the absorbing state and a stationary infected state, which is
rounded by finite size effects as shown in the insets of Figs. 5.2 and 5.3.
As we have seen in Eq.2.24 the order parameter at the vicinity of the critical point of con-
tinuous phase transitions is scaling as a power law which arises of the form following from 5.4
as:
m(t,N) ∼ N−xm˜(N1/ωt) (5.31)
where x = β/ω = β/dν∗ denotes the finite-size exponent as given in scaling theory in Eqs.5.29
and 5.30. At the critical point the magnetization can be written as m(N, t = 0) ∼ AN−x where
A is a constant. Consequently the ration of magnetization of the systems with size N and N/2
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Figure 5.2: Variation of the order parameter at a typical site as a function of the creation rate, λ.
Inset: Enlargement in the critical region.
can be written in the form:
r(N) =
m(t = 0, N)
m(t = 0, N/2)
=
N−x
(N/2)−x
= 2−x (5.32)
where the order parameter curves for different N cross each other and the crossing point can
be used to identify λc and exponent x through extrapolation. To locate the phase transition
point we form this ratios for different finite sizes. As shown in Fig.5.4 r(N) tends to zero in
the inactive phase, λ < λc, and tends to a value of one in the active phase, λ > λc.
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Figure 5.3: As in Fig.5.2 for the maximally connected site.
The transition point is found to be the same within the error of the calculation both for a
typical site and for the maximally connected site and given by: λc = 2.30(1). The finite-size
scaling exponent, however, calculated from r(N,λc) is different in the two cases. For a typical
site we estimate: xtyp = 0.54(7), which should be compared with the field-theoretical prediction
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in Eq.5.29, which is xtyp = β/2 = 1/2. In the maximally connected site the finite-size scaling
exponent is measured as xmax = 0.27(4), which again agrees well with the field-theoretical
prediction in Eq.5.30: xmax = β/2− (1− µ)/(γ − 1) = β/2− 1/(γ′ − 1) = 1/4.
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Figure 5.4: The ratio r(N) = m(N)/m(N/2) a) for a typical site, b) for the maximally connected site.
Note that the location of the crossing points, which defines λc is the same in the two cases, whereas the
value at crossing, which is related to the finite-size exponent, x, through r(N,λc) = 2
−x is different.
5.5.4 The ω correlation volume exponent
Next, we consider correlations in the vicinity of the transition point and calculate the relation
between the correlated volume V ∼ ξd, and the distance from the critical point, δ. Following
the consideration in Eq.2.14 it is expected that the correlation volume arises in a power-law
form, V ∼ |δ|−ω, where ω = dν∗ is the correlation volume exponent (see Eq.5.29). According
to field-theoretical results in Eqs.5.29 and 5.30 this exponent is ω = 2 in the mean field regime
since there ν∗ = 2/d (see Section 5.4), both at a typical site and at the maximally connected
site. Now in the limiting case, V ∼ N , the scaled order parameter, m˜ = mNx, is expected to
depend on the scaling combination, N1/ωδ (see Eq.5.31), which is demonstrated in Fig.5.5, both
in the typical site and in the maximally connected site (inset). In both cases, x and λc are fixed
by the previous analysis and ω is obtained from the optimal scaling collapse, as ωtyp = 2.1(2)
and ωmax = 2.0(1). Thus, once more we have agreement with the field-theoretical results.
5.5.5 Dynamical scaling
Finally, we turn to analyze dynamical scaling in the system. At the critical point, λ = λc
we have measured the number of active sites, Na, as a function of time, t, which is shown in
Fig.5.6 when the starting point is a typical site and in Fig.5.7 for the maximally connected
site. As seen in Figs.5.6 and 5.7 after a starting period (which is discussed below) there is an
asymptotic region with a power-law dependence, Na ∼ ta, which turns to a saturation regime
around t ∼ Nζ , when the active sites reach the boundary of the system.
Here the networks were generated with a parameter m0 = m = 1 (Alg. 1) thus the initial
network was always a single node and during the network evaluation. At each iteration step
we added new a site with m = 1 number of edge, consequently the generated graph became a
tree which boundary could be defined as the set of nodes with degree k = 1. The sites of this
boundary set are those which were added later to the network and which are less connected.
At the critical point, when the infection is initiated from a single site, the disease spreads
all over the system until the infection becomes homogeneously distributed all over the network.
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Figure 5.5: Scaling collapse of the order-parameter near the transition point using the functional forms
in Eq.5.29 for a typical site and in Eq.5.30 for the maximally connected site (inset). The finite-size
scaling exponents, xtyp and xmax are fixed by the previous analysis and the correlation exponent, ω, is
used to have an optimal collapse of the data, see text.
It means that the infection reached all the boundary sites, the correlation length became com-
mensurable to the diameter of the network and the correlation volume turned to be V ∼ N .
Following this limiting point the system arrives to its saturation region, where the infection eval-
uates homogeneously in the whole graph and the number of infected sites fluctuating around a
finite value.
It is seen in Figs.5.6 and 5.7 that the exponents atyp and amax, which refer to a typical
site and the maximally connected site, respectively, are different. However the border of the
saturation regions, i.e. the exponent ζ are approximately the same for the two cases. In a regular
lattice with dimension, d > dc, (which contains only typical sites) the dynamical exponent, ζ,
is conjectured [186] to be, ζ = 1/2, which is derived recently by field-theoretical methods [167]
and checked numerically [189,191]. This result for ζ is expected to hold for networks, too.
In order to analyze the results in Figs.5.6 and 5.7 we discuss the scaling behavior of Na(t,N).
In the stationary state the density is independent of the initial conditions and it is proportional
to the density at a typical site, ρtyp ∼ N−xtyp . Since ρ ∼ Na/N therefore the scaling form of
the active site number is given by:
Na(t,N) = N1−xtypN˜a(t/N ζ) , (5.33)
in which the scaling function, N˜a(y), is different for a typical site and for the maximally con-
nected site, respectively. In the small y limit before the saturation time, we obtain N˜a(y) ∼ yatyp
and N˜a(y) ∼ yamax , for a typical site and for the maximally connected site, respectively in this
way we recover the previously announced t-dependences. For small t, Na is of O(1) relational
the average number of first neighbours, if we start with a particle at a typical site.
Next we analyze the size dependence ofNa(t,N) at a fixed t. For a typical site limN→∞Na(t,N)
is expected to have a finite limiting value, which is in accordance with the numerical results in
Fig.5.6. Indeed for typical sites the size of the network should not influence the local growth in
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Figure 5.6: Time dependence of the number of active sites starting from a typical site at the critical
point in a log-log scale. For t > Nζ , when the infection has reached the border of the system the curves
are saturated. The slope of the limiting curve for N → ∞ defines atyp. The full straight line with
slope 0.84 fits the largest finite-size data. For small sizes there is a cross-over and the local slope of the
curves is amax ≈ 0.5, see text. Here the broken straight line has a slope of 1/2. Extrapolation of the
finite-size slopes, atyp(N), as a function of 1/ lnN is shown in the inset.
the system. Using the small y behavior of the scaling function we obtain the form:
Na(t,N) ∼ N1−xtyp(t/N ζtyp)atyp (5.34)
where for small t, Na ∼ 1 and we obtain the relation at a fixed t:
1− xtyp − ζtypatyp = 0 . (5.35)
For not too large finite systems, however, there is a starting regime and thus a cross-over
phenomenon what can be seen in Fig.5.6. This cross-over is due to the fact that in a small
system the infection can reach the maximally connected site in a short time and afterwards the
growth is characterized with an exponent amax < atyp. This starting region is also indicated in
Fig.5.6.
If we proceed from the maximally connected site, for small t, Na has the same order as the
number of links at the hub. However the number of neighbors and thus the local density depend
on the size of the network. As a consequence Na(t,N) at a fixed t has a size dependence, which
can be seen in Fig.5.7. Using the result in Eq.5.16 we obtain limN→∞Na(t,N) ∼ k1−µmax ∼
N (1−µ)/(γ−1) ∼ N1/(γ′−1) ∼ Nxtyp−xmax , where we used the approximation kmax ∼ N1/(γ−1)
which is true for scale-free networks with degree exponent γ [100]. Now comparing the N
dependence for small t leads to the equation:
Nxtyp−xmax ∼ N1−xtyp(t/Nζmax)amax (5.36)
which leads the relation at a fixed t:
1− xtyp − ζmaxamax = xtyp − xmax . (5.37)
The exponent, atyp, can be obtained from the asymptotic slope of the master curve in Fig.5.6,
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Figure 5.7: The same as in Fig.5.6 for the maximally connected site. Inset: scaling collapse of Na/N
c
versus t/Nζ in a log-log plot with c = 0.5 and ζmax = 0.5. The slope of the straight lines both in the
main panel and in the inset indicates the prediction amax = 1/2.
which has a strong size dependence. Extrapolation as shown in the inset of Fig.5.6 gives
atyp = 0.95(10) which is compatible with the mean field and finite-size scaling prediction,
atyp = 1 derived from Eq.5.35.
For the maximally connected site in Fig.5.7 the slope of the curves have a weaker size-
dependence and can be estimated as: amax = 0.52(4). Consequently from the relations in
Eqs.5.35 and 5.37 we obtain that both ζtyp and ζmax are compatible with the mean field
prediction, ζ = 1/2. The scaling prediction for Na(t,N) for small t is checked for the maximally
connected site in the inset of Fig.5.7. Here Na/N c is plotted as a function of t/N ζ . There is
an appropriate scaling collapse with the expected values: c = 1 − xtyp = 0.5 and ζmax = 0.5
derived from Eq.5.35 and 5.37. After the infection reached its saturation value, we get back the
mean-field value a = 0 [171] in both cases since the active sites are homogeneously distributed
all over the network and the their number is fluctuating around a constant value.
From the previous results, using N ∼ δ−ω, we obtain for the scaling behavior of the relaxation
time τ (defined in Eq.2.36), in the vicinity of the transition point, τ ∼ δ−ν‖ , with ν‖ = ζω,
so that ν‖ = 0.95(10) both for the typical and the maximally connected sites, in complete
agreement with the mean field and finite-size scaling result, ν‖ = 1 [191].
5.6 Summary
In this section we considered non-equilibrium phase transitions in weighted scale-free net-
works, in which the creation rate of particles at given sites is rescaled with a power of the
connectivity number. In this way non-equilibrium phase transitions are realized even in realis-
tic networks having a degree exponent, γ ≤ 3. Mean field theory, which is generally believed
to be exact in these lattices, is solved and the previously known three regimes of criticality
(conventional and unconventional mean-field behavior, as well as only active phase) are iden-
tified. The theoretical predictions in the conventional mean-field regime are confronted with
the results of Monte Carlo simulations of the contact process on the weighted Baraba´si-Albert
network.
To analyze the simulation results we have applied and generalized recent field-theoretical
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considerations [167] about finite-size scaling of non-equilibrium phase transitions above the
upper critical dimension dc = 4, i.e. in the mean-field regime. For a network the natural
variable is the volume N (mass) of the system which enters in a simple way into the scaling
combinations.
We investigated two different cases, when the contact process was started from a site with
average degree or the infection spreading was initialized from the best connected site with the
maximum degree. In the first case we have obtained overall agreement with finite-size scaling
theory in which the critical exponents are simple rational numbers. We have also numerically
demonstrated that at sites with very large connectivity there are new local scaling exponents,
which differ from the values measured at a typical site.
As an extension of our results we could check the change of critical behaviour as the system
approaches the border of the conventional mean-field regime. To do that we could perform a
similar study using different degradation exponent leading to the borderline value γ′ = 4.
Some parts of this chapter were based on a recent paper which contains also all the previously
discussed results. It was published in a frequented journal of the field by Ma´rton Karsai, Ro´bert
Juha´sz and Ferenc Iglo´i in the Physical Review E 73 036116 in 2006 [23].
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Chapter 6
Rounding of first-order phase
transitions and optimal
cooperation in scale-free
networks
6.1 Introduction
Cooperative behaviour in real systems appears when entities get more advantage from col-
lective acts than going ahead alone. This phenomena depends on the interaction between the
agents and external conditions also. A few examples come from sociology where the entities are
humans and the external condition can be defined as a political status, or in economy where
the interactions are defined between firms with external subsidy, etc. It is straight forward if
one participant earns more alone then collective morals are reduced, individual acts become
likely and the entities are uncorrelated. However, if the agents cannot prefer a claim lonely
then cooperative behaviour becomes favorable and a correlated phase appears. Such kind of
cooperative phenomena arise in many parts of physics also. The most obvious example is
the appearance of magnetic domains in ferromagnets. In this chapter we examine such kind
of cooperative model in scale-free networks. Here we investigate a simple magnetic model in
which the agents are represented by classical spin variables: the interactions are described by
ferromagnetic couplings, whereas the temperature plays the external role of a disordering field.
An equivalent statistical model to simulate optimal cooperation in physics is the ferromagnetic
random bond Potts model at q → ∞ limit. As we mentioned in Section 2.3.1 the phase
transition of this model in regular lattices with homogeneous couplings Jij = J is of first order.
However, in theoretical investigations of cooperative behavior one is usually interested in the
influence of disorder on collective phenomena. Putting this model on a complex network, the
inhomogeneities of the lattice play the role of some kind of disorder and it is expected that
the value of the latent heat is reduced or even the transition is smoothened to a continuous
one. This type of scenario is indeed found in a mean field treatment [159], in which the phase
transition depends on the scale-free degree exponent γ as we have discussed in Section 5.1. It
is of first-order for γ > γ(q) and becomes continuous at the unconventional mean field regime
for γc < γ < γ(q), where 3 < γ(q) < 4 and γc = 3 (see Fig.6.1). On the other hand in an
effective medium Bethe lattice approach, such a study leads to the fact that the phase transition
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of the q-state Potts model is of first order if q ≥ 3 and the second moment of degrees 〈k2〉 is
finite. For scale-free networks it is true only if γ > 3. Consequently γ(q) = γc = 3, thus the
unconventional mean-field regime is absent in this treatment [160].
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Figure 6.1: Regions of first- and second-
order phase transitions for the q-state
Potts model on scale-free network with
a degree exponent γ. In the second-order
regime, i.e., below the upper critical value
gammau the singularities are γ depen-
dent [159].
Another way to introduce disorder into the system is through the strength of interactions. The
interactions were considered homogeneous so far, however, in realistic situations the disorder is
inevitable, and has a strong influence on the nature of the phase transition. As we have discussed
in Section 2.4.1 in regular lattices for a second-order transition Harris-type relevance-irrelevance
criterion (see Eq.2.67) can be used to decide about the stability of the pure system’s fixed point
in the presence of weak disorder. On the contrary for a first-order transition such type of
criterion does not exist. In this case rigorous results assert that in two dimensions for any type
of continuous disorder the originally first order transition softens into a second order one [77].
In three dimensions there are numerical investigations which have shown [74, 78–80, 192, 193]
that this kind of softening takes place only for sufficiently strong disorder.
In this chapter we consider interacting models with random interactions on complex networks
and in this way we study the combined effect of network topology and bond disorder. The par-
ticular model we consider is the random bond ferromagnetic Potts model for large value of q
what we have defined in Section 2.3.5. This model besides its relevance in ordering-disordering
phenomena and phase transitions has an exact relation with an optimal cooperation problem
(see Section 4.3 and [20, 21]). This optimization problem can be interpreted in terms of coop-
erating agents which try to maximize the total sum of benefits received for pair cooperations
plus a unit support which is paid for each independent projects. For a given realization of the
interactions the optimal state is calculated exactly by a combinatorial optimization algorithm
which works in strongly polynomial time. The optimal graph of this problem consists of con-
nected components (representing sets of cooperating agents) and isolated sites. The topology
of the optimal set which is temperature (support) dependent contains information about the
collective behavior of the agents. In the thermodynamic limit one expects to have a phase
transition in the system, which separates the ordered (cooperating) phase with a giant clusters
from a disordered (non-cooperating) phase, having only clusters of finite extent.
The structure of the chapter is the following. The model with the applied random edge
degradation is presented in Section 6.2. The solution for homogeneous non-random evolving
networks can be found in Section 6.3, whereas numerical study of the random model on the
Baraba´si-Albert network is presented in Section 6.4. Our conclusions are summarized in Section
6.6.
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6.2 The Random Bond Potts model
The random bond Potts model is a special case of the general q-state Potts model what we
have discussed in details earlier in Section 2.3.1 and 2.4.2. In the absence of external field this
model is defined by the Hamiltonian:
H = −
∑
〈i,j〉
Jijδ(σi, σj) (6.1)
where σi = 0, 1...q−1 are the Potts-spin variables. As we explained in Section 2.3.5, in the limit
q →∞ the partition function can be written in a random cluster representation (see Eq.2.62) in
terms of its subgraphs, which is dominated by the largest term. This so-called optimal set φ∗(G)
is proportional to the free-energy per site of the system and can be recognized as a submodular
function. This property gives the possibility to calculate the optimal set in strongly polynomial
time using combinatorial optimization. This method and the related iterational algorithm were
discussed in details in the previous Section 4.3.
In our case the couplings, Jij > 0, are ferromagnetic and they are either equal, Jij = J ,
which defines a homogeneous networks, or they are identically and independently distributed
random variables. Here we use a quasi-continuous distribution:
P (Jij) =
1
l
l∑
i=1
δ
[
J
(
1 + ∆
2i− l − 1
2l
)
− Jij
]
(6.2)
which consists of large number of l equally spaced discrete values within the range J(1±∆/2).
Here 0 ≤ ∆ ≤ 2 measures the strength of disorder.
Following from earlier calculations on two and three dimensional regular lattices [72–74,80],
the optimal graph at low temperatures is compact and the largest connected subgraph contains
a finite fraction of the sites, m(T ), which is identified by the order parameter of the system.
In the other limit, for high temperatures, most of the sites in the optimal set are isolated and
the connected clusters have a finite extent. Their typical size is used to define the correlation
length, ξ. Between the two phases there is a sharp phase transition in the thermodynamic limit.
Its order depends on the dimension of the lattice and the strength of disorder, ∆.
As already mentioned in the introduction this optimization can be recognized as an optimal
cooperation problem in which the agents, which cooperate with each other in some projects,
form connected components. Each cooperating pair receives a benefit represented by the weight
of the connecting edge (which is proportional to the inverse temperature) and also there is a
unit support to each component, i.e. for each projects. Thus by uniting two projects the
support will be reduced but at the same time the edge benefits will be enhanced. Finally one
is interested in the optimal form of cooperation when the total value of the project grants is
maximal.
In the following section we solute exactly this optimization problem for evolving networks
with homogeneous interaction, when ∆ = 0 and each pair of spins receive the same amount of
profit.
6.3 Exact solution for homogeneous evolving networks
In regular d-dimensional lattices the solution of the optimization problem is simple as we
presented in Section 2.3.5. There are only two distinct optimal sets, which correspond to the
T = 0 and T →∞ solutions, respectively. In the proof we make use of the fact, that any edge
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of a regular lattice, e1, can be transformed to any another edge, e2, through operations of the
automorphy group of the lattice. Thus if e1 belongs to some optimal set, then e2 belongs to
an optimal set, too. Furthermore, due to submodularity the union of optimal sets is also an
optimal set, from which follows that at any temperature the optimal set is either ∅ or E. By
equating the free energies of the two phases we obtain the position of the transition point as:
T
(0)
c = Jd/(1−1/N) whereas the latent heat is maximal: ∆e/T (0)c = 1−1/N . (The superscript
in T (0)c is related to the non-random system, i.e. when the strength of disorder in Eq.6.2 is
∆ = 0.)
In the following we consider the optimization problem in homogeneous evolving networks
which are generated by the following rules: we start with a complete graph with 2µ vertices
and at each timestep we add a new vertex which is connected to µ existing vertices. In definition
of these networks there is no restriction in which way the µ existing vertices are selected. These
could be chosen randomly, as in the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi model (see Section 3.3.1), or one can follow
some defined rule, like the preferential attachment in the Baraba´si-Albert network (Section
3.3.3). In the following we make some theoretical consideration to show that for such networks
the phase-transition point is located at T (0)c = Jµ and for T < T
(0)
c (T > T
(0)
c ) the optimal set
is the fully connected diagram (empty diagram), as for the regular lattices. Furthermore, the
latent heat is maximal: ∆e/T (0)c = 1.
In the proof we follow the optimal cooperation algorithm (Alg.3) outlined in Section 4.3,
and in application of the algorithm we add the vertices one by one in the same order as in the
construction of the network. We use a mathematical induction in our demonstration as follows:
I. First we note, that the statement is true for the initial graph, which is a complete graph.
Consequently it is regular. Thus the optimal set following from Eq.2.65 can be of two
kind:
• If T ≤ Tc, it is fully connected, and has a free-energy: −β2µf = 1 + µ(2µ− 1)βJ
• If T ≥ Tc then the optimal set is empty and the free-energy is: −β2µf = 2µ
thus the transition point is at T (0)c = Jµ which is calculated at the phase coexistence point
where 1 + µ(2µ− 1)βJ = 2µ.
II. Then we suppose that this property is satisfied after n steps and add a new vertex, v0.
Here we utilize an important point of the optimization method, defined in Section 4.3.2.
Due to the submodularity of −φ(G) each connected component in the optimal set are
contracted into a new vertex in the network with effective edge weights being the sum of
individual weights in the original representation. Then to discuss the behaviour of the
optimal set, we investigate the two cases, T ≤ T (0)c and T ≥ T (0)c separately again:
• If T ≤ T (0)c , then according to our statement all the edges, which were included in
earlier steps, are in the optimal set and all vertices of the original graph are contracted
into a single vertex, s, which has an effective weight
µ× J/T > µJ/T (0)c = 1 (6.3)
to the new vertex v0. Following the method and using the capacities, defined in
Eq.4.18-4.20, it is straight forward that in the optimal set s and v0 are connected.
Consequently the newly added µ number of edges proceeding from v0 are in the
optimal set also and the graph remains connected.
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• If T ≥ T (0)c , then all vertices of the original graph are disconnected, which means that
for any subgraph, S, having ns ≤ n vertices and es edges one has: ns ≥ esJT + 1.
This provides es(T ) ≤ 1 and becomes equal only at the phase coexistence point T (0)c
where the first edge appears and the graph above becomes fully connected as we
mentioned in the previous point.
Then we add the new vertex v0 with µ edges. Let us denote by µs ≤ µ the number
of edges between v0 and the vertices of S. One has
µs × J/T ≤ µ× J/T ≤ µJ/T (0)c = 1 (6.4)
so that for the composite S+v0 we have: ns+1 ≥ esJT+1+µsJ/T , which proves that
the vertex v0 will not be connected to any subset S and thus will not be contracted
to any vertex.
This result, i.e. a maximally first-order transition of the large-q state Potts model holds for a
wide class of evolving networks, which satisfies the construction rules presented above. This is
true, among others, for randomly selected sites, for the Baraba´si-Albert evolving network which
has a degree exponent γ = 3 and for several generalizations of the Baraba´si-Albert network [16]
including nonlinear preferential attachment, initial attractiveness, etc. In these latter network
models the degree exponent can vary in a range of 2 < γ <∞. It is interesting to note that for
uncorrelated random networks with a given degree distribution the q-state Potts model is in
the ordered phase [159,160] for any γ ≤ 3. This is in contrast with evolving networks in which
correlations in the network sites result in the existence of a disordered phase for T > T (0)c , at
least for large q.
6.4 Effective calculation of free energy
To locate the critical point of the random bond Potts model and calculate the critical prop-
erties of the system we need to determine some thermodynamical quantities as a function of
the temperature T . We can do it iteratively but by exploiting some special features of the free
energy we can find a more efficient and precise method that will be the subject of the first part
of this section. Following that we then discuss some numerical results of the critical behaviour
of the q →∞ random bond Potts model applied on scale-free networks.
The free energy of the Potts model at q → ∞ limit can be recognized as a submodular
function of the form Eq.2.65 which depends on the number of connected components and the
sum of edge weights included in the optimal set. As we have shown for homogeneous systems
in regular lattices and even in evolving networks, the system has a strictly first order phase
transition between the fully connected and the empty graph. The critical point is located at
the temperature where the free energy density, which is a linear function of T , has a breaking
point (see Fig2.4).
When we define interactions with random capacities, the phase transition between the fully
connected and the empty states is modified. A qualitative explanation holds in the fact that
the edges with different capacities are excluded continuously from the optimal set as the tem-
perature is varied and not all at the same T as for the homogeneous case. Consequently there is
no phase coexistence between the two states and the phase transition softens into a continuous
one. At the thermodynamical limit N →∞ with continuous edge weight distributions, the free
energy changes smoothly. However this is not true at finite size systems with quasi-continuous
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distributions, where the average free energy functions, calculated over different random realiza-
tions has only physical relevance.
In finite systems the free energy is a piecewise constant function of the temperature, with
monotonously increasing slope versus the temperature. For a given optimal set G1 it is:
− βf(G′1, β) = c(G′1) + β
∑
i,j∈G′1
Jij (6.5)
where the slope of the related straight line is defined as the sum of the weights
∑
i,j∈G′ Jij in
the optimal set, and the dislocation is equal to the number of connected components c(G′).
When some edges leave the optimal set, then the free energy has a breaking point. It then fits
on a new line
− βf(G′2, β) = c(G′2) + β
∑
i,j∈G′2
Jij (6.6)
related to the new optimal set G′2. The breaking point is located at the temperature where
f(G′1, β
∗) = f(G′2, β
∗), which can be calculated as the intersection of the two straight lines:
β∗ =
c(G′1)− c(G′2)∑
i,j∈G′2 Jij −
∑
i,j∈G′1 Jij
(6.7)
The magnitude of the integer members involved in this calculation increases with the system
size and β∗ becomes a ratio of two large numbers. For homogeneous systems when β∗ =
N/Ne − 1/Ne, the deviation is given by the second term which is inversely proportional to the
number of edges Ne. For continuous phase transitions where there are more breaking points, it
indicates the same trend following from numerical calculations.
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Figure 6.2: Demonstration of free energy calculation of the q = ∞ random bond Potts model. (a)
For a finite system the free energy is a piecewise linear function of the inverse temperature β. It is
joined by straight lines with breaking points at different β. (b) The first derivative of the free energy is
the system magnetization, which has a steplike behaviour with jumps at the same temperature as the
free energy breaking points. The continuous magnetization can be realized over averages of different
realizations only.
To calculate the free energy for a given realization at a given temperature, calculation have
strongly polynomial running time as we discussed in Section 4.3.3. The simplest method to
calculate it for a temperature range, is to scan it with a given discretization frequency. The main
problem with this process is that even if we can estimate the execution time, it is not sure that
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we find all the breaking points and the precision is limited by the resolution of discretization.
Another, more efficient method, can be defined as using the linear behaviour of the free energy,
and calculate all its breaking points which fully specify the free energy curve also. This algorithm
recursively calculates the intersections of straight lines, which are fitted to the free energy curve
at certain temperatures, until it detects all the breaking points. To initialize the algorithm we
need to calculate the free energy at three temperatures: at the two initial temperatures β1 and
β3 (see Fig.6.2) and at the temperature β2 related to the intersection of the two associated
lines f(β1) and f(β3). Then we call the RecursiveFreeEnergy(f(β1),f(β2),f(β3)) algorithm
defined in Alg.8.
Algorithm 8 RecursiveFreeEnergy(f(β1),f(β2),f(β3))
1: βleft ⇐ Intersection(f(β1), f(β2))
2: f(βleft)⇐ OptimalCooperation(βleft)
3: if
(
f(βleft) = f(β1) OR f(βleft) = f(β2)
)
then
4: βleft is a breaking point!
5: else
6: RecursiveFreeEnergy(f(β1),f(βleft),f(β2))
7: end if
8:
9: βright ⇐ Intersection(f(β2), f(β3))
10: f(βright)⇐ OptimalCooperation(βright)
11: if
(
f(βright) = f(β2) OR f(βright) = f(β3)
)
then
12: βright is a breaking point!
13: else
14: RecursiveFreeEnergy(f(β2),f(βright),f(β3))
15: end if
16: return
At the first line of the algorithm we calculate the βleft temperature as the intersection of
the first two free energies given in the parameter list, using the Eq.6.7. To calculate the free
energy f(βleft) we apply the OptimalCooperation() method, introduced in Alg.3. If the free
energy at the crossing temperature βleft is equal to the free energy at β1 or β2 then we find
an exact breaking point of the original free energy curve. If it is not true, an inner optimal set
exists with free energy f(β1) < f(βleft) < f(β2) related to a line with an inner slope. Thus we
call again recursively the function RecursiveFreeEnergy(f(β2),f(βleft)),f(β2)) with the free
energy at β1, βleft and β2. To complete the calculation we need to repeat the same method
symmetrically for the right hand side intersection βright also.
After the recursion terminated the algorithm gives back all the exact breaking point of the
free energy in a given temperature range with an estimated error discussed above. The proof
of the method is straightforward and evidently follows from the monotonic behavior of the free
energy function.
To calculate the execution time we need to estimate the number of breaking points nbr. We
have found experimentally that in all cases the number of breaking points is polynomial with the
size of the lattice. The number of times we call the function OptimalCooperation(β) depends
also on nbr as ncall = 2(nbr + 1)− 1 thus the number of unuseful calls which are not related to
any breaking points is nbr + 1. Consequently the execution time is polynomial in the number
of breaking points so finding the exact free energy at all temperature is a polynomial function
of the system size.
Since the temperature β∗ of a breaking point (defined in Eq.6.7) is a rational number, it is
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possible to calculate its value hypothetically with an arbitrary precision if the counter and the
denominator are sufficiently large numbers. We realized this case using the GNU Multiple Pre-
cision Arithmetic Library (GMPr) in a C++ environment, which is eligible to define arbitrary
precise numbers limited only by the available computer memory. This implementation needs
high performance, but it is useful for precise - few point - calculations of a system with large size
and (or) capacities. However, during average calculations we chose lower precisions where the
standard variable types were adaptable. In the following section we are going to review these
numerical results, which were calculated using the above defined method on Baraba´si-Albert
scale-free networks.
6.5 Numerical study of random Baraba´si-Albert networks
In this section we study the large-q state Potts model in the Baraba´si-Albert network. To
generate scale-free networks we used Alg.6 with preferential attachment. The value of initial
connectivity was µ = 2 (in Alg.6 µ = m), and the network size was varied between N = 26 and
N = 212. The interactions are independent random variables taken from the quasi-continuous
distribution in Eq.6.2 having l = 1024 discrete peaks and we fix J = 1. The advantage of using
quasi-continuous distributions is that in this way we avoid extra, non-physical singularities,
which could appear for discrete (e.q. bimodal) distributions [73]. For a given size we have
generated 100 independent networks and for each we have 100 independent realizations of the
disordered couplings.
6.5.1 Magnetization and structure of the optimal set
As we have seen the free energy of one realization of random capacities, has breaking points
at certain temperatures, consequently its first derivative, the magnetization, is discontinuous
at these temperatures (see Fig.6.2.b). To obtain the continuous magnetization curve in the
non-homogeneous case, we need to calculate m(T ) over averages of random realizations with
different breaking points.
The magnetization which was defined m(T ) = N/N , where N is the size of the largest
connected components (see Section 6.2), has a modified definition in numerical calculations. It
is due to the fact that N (T > Tc) = 1 in the disordered phase, consequently the magnetization
would be m(T > Tc) = 1/N in this phase, instead of m(T > Tc) = 0. However, if we introduce
the magnetization as:
m(T ) =
N (T )− 1
N − 1 (6.8)
then m(T ) behaves like the order parameter by definition and its deviation is negligible for
large size enough.
In Fig.6.3 the temperature dependence of the average magnetization is shown for various
strengths of disorder ∆, in a Baraba´si-Albert network of N = 1024 sites. One can see that the
sharp first-order phase transition of the pure system with ∆ = 0 is rounded and the magne-
tization has considerable variation within a temperature range of ∼ ∆. The phase transition
seems to be continuous even for weak disorder. Close to the transition point the magnetization
curves for uniform disorder (∆ = 2) are presented in the inset of Fig.6.3, which are calculated
for different finite systems.
Some features of the magnetization curves and the properties of the phase transition can
be understood by analyzing the structure of the optimal set. For low temperature enough
this optimal set is fully connected, i.e. the magnetization is m = 1, which happens for T <
T
(0)
c −∆. Indeed, the first (least connected) sites with k = µ = 2 (i.e. those which have only
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Figure 6.3: Temperature dependence of the average magnetization in a Baraba´si-Albert network of
N = 1024 sites for different strength of the disorder, ∆. At T = T
(0)
c = 2 the magnetization is
independent of ∆ > 0 and its value is indicated by an arrow. Inset: The average magnetization for
uniform disorder, ∆ = 2, close to the transition point for different finite sizes. The arrow indicates the
critical point of the infinite system.
outgoing edges) are removed from the fully connected diagram, if the sum of the connected
bonds is
∑µ
i=1 Ji < T , which happens when the temperature reaches the range T ≥ T (0)c −∆.
From a similar analysis, it follows that the last edges leave the optimal set as the temperature
approaches T ≤ T (0)c + ∆ and the optimal set becomes empty for any finite system for T >
T
(0)
c + ∆, where the magnetization m = 0.
The magnetization can be estimated for T − (T (0)c − ∆)  1 at the vicinity of the lower
temperature bound. Since the distribution of edges is uniform, its probability density function
is p(Ji) = 1/∆, thus the probability that the sum of capacities of arbitrary chosen n edge is
smaller than T can be calculated as:
P (J1 + J2 + ...+ Jn < T ) =
1
∆n
∫ T
Tc−∆
∫ T−J1
Tc−∆
...
∫ T−J1−...−Jn−1
Tc−∆
dJn...dJ1 (6.9)
For the numerically studied model with ∆ = 2, as the temperature is increasing, the less
connected sites with µ = n = 2 number of edges become unconnected first when the capacities
of its two edges become J1 + J2 < T . Following from Eq.6.9 it occurs with the probability
P (J1 + J2 < T ) = T 2/8 whereby the magnetization starts to decrease from 1 as:
m(T ) ≈ 1− T
2
8
(6.10)
which is indeed a good approximation for T < 1.
In the temperature range T (0)c − ∆ < T < T (0)c + ∆ typically the sites are either isolated
or belong to the largest cluster. There are also some clusters with an intermediate size, which
are dominantly two-site clusters for T < T (0)c and their fraction is less than 1%, as shown in
Fig.6.4. The fraction of two-site clusters for ∆ = 2 and T < T (0)c = 2 can be estimated as
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Figure 6.4: Fraction of intermediate size clusters as a function of the temperature. Here NMS denotes
the number of middle size clusters which are neither included into the largest component nor isolated
one-site clusters.
follows. First, we note that since they are not part of the biggest cluster they can be taken
out of a fraction of p1 = 1 − m(T ) sites. Before being disconnected a two-site cluster has
typically four bonds and three of them connect to the biggest cluster, denoted by J1, J2 and
J3. When it becomes disconnected we have J1 +J2 +J3 < T , which happens with a probability
p2 = T 3/(6∆3) = T 3/48 calculated from Eq.6.9. At the same time the coupling within the two-
site cluster should be J4 > T , which happens with probability p3 = (T
(0)
c − T )/∆ = (2− T )/2.
Thus the fraction of two-site clusters is approximately:
n2 ≈ p1 × p2 × p3 ≈ T 5(2− T )/768 (6.11)
where we used the substitution of Eq.6.10. This form describes well the general behavior of the
distribution in Fig.6.4 when T < T (0)c . In the temperature range T > T
(0)
c the intermediate
clusters have at least three sites and their fraction is negligible, which is seen in Fig.6.4. Con-
sequently the intermediate size clusters do not influence the properties of the phase transition
in the system.
We note an interesting feature of the magnetization curves in Fig.6.3 that they cross each
other at the transition point of the pure system, at T (0)c = 2, having a value of m(T
(0)
c ) = 0.58,
for any strength of disorder. This property follows from the fact that for a given realization of
the disorder the optimal set at T = T (0)c only depends on the sign of the sum of fluctuations of
given couplings (c.f. some set of sites are connected (disconnected) to the giant cluster only for
positive (negative) accumulated fluctuations) and does not depend on the actual value of ∆ > 0.
In other words at this point the cooperation depends on the fact that a collaboration is favorable
or not and does not depend on that intensity. However, the slope of the order parameter curves
are different at this point since they are not the same functions of the temperature.
In the ordered phase, T < Tc, the largest connected cluster contains a finite fraction m(T ) < 1
of sites. Since the backgrounding graph has a scale-free behaviour, the question arises about the
topology of this cluster as a function of temperature. We have analyzed the degree distribution
of this giant cluster in Fig. 6.5, and found a scale-free behavior for any temperature T < Tc
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with the same degree exponent, γ = 3, as for the original Baraba´s-Albert network.
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Figure 6.5: Degree distribution of the largest cluster at different temperatures in a finite network with
N = 2048. The dashed straight line indicates the range of the critical temperature.
Following from earlier works, it was shown that networks with scale-free degree distribution
shows a special behaviour against destruction. Those structure have high tolerance against
charges, if the sites are canceled randomly, but break down rapidly if always the highest con-
nected nodes are removed [16,194]. During the evolution of the optimal set the highly connected
sites, which hold together the cluster and induce scale-free behaviour, are secured by their large
number of bonds. As the temperature increases always the weakest points with small degree
and(or) capacity are detached, thus the core of the connected component retains its scale-free
features until it splits up at the critical point.
We can thus conclude the following picture about the evolution of the optimal set. This is
basically one large connected cluster with N sites, immersed in the see of isolated vertices.
With increasing temperature more and more loosely connected sites are dissolved from the
cluster, but for T < Tc we have N/N = m(T ) > 0 and the cluster has the same type of
scale-free character as the underlaying network. On the contrary, above the phase-transition
point, T (0)c + ∆ > T > Tc, the large cluster breaks up for finite extent, N <∞, and it loose its
scale-free feature.
The order of the transition depends on the way how N behaves close to Tc. A first-order
transition, i.e. phase-coexistence at Tc does not fit to the above scenario, thus it takes place
only in homogeneous case. Indeed, as long as N ∼ N the same type of continuous erosion of the
large cluster should occur in the system, i.e. the transition is of second order for any strength
∆ > 0 of the disorder. Approaching the critical point one expects the following singularities of
the magnetization and the largest correlated cluster:
m(T ) ∼ (Tc − T )β and N ∼ (T − Tc)−ν′ (6.12)
on different sides of the critical point. Finally, at T = Tc the large cluster is supposed to have
N ∼ N1−x sites, with exponent x = β/ν′.
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6.5.2 Distribution of the finite-size transition temperatures
The first step in the study of the critical singularities is to locate the position of the phase-
transition point. In this respect it is not convenient to use the magnetization which approaches
zero very smoothly (see the inset of Fig.6.6) so that there is a relatively large error by calculating
Tc in this way.
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Figure 6.6: Demonstration of the magne-
tization m(T ) and the distribution Pd(T )
of the finite-size transition temperature
at the vicinity of the phase transition
point. Ps(T ) gives the probability that
a sample survives until a given temper-
ature. By definition Pd(T ) is the prob-
ability mass function of Ps(T ) so the
peak of Pd(T ) distribution is related to
point with the highest slope of the Ps(T )
curve. The distributions were generated
from average measurements of the size
N = 512 and ∆ = 2.
One might have, however, a better estimation by defining for each given sample, say α,
a finite-size transition temperature Tc(α,N), as has been made for regular lattices [73, 74,
80]. For regular lattices it is defined as the temperature which separates two qualitatively
different regime, in which the largest correlated cluster percolates from that in which it does
not. However the cluster percolation is meaningless in case of scale-free networks, and the
transition here is continuous between the two states, so we define this finite-size transition
point as the temperature when the largest connected component becomes smaller than a given
size. For a network we use a condition for this size: N (T ) ' AN1−x, in which x is the
magnetization critical exponent and A = O(1) is a free parameter, from which the scaling form
of the distribution is expected to be independent.
First to allocate the exponent x we made a self-consistent calculation as follows. We assumed
that the critical size of the largest connected component which identifies Tc(α,N) is smaller
than any power of the system size so we have started with a logarithmic initial condition,
N (T ) ' A lnN , which means formally x1 = 1 (N (T ) ' AN0). Then for a fixed A we have
determined the distribution of the finite-size transition temperatures and at their average value
we have obtained an estimate for the exponent, x = x2. Following that the whole procedure
is repeated with xs = x2, etc. until a good convergence is obtained. Fortunately the distribu-
tion function, P (Tc, N), has only a weak x-dependence thus it was enough to make only two
iterations whereafter we have obtained x2 = 0.69. Then in the next step the critical exponents
were converged within the error of the calculation and they were found to be independent of
the value of A, which has been set to be A = 1, 2 and 3.
The distribution of the finite-size critical temperatures calculated with x2 = 0.69 and A = 3
are shown in Fig.6.7 for different sizes of the network. One can observe a shift of the position
of the maxima as well as a shrinking of the width of the distribution with increasing size of the
network. The shift of the disordered average value, T avc (N), is asymptotically given by [195]:
T avc (N)− Tc(∞) ∼ N−1/eν′ , (6.13)
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Figure 6.7: (a) Distribution of the finite-size transition temperatures for different sizes of the Baraba´si-
Albert network. (b) Scaling collapse of the data in terms of t = (Tc(N)−T avc (N)+AN−1/eν′)/∆Tc(N),
using the scaling form in Eqs.6.13 and 6.14 with ν′ = 3.8(2), and ν˜′ = 5.6(2).
whereas the width, characterized by the mean standard deviation, ∆Tc(N), scales with another
exponent, ν′, as:
∆Tc(N) ∼ N−1/ν′ . (6.14)
First to determine the ν˜′ exponent and the Tc(∞) transition point we applied two independent
methods. Using Eq.6.13 from a three-point fit we have obtained ν˜′ = 3.8(2) and Tc(∞) =
3.03(2). Another possible way is by plotting the difference T avc (N)− Tc(∞) vs. N in a log-log
scale for different values of Tc(∞), see Fig.6.8. At the true transition point according to Eq.6.13
there is an asymptotic linear dependence, which is indeed the case around Tc(∞) = 3.03(2) and
the slope of the line is compatible with 1/ν˜′ = .27(1).
For the width exponent, ν′, we obtained from Eq.6.14 with two-point fit the estimate: ν′ =
5.6(2). With these parameters the data in Fig.6.7.a can be collapsed to a master curve as
shown in the Fig.6.7.b. This master curve looks not symmetric, at least for the finite sizes used
in the present calculation. It could be explained by the definition of the finite-size transition
temperature distribution, which is actually a distribution of maximum values. Following from
this extreme statistic feature it can be well fitted by a modified Gumbel distribution:
Gω(−y) = ω
ω
Γ(ω)
(
e−y−e
−y)ω
(6.15)
with a parameter ω = 4.2. We note that the same type of fitting curve has already been used
in [195]. For another values of the initial parameter, A = 1 and 2 the estimates of the critical
exponents as well as the position of the transition point are found to be stable and stand in the
range indicated by the error bars.
The equations in Eqs.6.13 and 6.14 are generalizations of the relations obtained in regular
d-dimensional lattices [196–201] in which N is replaced by Ld, L being the linear size of the
system and therefore instead of ν′ and ν˜′ we have ν = ν′/d and ν˜ = ν˜′/d, respectively. Generally
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Figure 6.8: Shift of the average finite-size transition temperatures, T avc (N)−Tc(∞), vs. N in a log-log
scale plotted for different values of Tc(∞). The lines connecting the points at the same Tc(∞) are
guide for the eye. At the true transition point the asymptotic behavior is linear which is indicated by
a dotted straight line.
at a random fixed point the two characteristic exponents are equal and satisfy the relation [202]
ν′ = ν˜′ ≥ 2. This has indeed been observed for the 2d [73] and 3d [74, 80] random bond Potts
models for large q at disorder induced critical points. On the other hand if the transition stays
first-order there are two distinct exponents [203,204] ν˜′ = 1 and ν′ = 2.
Interestingly our results on the distribution of the finite-size transition temperatures in net-
works are different of those found in regular lattices. Here the transition is of second order
but still there are two distinct critical exponents, which are completely different of that at a
disordered first-order transition. For our system ν′ > ν˜′, which means that disorder fluctua-
tions in the critical point are dominant over deterministic shift of the transition point. Similar
trend is observed about the finite-size transition parameters in the random transverse-field Ising
model [205], the critical behavior of which is controlled by an infinite randomness fixed point.
In this respect the random bond Potts model in scale-free networks can be considered as a new
realization of an infinite disorder fixed point.
6.5.3 Size of the critical cluster
Having the distribution of the finite-size transition temperatures we have calculated the size
of the largest cluster at T avc (N), which is expected to scale as N [N,T avc (N)] ∼ N1−x. Then
from two-point fit we have obtained an estimate for the magnetization exponent: x = .66(1).
We have also plotted N [N,T avc (N)] vs. N1−x in Fig.6.9 for different initial parameters A. Here
we have obtained an asymptotic linear dependence with an exponent x = .65(1), which agrees
with the previous value within the error of the calculation.
6.6 Summary
In this chapter we have studied the properties of the Potts model with large value of q on
evolving scale-free networks, such as the Baraba´si-Albert network, both with homogeneous and
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function of N1−x with x = .65. The date points for different initial parameters A are well described by
straight lines, which are guides to the eye.
random ferromagnetic couplings. This problem is equivalent to an optimal cooperation problem
in where the agents try to optimize the total sum of the benefits coming from pair cooperations
(represented by the Potts couplings) and the total sum of the support which is the same for each
cooperating projects (given by the temperature of the Potts model). The homogeneous problem
is shown exactly to have two distinct states: either all the agents cooperate with each other or
there is no cooperation between any agents. There is a strongly first-order phase transition: by
increasing the support the agents stop cooperating at a critical value.
In the random problem, in which the benefits are random and depend on the pairs of the
cooperating agents, the structure of the optimal set depends on the value of the support.
Typically the agents are of two kinds: a fraction of m belongs to a large cooperating cluster
whereas the others are isolated, representing one man’s projects. With increasing support more
and more agents split off from the cluster, thus its size, as well as m is decreasing, but the cluster
keeps its scale-free topology. For a critical value of the support m goes to zero continuously and
the corresponding singularity is characterized by non-trivial critical exponents. This transition,
as shown by the numerically calculated critical exponents for the Baraba´si-Albert network,
belongs to a new universality class. One interesting feature of it is that the distribution of
the finite-size transition points is characterized by two distinct exponents and the width of the
distribution is dominated over the shift of the average transition point, which is characteristic
at an infinite disorder fixed point [205].
An interesting question arises concerning to the validity of the Harris criterion on complex
networks in case of spin systems which exhibits a second-order phase transition in the absent
of disorder. This question have been studied on different complex structures like lattices with
aperiodically distributed interactions, hierarchical lattices where an analogous criterion (also
called Harris-Luck criterion [206]) of relevance of the geometric fluctuations have been found
for the critical (second-order) behaviour [207–209]. In small-world networks this modified rele-
vance criterion can be seen also which in this case depends on the strongness of the long-range
interactions [210]. In case of scale-free networks we believe that this criterion is satisfied also
however not in its original form since it depends on the dimension which is defined here as
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the fractal dimension of the network. Probably here the relevance-irrelevance criterion would
depend on the degree exponent of the network also, which determine the density long-range
interactions in the network.
The above investigated optimal cooperation model is a good approximation of a large set of
cooperation process in physics, sociology or economy etc. However, we need to keep in mind
that the optimal cooperation algorithm is a Monte Carlo method to calculate an equilibrium
state of a system of cooperating agents. At this state the free energy of the total system is
minimized and the condition of detailed balance is satisfied. However in a real social system
this state is unreachable, since the system is always out of equilibrium and the detailed balance
condition is not held. Consequently the optimal cooperation method does not describe the real
social systems as they are, but it provides important predictions about the system. It gives the
best cooperated situation with the ”lowest energy” what the system could ever reach. In real
systems the backgrounding network is changing in time plus there are some important social
parameters which influence the agents, and then they do not take the optimal decisions always.
Consequently a social system is always in an excited ”higher energy” state which can be close
to equilibrium, but never the same in deed. In these excited states the sub-modular property
of the free energy is expected to hold, but no effective algorithm has found so far to calculate
these states. Moreover, even a social system would evolve toward to the equilibrium state, the
time scale we can observe it is too short to see this relaxation.
At the same time, the structure of this kind of interacting networks usually is well described
by scale-free graphs. Thus the common consideration of these two models gives a possible
relevance in real applications even the aim of our study was to understand the problem from a
fundamental point of view.
All the results of this chapter were published in a recent paper by Ma´rton Karsai, Jean-
Christian Angle`s d’Auriac and Ferenc Iglo´i in the Physical Review E 76 041107 in 2007 [24].
This article gave also the ground for the presentation of some parts in the previous chapter.
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Chapter 7
Density of critical clusters in
strips of a strongly disordered
system
7.1 Introduction
Every experimental system is geometrically constrained and finite therefore shape a surface,
what leading to the fact that we have to discriminate between its bulk and surface properties.
This description is justified as long as the correlation length is much smaller than the system size.
However, at the critical point where correlation length is divergent and domains of correlated
sites appear in all length scales, it is more appropriate to describe the position dependent
physical properties of the system by density profiles rather than bulk and/or surface observables.
The correlated domains are most easily visualized for percolation [211], in which the domains
are the connected clusters, as we have seen in Section 2.3.3. At the same time in discrete spin
models, such as the Ising and the Potts models, domains of correlated spins can be identified in
different ways, for example using geometrical clusters [212] (also called Ising or Potts clusters)
which are domains of parallel spins. In two dimensions, geometrical clusters percolate the
sample at the critical temperature and their fractal dimension df can be obtained through
conformal invariance [213–216]. This df is generally different from the fractal dimension of
Fortuin-Kasteleyn representation [58] which is another possible method to represent correlated
clusters. The domains here are identified by graphs of the high-temperature expansion. Its
fractal dimension is directly related to the scaling dimension of the magnetization as d = df+xb,
where d denotes the spatial dimension of the system (see Section 2.2.4). From a geometrical
cluster, the Fortuin-Kasteleyn cluster is obtained by removing bonds with a probability, 1−p =
e−Kc , where Kc being the critical value of the coupling (see Section 2.3.2).
In finite geometries such as strips or squares, one is interested in the spanning probability
of critical correlated clusters and universal behaviour of different crossing problems. For two
dimensional percolation many exact and numerical results have been obtained in this field [217–
225]. However, another interesting problem is the density of clusters in restricted geometries
[226], which is defined by the fraction of samples for which a given point belongs to a cluster
with some prescribed property, such as touching the edges of infinite and half-infinite strips,
squares, etc. This latter problem is analogous to the calculation of order parameter profiles
in restricted geometries, which has been intensively studied through conformal invariance and
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numerical methods [227–241].
This density behaviour of critical clusters is expected to hold in any two dimensional systems
which represent continuous phase transition where at the critical point the correlation length
is divergent and the system becomes scale and conformal invariant. In case of the q-state Potts
model, following from exact results [77] in two dimension a continuous phase transition takes
place if the number of spins states is q ≤ 4 and the conformal invariance behaviour is expected
to hold.
In case of disorder the correlated clusters are defined also. In such systems the physical
observables (magnetization profile, cluster density, etc.) are averaged over quenched disorder.
In isotropic cases conformal symmetry is expected to hold at the critical point so that average
operator profiles and average cluster densities are expected to be invariant under conformal
transformations. Among disordered systems an interesting class is represented by such models
in which the transition in the pure version is of first-order, but in the disordered version the
transition softens into second order (see Section 2.4.1) [242]. This type of random fixed point can
be found, among others, in the two-dimensional random bond Potts model for q > 4 [243–248].
As we have seen in Section.2.3.2, this model can be represented by Fortuin-Kasteleyn random
cluster method where the critical properties are influenced by strong-disorder effects.
When q < ∞, in the partition function of the random cluster representation the different
clusters are needed to be considered with the related Boltzmann weights. However, in the q =∞
limit for a given realization of bond disorder its high-temperature expansion is dominated by a
single graph, the so-called optimal diagram where the weights can be only zero or one thus the
calculation of the optimal graph is simpler (see Section 2.3.5, 2.4.2 and 6.2). Clusters in the
optimal diagram are isotropic, and the density of clusters is obtained through averaging over
disordered realizations.
Very recently the density of critical percolation clusters is studied in different two-dimensional
restricted geometries and presumably exact expressions are obtained through conformal invari-
ance. The same results are expected to hold for the densities of Fortuin-Kasteleyn clusters in
two-dimensional conformal invariant systems also. In this chapter we study the density of crit-
ical clusters of the random bond Potts model in large-q limit represented by Fortuin-Kasteleyn
clusters and compare our numerical averages to exact analytical results obtained for percola-
tion through conformal invariance. First we shortly introduce some exact analytical results
calculated for percolation in strips [226], then we compare them to numerical results of critical
density profiles, calculated in the disordered Potts system. We close this chapter with our
conclusions.
7.2 Density of critical percolation clusters in strips
Critical cluster density profiles can be calculated exactly for two-dimensional percolation
systems through conformal invariance. Here we recapitulate some of these results which are
valid for an infinite strip of width L  1 in the continuum limit. The position of a point is
described by the distance l from the strip boundary (l 1), and the scaling variable is defined
as y = l/L = O(1) which is between 0 < y 6 1.
First we consider the density of clusters which span the sides of an infinite strip. We proceed
from a complex half plane and determine the critical density profiles using conformal trans-
formations. It has been shown [9, 226, 237, 249] that in an upper half plane the density ρ of
clusters, which are connected to the boundary in an interval (x1, x2) is:
ρ(z, x1, x2) ∝ (z − z)−xbF
(
(x2 − x1)(z − z)
(z − x1)(x2 − z)
)
(7.1)
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where xb is the scaling dimension of the bulk order parameter and z ∈ C is a point on the
complex half plane (see Section 2.2.5). Here F (η) takes one of the two forms of:
F±(η) =
(
2− η
2
√
1− η ± 1
)2xs
(7.2)
where xs denotes the scaling dimension of the surface order parameter [249]. These results are
exact in case of critical percolation where xb = 5/48 and xs = 1/6, however we hypothetically
assume that they are valid for another conform invariant systems with different values of xb
and xs.
If in Eq.7.1 we parametrize z as z = eiθ and set x1 → 0 and x2 →∞, then the argument of
F (η) in Eq.7.1 can be written as η = 1− e2iθ. Using this parametrization the critical densities
can be written of the form:
ρ+(r, θ, x1 → 0, x2 →∞) ∝ (rsinθ)−xb [cos(θ/2)]xs (7.3)
ρ−(r, θ, x1 → 0, x2 →∞) ∝ (rsinθ)−xb [sin(θ/2)]xs (7.4)
where ρ+(r, θ) denotes the critical density attached to the positive real axis and ρ−(r, θ) =
ρ+(r, pi − θ) is the density of clusters attached to the negative real axis on the semi-infinite
complex plane at a distance r from the boundary.
The density of clusters connected to an arbitrary point of the boundary is independent of x1
and x2. Following from the exact result of Fisher and de Gennes [250] this is related to the
order parameter profile varies as 〈φ(z, z)〉 ∝ (z − z)−xb which can be also written as:
ρe(r, θ) ∝ (rsinθ)−xb (7.5)
The densities, introduced in Eq.7.3,7.4 and 7.5, are unnormalized, however close to the boundary
they are all dominated by the fixed boundary so they may be normalized relative to one another.
Next we map the half infinite plane onto an infinite strip, following some conformal transfor-
mation defined in Eq.2.33 as:
w(z) = x+ iy =
1
pi
ln(z) =
1
pi
(lnr + iθ)
{
r = epix
θ = piy
(7.6)
where x ∈ (−∞,∞) and y ∈ (0, 1). In the new geometry, the critical densities are transformed
also. The density profile of clusters which touch at least one of the boundary (or both) irre-
spective to the other, say as y = l/L → 0 (or y = l/L → 1), can be deduced from the density
defined in Eq.7.3 (or Eq.7.4). They are given by:
ρ0(y) ∝ (sinpiy)−xb
(
cos
piy
2
)xs
, ρ1(y) ∝ (sinpiy)−xb
(
sin
piy
2
)xs
(7.7)
They are related to each other as ρ1(y) = ρ0(1 − y) and they are analogous to the order
parameter profile in the system with fixed-free boundary conditions [231,232].
The density contains clusters which touch the boundary either at l = 1 or l = L or both,
arising from Eq.7.5 of the form:
ρe(y) ∝ (sinpiy)−xb (7.8)
which corresponds to the order parameter profile with parallel fixed boundary conditions [227].
In a simple manner we can find the density of spanning clusters ρb(y), which touch both sides
of the infinite strip. Adding ρ0 and ρ1 includes all configurations that touch either boundaries,
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but double counts the clusters that touch both sides of the strip. Subtracting ρe leaves only
those clusters that touch both boundaries. Thus a simple relation arises like [226]:
ρb(y) = ρ0(y) + ρ1(y)− ρe(y) (7.9)
which leads to the expression for ρb(y) given by:
ρb(y) ∝ (sinpiy)−xb
[(
cos
piy
2
)xs
+
(
sin
piy
2
)xs
− 1
]
(7.10)
The results in Eqs.7.7, 7.8 and 7.10 are derived for percolation, however it is expected that
they also hold for the densities of Fortuin-Kasteleyn clusters in two-dimensional conformal
invariant systems. During this work we refer to the analogous expressions for order parameter
profiles, assume that Eq.7.7 and Eq.7.8 are valid for conformal invariant models since they
follow from conformal consideration. On the other hand, the third density ρb(y) in Eq.7.10 is
expected to be valid also, since it can be expressed using the two previous ones.
7.3 Clusters in the optimal set of the random bond Potts
model
The investigated strongly disordered system, which can be represented by Fortuin-Kasteleyn
cluster method and presents conformal invariant behaviour at its criticality is the random bond
Potts model in large q-limit, as we mentioned in the introduction. The Hamiltonian of the
model is defined in Eq.6.1 and according to our earlier recognitions, the partition function is
dominated by an optimal set, which analogous to the set of connected bonds in percolation
problems. The phase transition of the model is of first order at the pure case, when each bond
have the same weight Jij = J and it softens to a second oder transition for an arbitrary small
disorder. Here we are going to study the disordered case of this model and investigate the
density of clusters in the optimal set in strip geometry.
In our system the df fractal dimension of the infinite cluster at the critical point and the xb
scaling dimension of the bulk magnetization are related to the golden-mean ratio, Φ = (1+
√
5/2)
as [73]:
df = 1 +
Φ
2
, xb = 1− Φ2 =
3−√5
4
(7.11)
where we used Eq.2.26. The analogous surface quantities are conjectured to be:
dsf =
1
2
, xs =
1
2
(7.12)
During our study we use a discrete bimodal form of disorder, when the reduced couplings
Kij = βJij (where 0 6 Kij 6 1) can take values following a distribution of:
Pb(Kij) = pδ(K −∆−Kij) + (1− p)δ(K + ∆−Kij) (7.13)
where K denotes the average reduced couplings and we choose p = 1−p = 1/2, which defines the
distribution symmetrical. Generally we study the critical point of the system which is located
at K = Kc = 1/2 following from self-duality (see Section 2.4.2 and [81]) and it is independent
of the strength of disorder: 0 6 ∆ 6 1/2. Note that the pure system is obtained for ∆ = 0,
whereas for ∆ = 1/2, when just strong bonds are presented in the system, we get back the
traditional percolation problem.
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Figure 7.1: Optimal diagrams of the random bond Potts model for three realizations of the disorder of
different strength. Lower panel, ∆ = 1/2, standard bond percolation; middle panel, ∆ = 5/12; upper
panel, ∆ = 4/12. We have used different colors to visualize the different type of clusters in the optimal
diagram: spanning clusters [black], clusters which touch only the upper (lower) boundary of the strip
[red (green)] and clusters which have no common points with the boundary [yellow]. Note that the
breaking-up length is increasing with decreasing ∆.
The evaluation of the optimal diagram with decreasing values of ∆ is shown in Fig.7.1. Here
one can see that with decreasing ∆, the clusters become more compact. To characterize this
effect we define a length-scale, the so-called breaking-up length, lb: in a finite system of linear
size L < lb the optimal diagram is typically homogeneous (either empty of fully connected) and
for L > lb it contains both empty and connected parts. If we want to determine lb, we fix the
size of the system, L, and for a given distribution of the bonds decrease ∆ until ∆b, where the
optimal set becomes fully connected. Repeating this calculation for several realizations of the
disorder we obtain an average value ∆b, to which the breaking-up length is just L = lb. lb is a
rapidly increasing function of 1/∆, for small ∆ it behaves as [73]:
lb ≈ l0 exp
[
A
(
K
∆
)2]
. (7.14)
In a numerical calculation on a finite sample one should have the relation, L lb, thus ∆ should
be not too small. On the other hand one should also be sufficiently far from the percolation
limit, ∆ = 1/2, in order to get rid of cross-over effects. This means that the optimal choice
of ∆ is a result of a compromise, which in our case seems to be around ∆ = 5/12, when the
typical breaking-up length is about lb ∼ 14. Most of our studies are made for this value, but in
order to check universality, i.e. disorder independence of the results, we have made also a few
calculations for ∆ = 21/48 also.
To calculate the optimal diagram of a given realization of disorder we use the combinatorial
optimization algorithm that we defined in Section 4.3 and which works in strongly polynomial
time. Application of this method make possible to obtain the exact optimal diagram for com-
paratively large finite systems. In order to have an effective strip geometry we have considered
lattices of rectangle shape with an aspect ratio of four. The strips have open boundaries along
the long direction and periodic boundary condition was used in the other direction. We men-
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tion that the same geometry has been used before for percolation, too [226]. The width of the
lattices we considered are from L = 32 up to 256 (i.e. the largest systems contained 262144
sites) and for each sizes we have considered 1000 samples, except for L = 64 and 128, when we
had 1509 and 2128 samples, respectively. These calculations were performed on a cluster of 16
quadricore processors during more than a month.
7.4 Densities of critical clusters
In the following section we are going to present and analyze our average numerical results
of density of critical clusters of the random bond Potts model and compare those to the exact
analytical results obtained by conformal mapping for critical percolation [226,249].
7.4.1 The ρb(y) cluster density
We start to study the density of crossing clusters, ρb(l/L), using the scaling form of which is
conjectured in Eq.7.10 for conformal invariant systems. For the random bond Potts model the
numerically calculated normalized densities ρb(l/L), for different widths are shown in Fig.7.2.
The data for different widths fit to the same curve and the finite breaking-up length lb, seems
to have only a small effect.
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Figure 7.2: Normalized density profiles ρb(l/L), of the random bond Potts model for different widths.
The standard deviation of the calculated points is smaller than the size of the symbols. The dashed line
indicates the conformal result in Eq.7.10 with the conjectured exponents in Eq.7.11 and Eq.7.12 using
the boundary parameter a = 0. defined in Eq.7.16. In the inset the ratio of simulation to theoretical
results are presented for L = 256 with two different boundary parameters: a = −0.5 and a = −1.0, see
Eq.7.16
In the surface region l L, but l > lb, one expects from scaling theory:
ρb(l) ∼ lxs−xb (7.15)
which is in accordance with the limiting behavior of the conformal prediction in Eq.7.10. In
Fig.7.3 we have presented ρb(l) in a log-log plot in the surface region for the largest finite system.
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Indeed, for l > lb the points are well on a straight line, with a slope of which is compatible
with the conjectured value: xs − xb = 0.309. We have also estimated the asymptotic slope
of the curve by drawing a straight line through the points in a window [lb + l/2, lb + 3l/2] by
least square fit. Fixing lb = 15 the estimates with varying l seem to have a ∼ l2 correction (see
the inset of Fig.7.2) and the extrapolated slope is xs − xb = 0.303(8) in agreement with the
conjectured values in Eq.7.11 and Eq.7.12.
We have also checked the conjectured form of the profile in Eq.7.10 using the scaling exponents
in Eq.7.11 and Eq.7.12, which indeed fits very well the scaling curve for the random bond Potts
model for the whole profile. We calculated the ratio of the simulation to the theoretical results.
However, when we compare the numerical results on a finite lattice to the results of continuum
theory, the question arises due to finite-size and edge effects, of what value of the continuous
variable y should correspond to the lattice variable l, specially close to the strip boundaries [226].
The density at the vicinity of the boundaries at l = 1 and l = L goes to zero, which suggests a
simple assignment to the continuous variable like y = l/L as we applied generally. However we
can get a better fit to the data near to the boundaries by assuming that the effective position of
the boundary is at a distance a (in units of the lattice spacing) beyond the lattice boundaries.
This is accomplished by defining a continuum variable y as:
y = (l + a)/(L+ 2a) , (7.16)
In such a way l = −a corresponds to y = 0 and l = L + a corresponds to y = 1. By varying
a from 0 to −1 one obtains a better fit in the boundary region, but at the same time the bulk
part of the profile remains practically unchanged. As seen in the inset of Fig.7.3 in the bulk
part of the profile the non-systematic fluctuation of the ratio around unity is typically 1-2%.
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Figure 7.3: Density profile, ρb(l), of the random bond Potts model for L = 256 close to the surface in
log-log plot. The straight line has a slope xs − xb = 0.309. Inset: estimates of the slope using different
windows of the fit, see the text. Here the full line indicates a parabolic fit.
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Figure 7.4: Density profiles, ρ0(l/L), of the random bond Potts model for different widths which
approach the same scaling curve at the free boundary y = 1. The standard deviation of the calculated
points is smaller than the size of the symbols. The extrapolated values for l/L ≥ 0.5 are denoted by
red squares. The dashed line indicates the conformal result in Eq.7.7 with the conjectured exponents
in Eqs.7.11 and 7.12.
7.4.2 The ρ0(y) cluster density
At second we consider the density ρ0(l/L) of those clusters which are touching one boundary
of the strip including the spanning clusters, compared to the scaling form of which is conjectured
in Eq.7.7. This density is analogous to the order parameter profile in the system with fixed-free
boundary conditions [231, 232]. The numerically calculated densities are shown in Fig.7.4 for
different L widths.
The profiles at the fixed boundary y = 0, are perturbed by surface effects, which are due to
the presence of the finite breaking-up length. Indeed in terms of the scaled variable y = l/L,
the size of the perturbed surface region, y˜L is a decreasing function of L. On the other hand at
the contrary boundary y = 1, where the profiles are not influenced by the fixed surface at y = 0
and the clusters touching both boundaries dominate, the densities approach the same scaling
curve, which in the vicinity of the boundary behaves as ρ0(y) ∼ (1 − y)xs−xb . Comparing the
scaling curve with the conformal prediction in Eq.7.7 we obtain an overall good agreement for
1 ≥ y > 0.5. In the region y ≤ 0.5, where the finite-size profiles deviate more strongly from
each other we used an extrapolation procedure. At a fixed y we have plotted ρ0(y) as a function
of 1/L and from this we have estimated the value of the scaled curve as L → ∞. With this
method we have obtained estimates in the region 0.2 ≥ y, which are in agreement with the
conformal result as seen in Fig.7.4.
Turning back to the finite-size dependence of the densities at the fixed surface, y = 0, we
note that in the continuum limit, in case of lb  l  L, the scaling form of the density is
described by the result of Fisher and de Gennes [250]: ρ0(l) ∼ l−xb as we discussed in Section
7.2. However by approaching the breaking-up length, lb, the increase of the profile is stopped
and for l < lb ρ0(l) starts to decrease. This is due to the structure of the connected clusters
close to the surface. As seen in Fig.7.1 the number of touching sites in a cluster is comparatively
smaller for the random bond Potts model with ∆ < 1/2 (upper and middle panel of Fig.7.1),
than for percolation with ∆ = 1/2 (lower panel of Fig.7.1). Also for finite widths the small
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and medium size touching clusters are rarely represented for the random bond Potts model.
By approaching with l the other, free side of the strip the crossing clusters start to bring the
dominant contribution to the density, ρ0(l/L), which is then well described by the conformal
formula.
7.4.3 The ρe(y) cluster density
Finally we consider the density of points in such clusters which are touching either the
boundary at l = 1 or at l = L or both, which is denoted by ρe(l/L) and the conjectured
conformal formula is given in Eq.7.8. This density is analogous to the order parameter profile
with parallel fixed spin boundary conditions [227].
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Figure 7.5: Density profiles ρe(l/L) for different widths L. These densities are strongly perturbed by
the finite breaking-up length lb at both boundaries and fit with the expected conformal predictions
only at the thermodynamical limit.
For the random bond Potts model this density is strongly perturbed by the finite breaking-
up length at both boundaries as can be seen in the Fig.7.5. In this case we did not try to
perform an extrapolation and conclude that even larger finite systems would be necessary to
test the conformal predictions in a direct calculation. In order to try to test the result in Eq.7.8
we studied another density which is defined on crossing clusters, so that one expects it to be
represented correctly in smaller systems, too. Here we define a density, ρlinee (l/L), in crossing
clusters and consider points only in such vertical lines, where at both ends of the given line the
cluster touches the boundaries. Since ρlinee (l/L) is related to the operator profile with fixed-
fixed boundary conditions we expect that it has the same scaling form as the previously defined
density, ρe(l/L). In Fig.7.6 we show the calculated densities for the random bond Potts model,
which are compared with the analytical prediction in Eq.7.8. A similar analysis for percolation
is shown in the inset of Fig.7.8. In both cases we found that the numerical and analytical results
for this type of profile are in satisfactory agreement, although the statistics of the numerical
data is somewhat low, since just a fraction of ∼ L−2xs ∼ L−1 lines can be used in this analysis.
The non-systematic fluctuation of the numerical data is less than 1% for percolation and about
3% for the random bond Potts model.
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Figure 7.6: Density profile along a vertical line with two touching boundary points, ρlinee (l/L), for the
random bond Potts model. The solid curve indicates the conformal result in Eq.7.8 with the conjectured
exponents in Eq.7.11 and Eq.7.12. In the inset the same quantity is shown for percolation. Here in the
analytical formula in Eq.7.8 we use xb = 5/48 and xs = 1/3, the scaling dimension values of the bulk
and surface magnetization for percolation. In both figures the boundary parameter in Eq.7.16 is a = 0.
7.5 Summary
In this chapter we have studied the density of critical clusters in a model with critical proper-
ties of which are dominated by disorder effects. Our study is motivated by a recent investigation
about ordinary percolation in [226] in which the densities are calculated in the continuum ap-
proximation through conformal invariance. Here we have suggested the generalization of these
analytical results for another conformal invariant system in Eqs.7.10, 7.7 and 7.8. To test these
predictions we have studied numerically the density of Fortuin-Kasteleyn clusters in infinite
strips of the two-dimensional random bond Potts model in the large-q limit. This model is
expected to be conformal invariant, which means that average quantities which are related
to Fortuin-Kasteleyn clusters (such as correlation function and magnetization densities) are
invariant under conformal transformations.
In the actual work we have calculated the density of points of different type of clusters
(crossing clusters, clusters which touch one boundary of the strip, etc.) in analogy with a
related study of percolation in [226]. We can thus conclude that all these critical densities
we considered here for the random bond Potts model are found to be in agreement with the
conformal predictions in Eqs.7.10, 7.7 and 7.8 in which we have used the scaling dimensions of
the random bond Potts model in Eq.7.11 and Eq.7.11. From an analysis of the profile, ρb(l),
close to the boundary we have obtained new accurate estimate of the critical exponent, xs−xb,
giving further support of the conjecture in Eq.7.11 and Eq.7.12. As far as the full profiles are
considered they are well described by the conformal continuum predictions at least for lengths
which are larger than the breaking-up length, lb. Consequently our study has given support for
the possible validity of the conjectured results.
Our investigations can be extended into different directions. For two-dimensional classical
systems one can study the density of Fortuin-Kasteleyn clusters in the q-state Potts model,
both without disorder (for q ≤ 4) and in the presence of disorder (for general value of q) and
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one can consider another type of geometries (semi-infinite strip, square, etc) as well.
The above presented results were published in a recent paper wherefrom some parts of the
corresponding chapter were taken. This paper was written by Ma´rton Karsai, Istva´n Kova´cs,
Jean-Christian Angle`s d’Auriac and Ferenc Iglo´i, and it was published in the Physical Review
E, 78, 061109 in 2008 [25]. This article contains results of the quantum random transverse-field
Ising chain which are not included into the dissertation.
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Chapter 8
Non-equilibrium dynamics of
triangular antiferromagnetic
Ising model at T = 0
8.1 Introduction
The non-equilibrium relaxation of critical systems is an interesting subject that was studied
intensively experimentally and theoretically in the last few decades [51,251–254]. Moreover, dy-
namics out of equilibrium present some special features if the system is constrained by different
rules e.g. arising from the non-homogeneous interactions or induced by geometrical frustrations.
In geometrically frustrated systems structural properties forbid to minimize spontaneously the
energy which leads to highly degenerated ground state where the system has non-zero residual
entropy even at T = 0.
One of the simplest model which is capable to study such behaviour is the antiferromagnetic
Ising model on triangular lattice [95], where the frustration arises from triangular structure
and the antiferromagnetic couplings. This system was one of the first exactly solved spin
model in the 50s [95, 255, 256]. The equilibrium critical behaviour of this model was carefully
studied at T = 0 where the ground state dynamics is governed by fluctuation of spins where
flipping does not cost any energy. At zero temperature in absence of external field the two-
dimensional system is in a critical phase since the correlation function has an algebraic decay
and by increasing the external magnetic field at h = hc it passes through a Kosterlitz-Thouless
phase transition [257–259]. A similar type of critical behaviour was earlier found for the XY
model in two dimension [260].
The non-equilibrium dynamical behaviour is influenced by motions of topological defect (pla-
quettes of three identically orientated spins). However, controversial results have been found
about the characteristic rules of these motions that suggested different dynamical descriptions.
In one way the defects were found not to be independent and joined by a Coulomb-force like
interaction. Their motions are slowed down by a logarithmic factor which is then observable
in dynamical quantities. Such a phenomena has been found in pure systems with topological
defects like the XY model. This logarithmic corrected dynamical behaviour was observed by
Moore et.al. [261] who deduced this implications from the time dependency of average defect
densities. They suggested that the dynamical exponent z was equal to two with an additional
size-dependent logarithmic term. However, this behaviour is not supported by the numerical
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results of Kim et.al. [262,263] who found the defects are moving like a random walker in limited
directions. They examined the two-points and two-times correlation functions and observed a
subdiffusive behaviour where the spreading of correlation was governed by and effective dynam-
ical exponent z ' 2.33.
Our aim is to find independent evidences to decide which paradigm is relevant to describe the
non-equilibrium critical dynamical behaviour of the triangular Ising antiferromagnet at T = 0
in absence of external field or when the h = hc critical field is applied. In earlier works the
dynamical exponent was estimated through exponent combinations or its value was strongly
influenced by the choice of some parameters. Here we introduce a quantity which depends only
on the dynamical exponent z which then enables us to measure and analyze its asymptotic
behaviour directly. This quantity is defined as the relaxation time when the system reaches its
energy minima, after it was initiated from a random T → ∞ state and quenched to T = 0.
This relaxation time characterize the length of the non-equilibrium aging regime and possible
to measure sample-by-sample.
After a brief theoretical introduction, we are going to study the distribution of this relax-
ation time which directly relates to the aging dynamics of the system thus we can use its true
dynamical features to conclude. We also measured the two-times autocorrelation function in
equilibrium and in the aging regime in the case of different waiting times. We examine our
numerical results using a similar method as in [50] which will be the subject of the second and
the third sections. We close this chapter with a short summary of our conclusions. The con-
siderations presented in this chapter are new scientific results which have not been published,
however the publication is in progress currently.
8.2 The model
The Hamiltonian of the triangular Ising antiferromagnet can be deduced from Eq.2.55 with
J < 0 antiferromagnetic exchange energy. Since the underlying lattice is triangular, on a single
plaquette (three neighbouring spins) two spins can align antiparallel satisfying the antiferromag-
netic rule but the third spin is frustrated since it cannot simultaneously minimize the energy of
interactions with both of the other spins. So it chooses one from the two possible equal energy
state and aligns antiparallel with one spin but parallel with the other where the coupling then
stays unsatisfied (ferromagnetic). The lowest-energy configurations of the system is that in
which every elementary triangle are maximally satisfied.
The triangular antiferromagnetic Ising model in two dimensions was one of the first solved
Ising system investigated by Houtappel in 1950 who gave the partition function of the model
[255]. At the same year, Wannier [95] calculated exactly the density of residual entropy S(T )
at T = 0 of the form:
S(0) =
2
pi
∫ pi/3
0
ln(2 cos(x))dx ' 0.3383 (8.1)
This non-vanishing entropy suggests that the system in the thermodynamical limit and at
T = 0 has infinite number of ground states and the energy minima state is still exponentially
degenerated in case of finite size. To calculate thermodynamical averages, we need to pass
through this equilibrated configuration space of possible ground states. If we derive the spin-
spin correlation function averaging over this configuration set, it shows an algebraic decay with
the distance, rather than an exponential behaviour, which denotes that the ground state at
T = 0 is critical. Following from calculations of Stephenson [256] the spin-pair correlation is
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Figure 8.1: Demonstration of the triangular Ising antiferromagnet. The spins in different states are lo-
cated at the lattice sites and signed by filled or empty circles. The triangular lattice can be decomposed
to three sublattices of non-neighbouring vertices, denoted here by numbers. The defects of different
sign (green or blue triangles) are induced on a plaquette by three neighbouring spins at a common
state. The loose spins which flip without changing the energy are signed by a red ring around.
described by the form along the three major axes as:
Γeq(r) ∼ r−η cos
(
2pir
3
)
(8.2)
where η = 1/2. However the lattice can be divided into three equivalent sublattices of non-
neighbouring spins as we demonstrated on Fig.8.1. Within a sublattice the equilibrium corre-
lation function has a clear singular behaviour as Γeq(r) ∼ r−η with the same exponent and in
agreement with Eq.2.9 since the d spatial dimension is two.
Let us remark that it is possible to choose an appropriate boundary shape where the system
can have only one ground state and it becomes not degenerated [264]. This special behavior
arises for parallelogram shape geometries with free boundary condition, however a lattices with
periodical boundary conditions, what we use during our studies, do not induce this special
feature.
If we include a sufficiently small external field H  J then the configuration space keeps
equilibrated. However, by increasing H at the range H ∼ J the external field becomes dominant
and then some ordered states turn to be more favorable and long-range order evolves in the
system.
In zero temperature limit in order to define dynamics, we can let the external field to scale with
the temperature as h = H/T thus when we consider the T → 0 and H → 0 limit h remains finite,
while the nearest-neighbour couplings does not, J/T → −∞ [259]. It was originally suspected
that the reduced field h is relevant so the system would immediately enter the ordered phase
when h 6= 0 however it was not supported by some later analysis [265]. It turned out the
the antiferromagnetic triangular Ising model is exactly mapped to the triangular solid-on-solid
model describing the equilibrium shape of a (1, 1, 1) surface of a cubic crystal [257, 259]. Due
to this mapping one can express the so-called height-height correlation function of the solid-on-
solid model in terms of Ising correlation. Following from a non-exact renormalization mapping
of Nienhuis [266] this correlation has the same asymptotic behaviour as the discrete Gaussian
model and the lattice Coulomb gas model. Using these mappings the critical behaviour of
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the model in equilibrium was found to be formally equivalent to the one of XY model which
maps exactly to the Gaussian model [265] and has a Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition [260].
Consequently the same type of critical behaviour would be expected for the triangular Ising
antiferromagnet also.
Short−range order
phase
Long−range order
phase
Critical
phase
Potts c
ritical 
line
hKT h
0
T Figure 8.2: Phase diagram of
the two dimensional triangu-
lar Ising antiferromagnet. The
system at T = 0 for weak ex-
ternal field is in a critical phase
and pass through a Kosterlitz-
Thouless phase transition at
h = hKT . If T > 0, the short-
range order and the long-range
order phase are separated by
a three-state Potts critical line
which saturates at T = 0 to the
hKT phase transition point.
The phase diagram of the model is shown in Fig.8.2. At zero temperature and zero field,
no long-range order arises in the system at least in the isotropic case [267], but we are at
the critical phase since the correlation function has an algebraic decay (see above). Moving
on the T = 0 line, if we introduce a weak external field h, at a finite hKT value the system
undergoes the expected Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition of infinite order [260] and arrives
to the long-range order phase, where the residual entropy vanishes out. Here the so-called loose
spins (that can flip without changing the energy) are condensed on one of the three sublattices,
and directed by the external field. The resulting ordered state has spin of one sign on two
of three sublattice and spins of the opposite sign on the third sublattice [259]. Consequently
this state is threefold degenerated only. For T > 0 at zero field the system does not have any
phase transition and it is in its short-range order phase where the correlation function shows
exponential decay. For temperatures larger than zero the long and short-range order phases
are separated by a critical three state Potts line which arrives to the hKT point at T = 0 [267].
The critical point is located at hKT = 0.266(10) which comes from means of transfer matrix
calculations and phenomenological renormalization [258]. Following from these calculations, at
the critical phase T = 0 along the critical line 0 ≤ h ≤ hc some exponents were found to be
constant, whereas others are h-dependent.
A general method to classify the ground states of the triangular Ising antiferromagnet in
equilibrium at the criticality is to map each ground state to its corresponding dimer configura-
tion [268]. Such a configuration is composed by strings of a dimer which can be established as
a projection of the dual lattice of the given and a standard ground state configuration. These
strings cannot intersect each other and their density can rank the different ground states into
different density sectors. The string density is conserved during the time evolution of a ground
state, consequently a ground state belonging to a certain sector cannot evolve into another
ground state of a different density sector. In this sense, the dynamics within the ground state
manifold is nonergodic, but for each sector with nonzero string density it is ergodic within the
sector itself. The maximum of the residual entropy density in Eq.8.1 belongs to the density value
2/3 that defines the so-called dominant sector which contains the most ground states [263,268].
This sector plays a special role in case of non-equilibrium dynamics what we discuss in the next
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section.
8.3 Dynamical behaviour
In Section 2.2.6 we already mentioned that a system that we initiate from a disordered state
at time t = 0, passes through a non-equilibrium relaxation toward its equilibrium phase. In
an intermediate state during this relaxation the non-equilibrium two-point correlation function
(defined as Eq.2.8) has the form:
Γ(r, t) ∼ r−(d−2−η)f
(
r
ξ(t)
)
(8.3)
where d is the spatial dimension and η is the equilibrium correlation exponent. This scaling
form holds for arbitrary ratio of r/ξ(t) if r, ξ(t) a where a is the lattice constant. Moreover
the first term of Eq.8.3 gives back the equilibrium correlation function as it is expected in the
time limit t→∞ when f(0) = 1.
The length ξ(t) in Eq.8.3 is not the equilibrium correlation length which evolves during
coarse-graining processes since here it is time dependent. During the non-equilibrium dynamics
some correlation arises between the originally uncorrelated spins which induces dynamically
increasing correlated domains in the system. We introduce here ξ(t) as a time dependent
length scale to characterize the size of these domains during the relaxation process. This length
scales as ξ ∼ t1/z for large t with the same usual exponent z which characterizes temporal
correlation in equilibrium (see Section 2.2.6). Consequently this exponent z keeps independent
of the non-equilibrium initial state which can affect only the function f(r/ξ(t)).
8.3.1 Non-equilibrium relaxation
Following from earlier results found in the literature, the non-equilibrium dynamical be-
haviour of frustrated systems and related models has many interesting features. The fact that
the dynamics depend on the initial state wherefrom the system was started is a very important
character. This initial state dependence was observed for the XY model [269–271] which has
the same critical behaviour than the triangular Ising antiferromagnet as we have seen earlier in
Section 2.3.4. The dynamical behaviour is different if we start from a defect-free state where
the growing length scale satisfies Eq.2.41 with z = 2. On the other hand if the system is started
from a random initial state and quenched to any temperature between 0 < T ≤ TKT (where
TKT being its Kosterlitz-Thouless critical temperature) the growing length scale exhibits a dif-
fusive growth during the non-equilibrium relaxation which is slowed down with a logarithmic
factor as
ξ(t) ∼
(
t
ln(t)
)1/z
(8.4)
with the same z exponent value [269–272].
An initial state dependence has been found for the triangular Ising antiferromagnet also. If
the initial state is a ground state which belongs to a certain sector (see above) then the system
is driven by only loose spin fluctuations and cannot pass to another sector. These ground state
dynamics induce a growing correlation length scale which is expected to satisfy Eq.2.41 with
the equilibrium dynamical exponent z. However if we start the system from a random initial
state it spontaneously evolves into the dominant sector with string density of 2/3 [263]. In this
case at the disordered initial state many defects take place in the system (see Fig.8.1). If we
quench the magnet to Tc = 0, first it passes through a non-equilibrium aging regime where the
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defects are moving by loose spin fluctuations and vanish out of the system by pair annihilation.
When the ρ(t) defect density relaxes to zero, the system there reaches its energy minima, which
after the ground state dynamics govern the system toward the equilibrium state.
There are different points of view in the literature about the zero temperature dynamics in
the aging regime of the system. First it was studied by Moore et.al. [261] in absence of external
field, who recognized an entropy-driven Coulomb force acting between the topological defects of
opposite sign. They found that the defect density is evolving as ρ(t) ∼ ln(t)/t with logarithmic
correction, expected from the dynamical behaviour of the XY model.
However this result is not supported by some numerical simulations of Kim et.al. [262, 263]
who questioned the propositions of Moore. According to them, other degrees of freedom are
important during the out of equilibrium dynamical evolution since they found a random walk
like defect motion moving in certain directions governed only by loose spin fluctuations. They
did not see logarithmic correction of the defect densities but they found a subdiffusive and a
diffusive growth of the correlation length of the form of Eq.2.41 with different exponent in case
of the two initial states. They located an exponent zeff ' 2.33 during the aging regime when
they started the system from a disordered initial state, and z = 2 for diffusive growth, after the
system had relaxed to its energy minima state and entered the dominant sector of the ground
state manifold.
Another model was investigated by Walter and Chatelain [50], who examined the fully frus-
trated Ising model. This system belongs to the same static universality class as the triangular
Ising antiferromagnet. Consequently the same asymptotic behaviour was expected for the two
models. They observed the same subdiffusive behaviour with effective zeff exponent as Kim
et.al at the pre-asymptotic range before the system reaches the aging regime. However at the
aging regime in agreement with the XY model they found the diffusive description to describe
better the asymptotic behaviour with logarithmic correction and z = 2.
According to the previous studies the out-of-equilibrium critical behaviour of the triangu-
lar Ising antiferromagnet is not fully settled. In the present study we investigate the non-
equilibrium dynamical behaviour of this model at Tc = 0 in the aging regime. However our
study is irrespective to the earlier methods and our goal is to find independent evidences of one
of the above presented opposite descriptions. All the previous results deduced the dynamical
exponent z through some exponent combinations, or the results were dependent on the choice
of some parameter like the waiting time of the autocorrelation. Here we allocate the dynam-
ical exponent in a direct way by measuring a quantity which depends only on the exponent
z. Another feature of our study is that for the triangular Ising antiferromagnet we consider
not only the zero field model, but the Kosterlitz-Thouless transition at h = hKT as well. We
compare the numerical results in the two cases in order to decide if the two transitions are in the
same dynamical universality class. We executed long-time numerical calculations to examine
the non-equilibrium relaxation and the autocorrelation function scaling in equilibrium and in
the aging regime also.
8.4 Measurements of the dynamical exponent
8.4.1 Microscopic dynamical rules
In the performed Monte Carlo simulations we used random update rules. The dynamics of
the Ising antiferromagnet are governed by a modified Glauber dynamics where the new state
of a chosen spin i is irrespective to its current value and takes its new state according to the
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probabilities given by:
P (↑) = e
βJ
P
i σi+h
eβJ
P
i σi+h + e−βJ
P
i σi−h
and P (↓) = e
−βJPi σi−h
eβJ
P
i σi+h + e−βJ
P
i σi−h
(8.5)
where we choose J < 0 since the system is antiferromagnetic and the summation runs over the
σi neighbours of the current spin i. In the given limit when T → 0 and βJ → 0, the time
evolution is defined by the Alg.9. Using this zero temperature dynamics, only spin-flips which
do not increase the system energy are accepted, so ∆E 6 0. Let us denote that at zero field in
case of loose spins with
∑
i σi = 0, the flip probabilities become P (↑) = P (↓) = 1/2.
Algorithm 9 ZeroTemperatureDynamics(Lattice,N ,NMCS ,h)
1: for 1 to NMCS do
2: for 1 to N do
3: Choose a spin i randomly
4: if
∑
i σi > 0 then
5: align the spin down
6: else if
∑
i σi < 0 then
7: align the spin up
8: else if
∑
i σi = 0 then
9: align the spin using the probabilities P (↑, ↓) = e±h
eh+e−h
10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
8.4.2 Sample dependent relaxation time
To determine the dynamical exponent z in the aging regime we need to define a quantity
which clearly depends only on this exponent. An appropriate quantity is the non-equilibrium
relaxation time tr which characterizes the size of the aging regime and that we define like the
time when the system reaches its energy minima after it was started from a disordered initial
state. When t < tr we are in the aging regime and the system is governed by non-equilibrium
relaxations, however when t > tr the defect density becomes ρ(t) = 0 and the system evolves
into a ground state. This relaxation time depends on the system size since it measures the time
when ξ(t), the time dependent characteristic length scale becomes ξ(tr) = L. If we calculate
the distribution of tr over different disordered samples with size L, it is expected to hold an
exponential form as:
PL(tr) ∝ e−tr/τ(L) (8.6)
where τ(L) is defined as the size dependent characteristic time. As we have seen in Section
2.2.6 and following from numerical observations this characteristic time goes as:
τ1(L) ∼ Lz (8.7)
consequently an effective exponent can be recognized as τ(2L)/τ(L) = 2zeff .
On the other hand theoretical consideration (derived from 8.4) suggest an asymptotic be-
haviour as
τ2(L) ∼ Lzln
(
L
L0
)
(8.8)
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which leads to the form τ(2L)/τ(L) = 2zln(2L/L0)/ln(L/L0) where L0 is an O(1) constant, .
Confront the two case the effective dynamical exponent can be deduced of the form:
zeff (L) = z +
1
ln(L/L0)
(8.9)
To numerically verify these results we made high performance computing to calculate the
distribution of the relaxation time tr for different system sizes L. We started each sample
from a random initial state and measure the time when the system energy reached its possible
minima value Emin = −L2.
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Figure 8.3: The P (tr < t) distribution of the relaxation time tr of a system with linear size L = 192. The
distribution contains data of 90000 independent realizations. The tail of the distribution (t > 40000)
has an excellent fit with an exponential curve (black line) which is presented in the inset on a lin-log
scale also.
We investigated the model on lattices with periodical boundary conditions with linear sizes
between 33 and 768. The averages were computed over large number of random samples between
2000 to 200000 depends on the current system size.
In order to estimate the effective z exponents for different sizes, first we calculated the
characteristic time τ(L) as the average relaxation time τ(L) = 〈tr(L)〉 over all samples of a
given size. In the following we are going to use this definition but let us denote that τ(L) can
be derived from the fitting of the tail of the P (tr < t) distribution, which gives an analogous
result. To evaluate the effective values of the dynamical exponent we used the expression
zeff (L) =
ln〈tr(L)〉 − ln〈tr(L′)〉
ln(L)− ln(L′) (8.10)
which comes straightforward form the previous methods and we found the values presented in
Table 8.1.
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ATIM(H = 0) ATIM(H = HKT )
L log2〈tr〉 zeff samples log2〈tr〉 zeff samples
33 8.80 2.38 200000
48 10.09 2.33 200000 10.17 2.35 200000
96 12.42 2.29 200000 12.52 2.29 200000
192 14.71 2.24 89848 14.81 2.25 103799
384 16.95 2.15 35271 17.06 2.13 38414
768 19.10 1667 19.19 1701
Table 8.1: Average of the sample dependent relaxation time 〈tr〉 for different finite systems of the
triangular antiferromagnetic Ising model at zero field and at the field induced Kosterlitz-Thouless
transition point, H = HKT . The effective dynamical exponent calculated from two consecutive sizes,
see Eq.(8.10) is also indicated together with the number of samples used in the simulation.
To examine the asymptotic behaviour of the characteristic time and find the real dynamical
exponent we fitted function of two forms defined in 8.7 and 8.8 on the calculated numerical
values. We tried to find the best fit of this two functions, τi(L), to the numerical averages
〈τ(L)〉 by minimizing their deviation from the numerical values of different sizes as:
min
{ ∑
L=33,48,96,192,384,768
∣∣∣∣τi(L)− 〈τ(L)〉τi(L) + 〈τ(L)〉
∣∣∣∣
}
(8.11)
with given parameters z, L0 and a constant factor A. In zero field the best parameter set were
found as:
τ1(L) = 0.18L2.26 (8.12)
τ2(L) = 0.183L2ln
(
L
3.6
)
(8.13)
The Fig.8.4 presents the two analytical curve fitting on numerical values. It is well seen that
the function with logarithmic correction and exponent z = 2 has much better fit. We denote that
the value z = 2 in Eq.8.13 was not imposed but found directly, performing an accurate scan on
the parameter set z, L0 and A. It is possible since the number of fitted points is not too large.
The function to minimize shows is slowly varying in the range [1.96, 2.04] with a minimum
located precisely at z = 2, outside this range, it is rapidly varying. It is also shown that
measurements with large size are needed to discriminate the two asymptotic behavior. We tried
to extrapolate the dynamical exponent z, via the calculated effective values using the scaling
zeff (L) ∼ 1/ln(L/L0) and we also found the asymptotic value z = 2. Repeating this analysis in
case of h = hKT external field the best fits are τ1(L) = 0.18L2.28 and τ2(L) = 0.20L2ln(L/3.9),
and again the logarithmically corrected scaling variable provides a better fit to the numerical
values. In both cases the relative error of the fits were 5 to 10-times smaller for the second
scenario.
Following from these considerations we can proposed that the dynamics in the aging regime
has a diffusive behaviour with exponent z = 2 and logarithmic correction rather than some
subdiffusive growth characterizes the system even at zero field and at the critical external field
h = hKT .
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Figure 8.4: Fitting of the size dependent average characteristic time 〈τ(L)〉 with the curves defined
in Eq.8.7 and Eq.8.8. The best parameters are in Eq.8.12 and Eq.8.13 respectively. This calculation
gives an evidence that the triangular Ising antiferromagnet has a diffusive dynamical behavior with
logarithmic correction. The estimated error are smaller than character size. In the inset extrapolation
of the effective dynamical exponents in Table 8.1 are given as a function of 1/ln(L/L0) with L0 = 2.5.
8.5 Scaling of the autocorrelation
As we have seen in Section 2.2.6 during the non-equilibrium relaxations, the dynamics can be
decomposed to two parts (see Eq.2.42) where the two-time autocorrelation A(s, t) after a first
short-time period becomes a homogeneous function of t/s of the form of Eq.2.43. Following this
aging regime when the system reaches its equilibrium, the autocorrelation is expected to behave
as Eq.2.40. In this section we are going to study the autocorrelation function of the triangular
Ising antiferromagnet in equilibrium and in the aging regime using the method as it was used
for the fully frustrated Ising model by Walter and Chatelain [50]. We are going to discuss the
case of zero external field and when a critical field h = hc is applied on the system. First
we examine the equilibrium case where we deduce the dynamical exponent through exponent
combination then we study the scaling behaviour in the non-equilibrium regime with linear and
logarithmic corrected scaling variables.
8.5.1 Equilibrium scaling
The scaling behaviour of the two-time autocorrelation function A(s, t) (defined in Eq.2.38)
has been shortly discussed in Section.2.2.6. As we saw there, the autocorrelation is invariant
under time-translation since it depends only on the time difference (t−s) and it is independent
on the choice of the waiting time s. Moreover due to the divergence of the relaxation time at the
critical point an algebraic decay of Aeq(t, s) is expected of the form Aeq(t, s) ∼ (t− s)−ac with
exponent ac = 2β/νz where 2β/ν = 1/2 in case of zero field [50, 51, 263] and it is expected to
be 2β/ν = 4/9 [258] in critical external field. This scaling behaviour enables us to estimate the
dynamical exponent z in an indirect way by calculating the average autocorrelation function in
equilibrium.
To examine the equilibrium dynamical behaviour first we needed to evolve the system into
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Figure 8.5: Autocorrelation in equilibrium with different waiting times s. (a): The data were calculated
on lattice with linear size L=192 and periodic boundary conditions, average over 1300 equilibrated
samples. The function has a clear algebraic decay for sufficiently large waiting time (t− s) > 40. The
asymptotic slope of the curve is given by a(h = 0) = 0.2501(10). (b): the same analysis at h = hKT .
The asymptotic slope of the curve is given by a(h = hKT ) = 0.229(5).
a homogeneous ground state where only the loose spins fluctuations influence the dynamics.
To reach this kind of equilibrated states for each sample, we started the system from different
random initial states, quench it to T = 0 and evaluate it following by the dynamical rules
defined in Section 8.4.1. After the system reached its energy minima state at time tr we let it
evolve until t = 1.5 ∗ tr. This time was then defined as the zero time point s = t = 0 for the
autocorrelation.
The average autocorrelation function with different waiting times is shown in Fig.8.5. The
calculations were performed on a lattice with linear size L = 192 and periodic boundary con-
ditions, averaging over 1300 (1200) samples in zero (critical) field. One can clearly seen that
Aeq(t, s) decays as a power-law for sufficiently large separation time. We used the least squares
method to fit the sample average of Aeq(t, s) for (t− s) > 40, where we did not take in account
the statistical error of the average calculation. In the absent of ordering field the slope of the
fitted straight line is −0.250122±4.917e−05 with an offset −0.105929±0.0001742 which suggest
a very good systematic error. It leads to estimate ac ' 0.25 and the dynamical exponent z ' 2
which is in complete agreement with our previous results in Section 8.4.2. In case of critical field
the slope is −0.229051 ± 0.0001075 with an offest −0.103873 ± 0.0003036 (see Fig.8.5) which
is also close to the conjectured exact value: ac = 2/9 and suggests z ' 2 for the equilibrium
dynamical exponent as it is expected. The time-translation invariance is well presented too
since all the calculated averages collapse together independently from the waiting time s.
8.5.2 Non-equilibrium scaling
The autocorrelation function of homogeneous ferromagnets in the aging regime after a short
time relaxation (t, s  1) becomes a homogeneous function of t/s and is expected to scale
as Eq.2.43 [50]. This asymptotic behaviour was found for a large class of different models
[51,273,274]. However for the XY model the relaxation in the aging regime is slowed down by
a logarithmic factor and the correlation length grows as Eq.8.4 so the autocorrelation function
has another scaling variable and scales as:
Aag(s, t) ∼ s−2β/νzA˜
(
t ln(s)
s ln(t)
)
(8.14)
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which scaling form have been observed for the fully frustrated Ising model also [50].
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Figure 8.6: (a): sacAag(t, s) ∼ t/s and (b): sacAag(t, s) ∼ tln(s)/sln(t) scaling of the autocorrelation
function in the aging regime in zero external field. The system size is L = 192, the lattice has periodic
boundary conditions and the averages were calculated over 3000 realizations. We applied the exponent
ac = 0.25012 that we considered for equilibrium.
Here we are going to study the scaling of the autocorrelation function in the aging regime of
the triangular Ising antiferromagnet to determine which scaling scenario, the one in Eq.2.43 or
the other Eq.8.14, is more compatible with the numerical data. In order to do so we search for
the better collapse of the scaling function sacAag(t, s) using the scaling variable t/s or the one
of tln(s)/sln(t) with logarithmic correction. In our numerical simulations we chose the same
lattice conditions as for the equilibrium case and calculated averages over 3000 realizations.
The numerical results of different waiting times are presented on Fig.8.6.a and Fig.8.6.b with
respect to the two types of scaling variables. Here we used the exponent ac = 2β/νz = 0.25012
in case of zero field which was determined in the previous section for equilibrium.
On Fig.8.6.a when we choose the scaling variable for t/s, the autocorrelation functions are not
collapsed and they scale over by the waiting time s except the curves of s = 640 and s = 1280
which are closer to each other. This could be a sign of an asymptotic behavior, however we
need to calculate with much larger waiting time and system size to verify this trend.
On the other hand when the scaling variables are chosen as tln(s)/sln(t), we find a very
good collapse if the waiting time was s > 40 (see Fig.8.6.b). Here the difference between the
scaling curves is in the range of the magnitude of the statistical fluctuations. Since the scaling
becomes better as we increase the waiting time and the curves present an excellent collapse
for sufficiently large s, we can take that proposition to be the true asymptotic behaviour.
Consequently our data are in favour of logarithmic corrections in the scaling function of the
autocorrelation function at H = 0. We have then estimated the autocorrelation exponent, λ/z,
from the slope of the linear part of Fig.8.6.b for the three largest waiting times and we obtained:
λ/z = 1.003(10). That value corresponds to λ = d, as obtained for the fully frustrated Ising
model [50].
The non-equilibrium autocorrelation function at the h = hc Kosterlitz-Thouless phase tran-
sition point presents the same type of scaling as it was seen in zero external field. Here we used
the exponent ac = 0.229051 which was determined for in the previous section for equilibrium
at h = hc. The scaling collapse for different waiting time is much better with logarithmically
corrected scaling variable. We have also measured the autocorrelation exponent with the result:
λ/z = 0.93(2), what is somewhat smaller than those found in the other case.
As a conclusion we can point out that the the similar rules govern the dynamics of the
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triangular Ising antiferromagnet at its criticallity as the XY model and supports the assumption
of dynamics with logarithmic correction. Let us denote that the same asymptotic behavior was
found for the fully frustrated Ising model [50] also, which suggests that beyond the two models
belong to the same static universality class, their dynamical behavior is similar too.
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Figure 8.7: (a): sacAag(t, s) ∼ t/s and (b): sacAag(t, s) ∼ tln(s)/sln(t) scaling of the autocorrelation
function in the aging regime in h = hc external field. The system size is L = 192, the lattice has
periodic boundary conditions and the averages were calculated over 5000 realizations. We applied the
exponent ac = 0.229051 that we considered for equilibrium.
8.6 Summary
In this chapter we studied the dynamical behaviour of the antiferromagnetic Ising model
on triangular lattice at zero and field and at the h = hc Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition
point. We used zero temperature Glauber dynamics to perform long-time running computer
simulations in order to calculate numerical averages.
Our aim was to choose the relevant description between the one of Moore et.al. [261] who saw
a non-equilibrium relaxation slowered by a logarithmic factor or the one of Kim et.al [262,263]
who believed that the relaxation dynamics were governed by subdiffusive scalings with an
effective exponents z = 2.33.
In order to do so, we defined a new measurable quantity, the tr relaxation time, which scales
clearly with the dynamical exponent z and characterizes the length of the aging regime. From
its distribution we could conclude that the non-equilibrium dynamics of the triangular Ising
antiferromagnet in the aging regime presents an analogous behaviour as the XY model.
Using this result we can estimate the asymptotic behaviour of the density of defects, ρ(t), in
the systems. To be concrete we consider the model at h = 0 for which a defect is represented
by an elementary triangle having all the three spins in the same state. In a finite sample of
linear size, L, and sample dependent first passage time, tr, at t = tr there is one (or O(1))
defect, consequently the density of defects at t = 〈tr(L)〉 is ρ(t) ∼ L−2. Using the relation in
Eq.8.4 and replacing ξ by L we arrive to the result: ρ(t) ∼ log(t/t0)/t, in agreement with the
conjecture in [261].
The analogy with the nonequilibrium scaling of the XY -model is found to be valid for the
autocorrelation function, too. Both at zero field and at h = hc optimal scaling collapse of the
autocorrelation function is found if the scaling variable is taken in the same form, as in the XY -
model. At h = 0 as for the FFIM [50], the autocorrelation exponent is found to be λ = d, like in
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mean-field theory, however with logarithmic corrections. On the other hand the field-induced
Kosterlitz-Thouless transition point the autocorrelation exponent is found somewhat smaller,
than d. Consequently in the ATIM with varying field the dynamical exponent is presumably
constant, z = 2, the scaling functions contain same type of logarithmic corrections, but the
autocorrelation function weakly depends on the value of h.
The publication of the new scientific results presented in this chapter is in progress [26].
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Chapter 9
Discussion
In my PhD thesis I studied the cooperative behaviour of complex interacting many body
systems using the methods of statistical and numerical physics. I completed studies in four
different subjects and I summarized my new scientific results in the current dissertation as
follows.
To outline the relevant scientific background of my work I reviewed the related models and
theoretical considerations of the subject of phase transitions, universality and critical phenom-
ena in case of homogeneous and disordered models. I summarized the basic features of network
science as I defined the important properties of regular graphs and reviewed the main models
of random networks. I discussed the basic concepts of Monte Carlo techniques and introduced
the applied numerical methods. After this introductory section I discussed my new scientific
results in the case of the following investigated problems.
First I studied non-equilibrium phase transitions in weighted scale-free networks where I
introduced edge weights and rescaled each of them by a power of the connectivities, thus a
phase transition could be realized even in realistic networks having a degree exponent γ ≤ 3.
The investigated non-equilibrium system was the contact process which is a reaction-diffusion
model belonging to the universality class of directed percolation.
I/a : First I gave the dynamical mean-field solution of the model in scale-free networks and I
located the previously known three critical regimes. The first regime is the one where the
mean-field behaviour is conventional. Then this solution becomes unconventional since
critical properties are γ dependent. In the third regime, the system is always in an active
phase.
I/b : I also made some theoretical considerations to generalize recent field-theoretical results
about finite-size scaling which are expected to be valid above the upper critical dimension
i.e. in the conventional mean-field regime. I introduced in a simple way the volume of the
network into the scaling functions that I derivate for two cases, where the infection was
initiated from a typical connected site or from the most connected vertex of the network.
I/c : I executed high performance numerical simulations in order to simulate the contact pro-
cess in the conventional mean-field regime. I located the phase transition point and I
calculated the finite-size scaling exponents for typical and maximally connected site that
I found to be in good agreement with the field-theoretical predictions. I also determined
the correlated volume exponent which was found equal in the two cases and compatible
with the theoretical expectations. Finally I analyzed the dynamical scaling of the system
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at the critical point for the two above mentioned cases. Through extrapolations I consid-
ered the related exponents to be different in the case of typical and maximally connected
sites but compatible with the mean-field and finite-size scaling predictions.
The second problem I investigated was the ferromagnetic random bond Potts model with
large values of q on evolving scale-free networks. This problem is equivalent to an optimal
cooperation problem, where the agents try to find an optimal situation where the benefits
of pair cooperation (here the Potts couplings) and total sum of the support, which is the
same for all projects (introduced here as the temperature), is maximized. I examined this
model using a combinatorial optimization algorithm on scale-free Baraba´si-Albert networks with
homogeneous couplings and when the edge weights were independent random values following
a quasi-continuous distribution with different strength of disorder.
II/a : As a first point I gave the exact solution of the system for a wide class of evolving
networks with homogeneous couplings. The phase transition was found to be strictly
first-order and the critical point was determined through simple theoretical considerations.
II/b : By numerical calculations I examined the magnetization curve for different strength of
disorder and found the theoretically predicted first-order phase transition in the pure case.
However, the phase transition softened to a continuous one for any strength of disorder
larger than zero. I examined the structure of the optimal set and I found out its structural
behaviour was altered by the temperature.
II/c : I studied also the critical properties of the system and I calculated the distribution of the
finite-size critical temperatures for different sizes in case of maximal disorder. I deduced
by iterative calculations the critical magnetization exponent and I located the critical
temperature using two independent methods. The scaling of the finite-size transition
points distribution was characterized by two distinct exponents, that I located and used
to consider a scaling collapse of the distribution curves.
II/d : I also deduced the critical magnetization exponent by two-point fits using the average
size of the critical cluster. I obtained compatible values with previous results within the
error of the calculations.
The third examined problem was related to the large-q sate random bond Potts model also.
Here I examined the critical density of clusters which touched a certain border of a perpendicular
strip like geometry. Following from conformal prediction I expected the same density behavior
as it was exactly derived for critical percolation in infinite strips. I calculated averages by the
above mentioned effective combinatorial optimization algorithm and I compared the numerical
means to the expected theoretical curves.
III/a : During my study I used a bimodal form of disorder for the random couplings, which
intensity influenced the breaking-up length of the critical clusters. I allocate an appropri-
ate value of the strength of the disorder which set the breaking up length large enough
for relevant measurements but small enough to keep away from the percolation limit.
III/b : First, I examined the critical densities of spanning clusters which touch both bound-
aries along the strip geometry. I found a good agreement between the predicted conformal
values and the calculated averages of different linear size. I checked the validity of a com-
bination of the bulk and surface magnetization exponents coming from scaling predictions
through the study of the density behaviour close to the boundaries and I found reasonable
accordance. I also applied a correction close to the boundaries in order to obtain a better
fit between the calculated and predicted curves.
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III/c : Second, I considered the density of the clusters which are touching one boundary of the
strip. This density is analogous to the order parameter profile in the system with fixed-free
boundary conditions. This profile close to the fixed boundary was strongly perturbed by
surface effects, which are due to the presence of the finite breaking up length. However,
at the free boundaries the density curves approached a scaling curve which sat on the
predicted conformal function. Close to the fixed boundary I estimated the asymptotic
behaviour of the scaling curve through extrapolation and I obtained values in agreement
with the conformal results.
III/d : Finally I considered the density of points in clusters that are touching one of the
boundaries or both. This density is analogous to the order parameter profile with parallel
fixed spin boundary conditions. This density profile was found to be strongly perturbed
by the breaking-up length at both boundaries thus I studied another density which was
defined on crossing clusters only. However, it was supposed to be related to the same
operator profile and expected to present the same scaling form. I performed the same
calculation for percolation also and I found that the numerical and analytical results for
this type of density profile were in good agreement in both cases.
The last investigated problem was the antiferromagnetic Ising model on two-dimensional
triangular lattice at zero temperature in the absence of external field. This model was intensively
studied during the last few decades, since it shows exotic features in equilibrium due to its
geometrical frustration. However contradictory explanations were published in the literature
about its non-equilibrium dynamical behaviour as it was characterized by a diffusive growth
with logarithmic correction or by a subdiffusive dynamics with effective exponents. My aim was
to find independent evidences for one of the explanation and examine the dynamical behavior
in the aging regime.
IV/a : To study the non-equilibrium behaviour of the system I introduced a new quantity,
the non-equilibrium relaxation time tr, which depends only on the dynamics and that is
capable to determine directly the true value of the dynamical exponent z. The analysis
of the distribution provided a strong proof for the dynamics in the aging regime to be
governed by an exponent z = 2 with logarithmic correction as it was found in related
problems like the two-dimensional XY model and the fully frustrated Ising model.
IV/b : Following some recent published methods I also studied numerically the two-time auto-
correlation function in the equilibrium regime with different waiting times, after the sys-
tem was relaxed into an equilibrated state. Here I found the expected time-translational
invariant behaviour of the autocorrelation function and I located the same dynamical
exponent value as above through some exponent combination.
IV/c : Finally I considered the scaling of the autocorrelation function of different waiting times
in the aging regime where I used two kind of scaling variables. The one without logarith-
mic correction did not show a good scaling collapse which suggested that this variable
choice was inconvenient. However the scaling with a logarithmically corrected variable
presented an asymptotically good scaling collapse which proved the validity of the loga-
rithmic corrections during the non-equilibrium dynamics in agreement with the previous
considerations.
As a summary of my considerations that I obtained during my PhD work and reviewed above
in the current thesis, I can declare that I completed studies of recent physical problems in order
to describe cooperative behaviour in complex systems. My motivation was to give a relevant
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description of the related models and complete our knowledge about this segment of science.
The validity of my results will be judged in the future as it may become an adaptable description
of Nature.
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APPENDIX A
Appendix A
Equivalence between the Potts
model and the random-cluster
model through conditional
measures
Here we are going to discuss an alternative method to see the equivalence between the q-state
Potts model and the random cluster model. In order to do so we use the notation introduced
in Section.2.3.2.
When q ∈ Z is an integer, the random-cluster measure (RC measure), defined in Section
2.3.2, corresponds to a Potts measure piβ,J,q(σ) in the absence of external field hi = 0 on the
sample space Σ. Let q ≥ 2 and take the sample space Σ = {1, 2, ..., q}V thus assign any of q
state to each vertex in V . Now the relevant probability measure is given by:
piβ,J,q(σ) =
1
Z e
−βH(σ) where σ ∈ Σ (A.1)
with H and Z were defined as in Eq.2.45 and Eq.2.46. Hereafter if we construct the two systems
on the same probability space we can observe their relationship through their realizations using
essentially combinatorial methods [275,276]. We consider a product sample space Σ×Ω, where
Σ = {1, 2, ..., q}V , Ω = {0, 1}E and let q ∈ {2, 3, ...}, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 and measure on a finite
graph G = (V,E) as before. Now we define a probability mass function µ(σ, ω) of the coupled
measurement on Σ× Ω
µ(σ, ω) ∝
∏
e∈E
{(1− p)δ(ω(e), 0) + pδ(ω(e), 1)δe(σi, σj)} , (σ, ω) ∈ Σ× Ω (A.2)
where δe(σi, σj) = δ(σi, σj) for the edge e = 〈i, j〉 ∈ E.
In a conditional measure µ(·|ω) if firstly ω is given, a selection on Σ is obtained by choos-
ing uniformly distributed random spins for the c(ω) number of connecting component (see
Fig.A.1.a). These spins are constant on a given cluster and are independent between clusters.
On the contrary if σ is given firstly, the conditional measure µ(·|σ) on Ω is obtained by choosing
edges ω(e) = 1 with probability p if δe(σi, σj) = 1 (independently between edges), otherwise
set ω(e) = 0 (see Fig.A.1.b).
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Figure A.1: Illustration of the conditional measure of µ(σ, ω) with q = 4. On the figure a. when µ(·|ω)
we choose uniformly a spin value from {1, 2, 3, 4} independently for each cluster of ω. On the contrary
case, when µ(·|σ), we begin with a configuration σ and attach two neighbouring spins i and j with
probability p if σi = σj otherwise let them disjoint.
Consequently the probability mass function µ is a coupling between the RC measure φp,q(ω)
on Ω and the Potts measure piβ,J,q(σ) on Σ, and the parameters are related by p = 1 − e−β .
At the thermodynamical limit, the phase transition of a Potts model corresponds to a creation
of an infinite size cluster in RC model. This special coupling may be used to understand the
correlation of the Potts model in a particular simple way at its criticality.
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Appendix B
The continuum and the
master-equation approach of
Baraba´si-Albert model
Here we are going to discuss shortly the relevant solutions of the Baraba´si-Albert model. The
two presented methods were published by Baraba´si and Albert [15, 125] and by Dorogovtsev
et.al. [126, 127] and Krapivsky et.al. [128]. Here we are going to use the notations of Section
3.3.3.
B.1 Continuum approach
Baraba´si and Albert calculated the time evolution of the degree ki of a given node i in the
network following the next considerations [15,16,125].
At each time step when we add a new point to the network with m edges, ki is increasing
with the probability Π(ki). Suppose that ki is a real continuous variable and evolving by the
dynamical equation:
∂ki
∂t
= mΠ(ki) = m
ki∑N−1
j=1 kj
(B.1)
where the sum goes through all nodes except the new added vertex with m edges. So
∑N−1
j=1 kj =
2mt−m and the dynamical equation changes as:
∂ki
∂t
= m
ki
(2t− 1)m =
ki
2t− 1 '
ki
2t
if t 1 (B.2)
If we keep the condition that each node i has a degree ki(ti) = m at the time ti when it is
added to the network, the solution of this equation arises as:
ki(t) = m
(
t
ti
)β
where β =
1
2
(B.3)
Consequently the degree of every nodes evolves following a power-law. The probability that
P (ki(t) < k) is:
P (ki(t) < k) = P (m
(
t
ti
)β
< k) = P (m1/β
(
t
ti
)
< k1/β) = P (ti >
m1/βt
k1/β
) (B.4)
xiv
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Suppose that the nodes were added to the network with equal time difference, and ti has
a constant probability density: P (ti) = 1/m0 + t where m0 is the initial network size. By
substituting it to Eq.B.4 we get:
P (ti >
m1/βt
k1/β
) = 1− P (ti ≤ m
1/βt
k1/β
) = 1− m
1/βt
k1/β(m0 + t)
(B.5)
Finally after a derivation we can write the degree distribution in the following way:
P (k) =
∂P (ki(t) < k)
∂k
=
m1/βt
β(m0 + t)
1
k(1/β+1)
which goes as P (k) ∼ m
1/β
βk(1/β+1)
(B.6)
if t → ∞. Since β = 12 , the degree distribution can be written as P (k) ∼ 2m2k−γ , where
γ = 1β + 1 = 3 is independent of m. It is demonstrated in the inset of Figure 3.6, where the
rescaled degree distribution with different m fits well on a power-law function with the expected
exponent.
B.2 Master equation approach
The method of Dorogovtsev, Mendes and Samukhin [126, 127] studies the time evolution of
pk fraction of nodes with degree k. The probability that a new edge linking to a node which has
k neighbors is kpkP
k kpk
= kpk2m . Here the denominator is the mean degree of the network, equal
to
∑
k kpk = 2m since every new node introduces m undirected edges and increases with 2m
the total degrees of nodes [100]. Now the mean number of nodes with degree k which receive
an edge when a new nodes is added is mkpk2m =
1
2kpk independent of m.
Following the master equation treatment, the Npk number of nodes with degree k increases
with the number of vertices which had k − 1 neighbors before, but received a new edge in the
given step N → N + 1. However Npk decreases with the number of such nodes which had k
degree, but also attached to an edge and has k + 1 neighbours after. So the number of nodes
with degree k changes when we add a new node with m edges and the size increases from N to
N + 1:
(N + 1)pk,N+1 −Npk,N = 12(k − 1)pk−1,N −
1
2
kpk,N when k > m (B.7)
where pk,N denotes the probability pk, when the system size is N . When k = m, the number
of nodes which increase Npm is equal to 1, the new added node only, since there is no vertex
with degree k < m, so:
(N + 1)pm,N+1 −Npm,N = 1− 12mpm,N when k = m (B.8)
Finally give the stationary solution when pk,N = pk,N+1 = pk:
p(k) =
{
1
2 (k − 1)pk−1 − 12kpk if k > m
1− 12mpm if k = m
Rearranging for pk we get a self consistent solution [126,128] for pk:
p(k) =
2m(m+ 1)
k(k + 1)(k + 2)
(B.9)
which follows a power law p(k) = P (k) = k−γ in the limit k  m with a fixed exponent γ = 3.
The rate equation approach of Krapivsky et.al. [128] is completely equivalent with the above
discussed solution but applies the dynamical master equation treatment on the average number
of nodes with degree k at time t.
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SUMMARY
Summary
In this PhD thesis I investigated cooperative behaviour in various type of complex many body
systems which were applied on scale-free graphs and regular structures. I interested in their
static and dynamic critical behaviour in the vicinity of their phase transition point. I completed
high performance computations using recent numerical methods in order to characterize their
critical properties through numerical averages. Here, following a short introduction to the
subject, I shortly review my main results what I developed in four different subjects.
Cooperative phenomena is an ordinary pattern in various part of science where interacting
entities attempt to satisfy some optimal conditions. Such kind of behaviour is observable in
sociology, economy, biology or physics etc., where the correlative agents are defined differently
but their behaviour presents universal attributes. In this sense the complexity of a system can
be defined by its interconnected features arising from properties of its individual parts. Such
parts could be either which govern the interactions or the dynamical rules to control the time
evolution or the backgrounding structure which also can influence the system behaviour. This
kind of combined effects leads to a complex system with non-trivial cooperative behaviour and
brings on many interesting questions which give the motivation for advanced studies.
Correlated systems can be examined efficiently within the frame of statistical physics. The
subject of this area is to study systems which depend on random variable, and describe their
behaviour obtained from large number of observation using physical terminology. An interesting
subject of this segment is the one of phase transitions which has been intensively studied since
the beginning of the 20th century. Phase transitions occur in many part of Nature where
counteractive processes compete to determine the state of the system controlled by an external
parameter. The best-known examples in physics are the liquid-vapor or the ferromagnetic-
paramagnetic phase transitions but similar behaviour can be observed in model systems like in
different spin models, in epidemic spreading problems or in critical percolation.
The first relevant approach was the mean field theory which gave a phenomenological de-
scription of phase transitions and critical phenomena and is capable to describe a wide range
of model systems. It was first defined by Pierre Weiss in 1907 for ferromagnetic systems where
he assumed that the spins interact with another through a molecular field, proportional to the
average magnetization [1]. This molecular field approximation method neglects the interactions
between particles and replaces them with an effective average field which enables to simplify the
solution of the problem. At the same time the disadvantage of the method originates from the
average molecular field also, since it neglects any kind of fluctuations in the system. Therefore
the mean field approximation is valid only in higher dimensional systems or in case of models
where the fluctuations are not important.
One of the simplest and most elegant mean field speculations concerning the possible general
form of a thermodynamical potential near to the critical point was introduced later by Lev. D.
Landau [2,3] in 1936. The Landau theory allows a phenomenological reproduction of continuous
phase transitions based on the symmetry of the order parameter. He assumed that the free
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energy can be expanded as a power series of the order parameter where the only terms which
contribute are the ones compatible with the symmetry of the system.
The observation that the correlation length diverges at the phase transition point and the
fluctuations in the system are self-similar in every length scale, led to the recognition of scale
invariant behaviour of critical systems. The first comprehensive mathematical approach of
such phenomena was given by Leo Kadanoff in the 1960s [4, 5]. A few years later in the
beginning of the 1970s based on his results, Kenneth G. Wilson gave the relevant discussion
of the subject in his celebrated papers [6, 7]. He introduced the renormalization group theory
which serves predictions about critical behaviour in agreement with experimental results and
give a possibility to categorize critical systems into universality classes due to them singular
behaviour. His investigations were awarded with a Nobel prize in 1982.
In the beginning of the 1970s another theory emerged which completed the knowledge about
the universal behaviour around the criticality. The conformal field theory was firstly investigated
by Polyakov [8], who capitalized that the group of conformal mappings is equivalent to the group
of complex analytical functions in two dimensions [9,10]. Exploiting this property and the scale
invariant behaviour, the partition function of a critical system is derivable which leads to exact
calculations of critical exponents. In the case of conform transformations the order parameter
correlation functions can be calculated also which then enables to deduce the order parameter
profiles along the system boundaries.
As a first approximation generally the investigated system is assumed to be homogeneous,
which condition simplifies its study and the physical description. However, in Nature a sub-
stance is often characterized by certain degree of inhomogeneity which could perturb its critical
behaviour [11]. Frequently stated examples of this abnormality, are the lattice defects and im-
purities in crystals. In theoretical description this kind of feature is introduced by the concept
of disorder which is defined as random distributed values of certain properties of the investi-
gated disordered model. These random properties can be the strength of interaction, a random
external field or can arises by random dilution. These properties are able to modify the critical
features of the system as changing the order of phase transition or shift the critical point and
exponents, thus transforming the model into a new universality class.
However, inhomogeneity can arise from the geometrical structure of the backgrounding frame-
work of materials also. Beyond solid-state physics where crystals have a regular geometry,
many self-organizing media in the Nature can form random structures. Two Hungarian math-
ematicians, Pa´l Erdo˝s and Alfre´d Re´nyi defined the first related random graph model in their
pioneering papers [12–14] in the beginning of the 1960s which was the origin of the new sci-
ence of networks. However, as the informations of real world networks became available by
the emergence of large databases, a deeper view into the underlying organizing principles sug-
gested a more complex structure. In the beginning of the 1990s Baraba´si, Albert and Jeong
after they examined the structure of the World Wide Web found an algebraic decay of the
network degree distribution. This observation made them realize the real rules which govern
the evolution of such kind of complex networks. They defined a dynamical growing network
model, the Baraba´si-Albert model [15], where the sites are not connected homogeneously but
follow a so-called preferential attachment rule leading to a scale-free graph with a power-law
degree distribution. This model gave a very good approximation of real complex networks and
became popular after many complex systems in science and technology were found to present
the same structure [16]. This interdisciplinary behaviour which suggests universal rules behind
self-organizing networks keeps this discipline to the frontline of science up to this day.
Analyzing a complex many body system was difficult earlier since generally these systems
have large degrees of freedom and those could be in many possible states. However, by the
xix
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improvement of computational engines new possibilities appeared and high precision numerical
methods were developed to examine the relevant models. It was the base of the new discipline
of numerical physics which then became the third pillar of the science beyond the experiments
and theory. By using numerical calculations, the statistical description of many body systems
became available which then led to a renaissance of the statistical physics. This relation induced
the evaluation of Monte Carlo methods which provided special computational techniques for
statistical physics simulations.
One of the first and most frequently used method which is capable to simulate interacting
spin systems is the Metropolis algorithm, introduced in 1953 [17]. This so-called single spin
flip algorithm evaluate the system through a Markov chain where the system energy change
depends on local configurations. However, some other algorithms of Swendsen-Wang [18] and
Wolff [19] provided more efficient methods where instead of one-by-one spin flips, complete
domains are turned in one step and evaluate the system faster toward its equilibrium.
Beyond that, many other kind of statistical methods were developed in order to calculate
some thermodynamical function using mathematical considerations. A recent algorithm which
capitalize combinatorial optimization is capable to calculate exactly the free energy for models
where the free energy function can be recognized as a submodular function [20,21]. This iterative
method which provided results in strongly polynomial time was applied frequently in course of
my work.
My motivation during my PhD studies was to examine cooperative behaviour in complex
systems using the previously mentioned methods of statistical and computational physics. The
aim of my work was to study the critical behaviour of interacting many-body systems during
their phase transitions and describe their universal features analytically and by means of nu-
merical calculations. In order to do so I completed studies in four different subjects which are
presented in the dissertation as follows:
After a short introduction I summarized the capital points of the related theoretical results.
I shortly discussed the subjects of phase transitions and critical phenomena and briefly wrote
about the theory of universality classes and critical exponents. Then I introduced the important
statistical models which were examined later in the thesis and I gave a short description of
disordered models. In the next chapter first, I pointed out the definitions of graph theory that
I needed to introduce the applied geometrical structures and I reviewed the main properties of
regular lattices and defined their general used boundary conditions. I closed this chapter with
a short introduction to complex networks. The next chapter contains the applied numerical
methods that I used in the course of numerical studies. I write a few words about Monte
Carlo methods and introduce a combinatorial optimization algorithm and its mathematical
background. As a last point I describe my own techniques to generate scale-free networks.
Following this theoretical introduction the obtained scientific results were presented in the
following way:
My first investigated subject was a study of non-equilibrium phase transitions in weighted
scale-free networks where I introduced edge weights and rescaled each of them by a power of
the connectivities, thus a phase transition could be realized even in realistic networks having a
degree exponent γ ≤ 3 [23]. The investigated non-equilibrium system was the contact process
which is a reaction-diffusion model belonging to the universality class of directed percolation.
This epidemic spreading model presents a phase transition between an infected and a recovered
state ordered by the ration of the recovering and infecting probability.
I/a : First I gave the dynamical mean-field solution of the model in scale-free networks and I
located the previously known three critical regimes. The first regime is the one where the
xx
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mean-field behaviour is conventional. Then this solution becomes unconventional since
critical properties are γ dependent. In the third regime, the system is always in an active
phase.
I/b : I also made some theoretical considerations to generalize recent field-theoretical results
about finite-size scaling which are expected to be valid above the upper critical dimension
i.e. in the conventional mean-field regime. I introduced in a simple way the volume of the
network into the scaling functions that I derivate for two cases, where the infection was
initiated from a typical connected site or from the most connected vertex of the network.
I/c : I executed high performance numerical simulations in order to simulate the contact pro-
cess in the conventional mean-field regime. I located the phase transition point and I
calculated the finite-size scaling exponents for typical and maximally connected site that
I found to be in good agreement with the field-theoretical predictions. I also determined
the correlated volume exponent which was found equal in the two cases and compatible
with the theoretical expectations. Finally I analyzed the dynamical scaling of the system
at the critical point for the two above mentioned cases. Through extrapolations I consid-
ered the related exponents to be different in the case of typical and maximally connected
sites but compatible with the mean-field and finite-size scaling predictions.
The second problem I investigated was the ferromagnetic random bond Potts model with
large values of q on evolving scale-free networks [24]. This problem is equivalent to an optimal
cooperation problem, where the agents try to find an optimal situation where the benefits
of pair cooperation (here the Potts couplings) and total sum of the support, which is the
same for all projects (introduced here as the temperature), is maximized. A phase transition
occurs in the system between a state when each agents are correlated and a high temperature
disordered state. I examined this model using a combinatorial optimization algorithm on scale-
free Baraba´si-Albert networks with homogeneous couplings and when the edge weights were
independent random values following a quasi-continuous distribution with different strength of
disorder.
II/a : As a first point I gave the exact solution of the system for a wide class of evolving
networks with homogeneous couplings. The phase transition was found to be strictly
first-order and the critical point was determined through simple theoretical considerations.
II/b : By numerical calculations I examined the magnetization curve for different strength of
disorder and found the theoretically predicted first-order phase transition in the pure case.
However, the phase transition softened to a continuous one for any strength of disorder
larger than zero. I examined the structure of the optimal set and I found out its structural
behaviour was altered by the temperature.
II/c : I studied also the critical properties of the system and I calculated the distribution of the
finite-size critical temperatures for different sizes in case of maximal disorder. I deduced
by iterative calculations the critical magnetization exponent and I located the critical
temperature using two independent methods. The scaling of the finite-size transition
points distribution was characterized by two distinct exponents, that I located and used
to consider a scaling collapse of the distribution curves.
II/d : I also deduced the critical magnetization exponent by two-point fits using the average
size of the critical cluster. I obtained compatible values with previous results within the
error of the calculations.
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The third examined problem was related to the large-q sate random bond Potts model also.
Here I examined the critical density of clusters which touched a certain border of a perpendicular
strip like geometry [25]. Following from conformal prediction I expected the same density
behavior as it was exactly derived for critical percolation in infinite strips [226]. I calculated
averages by the above mentioned effective combinatorial optimization algorithm and I compared
the numerical means to the expected theoretical curves.
III/a : During my study I used a bimodal form of disorder for the random couplings, which
intensity influenced the breaking-up length of the critical clusters. I allocate an appropri-
ate value of the strength of the disorder which set the breaking up length large enough
for relevant measurements but small enough to keep away from the percolation limit.
III/b : First, I examined the critical densities of spanning clusters which touch both bound-
aries along the strip geometry. I found a good agreement between the predicted conformal
values and the calculated averages of different linear size. I checked the validity of a com-
bination of the bulk and surface magnetization exponents coming from scaling predictions
through the study of the density behaviour close to the boundaries and I found reasonable
accordance. I also applied a correction close to the boundaries in order to obtain a better
fit between the calculated and predicted curves.
III/c : Second, I considered the density of the clusters which are touching one boundary of the
strip. This density is analogous to the order parameter profile in the system with fixed-free
boundary conditions. This profile close to the fixed boundary was strongly perturbed by
surface effects, which are due to the presence of the finite breaking up length. However,
at the free boundaries the density curves approached a scaling curve which sat on the
predicted conformal function. Close to the fixed boundary I estimated the asymptotic
behaviour of the scaling curve through extrapolation and I obtained values in agreement
with the conformal results.
III/d : Finally I considered the density of points in clusters that are touching one of the
boundaries or both. This density is analogous to the order parameter profile with parallel
fixed spin boundary conditions. This density profile was found to be strongly perturbed
by the breaking-up length at both boundaries thus I studied another density which was
defined on crossing clusters only. However, it was supposed to be related to the same
operator profile and expected to present the same scaling form. I performed the same
calculation for percolation also and I found that the numerical and analytical results for
this type of density profile were in good agreement in both cases.
The last investigated problem was the antiferromagnetic Ising model on two-dimensional
triangular lattice at zero temperature in the absence of external field [26]. This model was
intensively studied during the last few decades, since it shows exotic features in equilibrium
due to its geometrical frustration. However contradictory explanations were published in the
literature about its non-equilibrium dynamical behaviour as it was characterized by a diffusive
growth with logarithmic correction [261] or by a sub-diffusive dynamics with effective exponents
[262, 263]. My aim was to find independent evidences for one of the explanation and examine
the dynamical behavior in the aging regime.
IV/a : To study the non-equilibrium behaviour of the system I introduced a new quantity,
the non-equilibrium relaxation time tr, which depends only on the dynamics and that is
capable to determine directly the true value of the dynamical exponent z. The analysis
of the distribution provided a strong proof for the dynamics in the aging regime to be
xxii
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governed by an exponent z = 2 with logarithmic correction as it was found in related
problems like the two-dimensional XY model and the fully frustrated Ising model.
IV/b : Following some recent published methods [50] I also studied numerically the two-time
autocorrelation function in the equilibrium regime with different waiting times, after
the system was relaxed into an equilibrated state. Here I found the expected time-
translational invariant behaviour of the autocorrelation function and I located the same
dynamical exponent value as above through some exponent combination.
IV/c : Finally I considered the scaling of the autocorrelation function of different waiting times
in the aging regime where I used two kind of scaling variables. The one without logarith-
mic correction did not show a good scaling collapse which suggested that this variable
choice was inconvenient. However the scaling with a logarithmically corrected variable
presented an asymptotically good scaling collapse which proved the validity of the loga-
rithmic corrections during the non-equilibrium dynamics in agreement with the previous
considerations.
xxiii
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O¨sszefoglala´s
Disszerta´cio´mban ku¨lo¨nbo¨zo˝ komplex sok-test rendszerekben kialakulo´ kooperat´ıv viselkede´st
vizsga´ltam ska´lamentes ha´lo´zatokon e´s regula´ris ra´csokon. Elso˝sorban a tanulma´nyozott mod-
ellek fa´zisa´talakula´sa sora´n mutatott statikus-, e´s dinamikus kritikus viselkede´se´re voltam
k´ıva´ncsi a fa´zisa´talakula´si pont ko¨rnye´ke´n. Az analitikus sza´mola´sokat nagy pontossa´gu´ nu-
merikus szimula´cio´kbo´l sza´rmazott eredme´nyekkel vetettem o¨ssze, e´s a fo˝bb ko¨vetkeztete´seket
refera´lt tudoma´nyos folyo´iratokban megjelent publika´cio´kban tettem ko¨zze´. Munka´m eredme´nyeit
a disszerta´cio´mban fejtettem ki, amit a ko¨vetkezo˝kben egy ro¨vid ta´rgyi bevezeto˝ uta´n te´zissze-
ru˝en foglalok o¨ssze.
Kooperat´ıv jelense´gek a tudoma´ny sza´mos teru¨lete´n megjelennek - elso˝sorban olyan ko¨lcso¨n-
hato´ rendszerekben, ahol az egyes egyedek valamilyen optima´lis a´llapot ele´re´se´re to¨rekednek,
e´s ennek e´rdeke´ben hajlamosak az egyu¨ttmu˝ko¨de´sre. Ilyen t´ıpusu´ viselkede´s megfigyelheto˝
a gazdasa´gban, a szociolo´gia´ban, a biolo´gia´ban vagy fizikai rendszerekben is, ahol ugyan a
ko¨lcso¨nhato´ entita´sokat elte´ro˝ mo´don definia´lja´k, de hasonlo´ korrelat´ıv viselkede´su¨k a ha´tte´rben
univerza´lis to¨rve´nyeket sejtet. Ezen rendszerek esete´n a komplexita´s az egyszerre jelenle´vo˝
te´nyezo˝k egyu¨ttes hata´sake´nt jelenik meg. Ilyen hata´sok lehetnek az egyedek ko¨lcso¨nhata´sa´t,
vagy dinamikai viselkede´se´t le´ıro´ to¨rve´nyszeru˝se´gek, vagy egy ku¨lso˝ te´nyezo˝ befolya´sa, esetleg
a rendszer specia´lis geometriai struktu´ra´ja´bo´l eredo˝ ke´nyszerek. Az ilyen te´nyezo˝k egyu¨ttes
jelenle´te vezet a rendszer komplexita´sa´hoz, e´s vet fel olyan e´rdekes ke´rde´seket, amelyek me´lyebb
vizsga´lo´da´sra o¨szto¨no¨znek.
A koopera´lo´ rendszerek hate´konyan vizsga´lhato´ak a statisztikus fizika keretein belu¨l. Ezen
tudoma´nya´g ta´rgya olyan jelense´gek e´s modellek vizsga´lata, ahol a rendszer a´llapota ve´letlen
valo´sz´ınu˝se´gi va´ltozo´k fu¨ggve´nye, e´s ce´lja nagysza´mu´ megfigyele´sbo˝l sza´rmazo´ statisztikai e-
redme´nyek alapja´n ezen rendszerek megfelelo˝ fizikai le´ıra´sa. E ta´rgyko¨ro¨n belu¨l kiemelkedo˝
figyelmet e´lvez a fa´zisa´talakula´sok vizsga´lata, amely a XX. sza´zad eleje´to˝l fogva va´lt intenz´ıven
kutatott teru¨lette´. Ilyen jelense´gek sza´mos helyen elo˝fordulnak a terme´szetben, ahol egyma´ssal
versengo˝ folyamatok igyekeznek felu¨l´ırni a rendszer a´llapota´t egy ku¨lso˝ parame´ter fu¨ggve´nye´ben.
A legjobban ismert pe´lda´k a folyade´k-go˝z, vagy a ferroma´gneses-parama´gneses a´talakula´sok, de
hasonlo´ viselkede´sek figyelheto˝k meg modell rendszerekben is, mint pe´lda´ul ku¨lo¨nbo¨zo˝ spin-
modellekben, vagy ferto˝ze´s terjede´si proble´ma´kban valamint kritikus perkola´cio´ esete´n.
A te´ma egyik elso˝ releva´ns ta´rgyala´sa az a´tlagte´r elme´let volt, amely egy sze´les ko¨rben
alkalmazhato´ fenomenolo´gikus ko¨zel´ıte´ssel szolga´lt a fa´zisa´talakula´sok e´s kritikus jelense´gek
mege´rte´se´hez. Az elme´letet Pierre Weiss definia´lta elo˝szo¨r 1907-ben ferroma´gneses rendszerekre,
ahol alapo¨tletke´nt felte´telezte, hogy a spinek ko¨lcso¨nhata´sa egy a´tlagte´rrel helyettes´ıtheto˝, ami
minden egyes spinre ugyanu´gy hat [1]. Ez az u´n. molekula´ris te´rko¨zel´ıte´s teljes me´rte´kben el-
hanyagolja a ko¨lcso¨nhata´si tagban felle´po˝ fluktua´cio´kat, ı´gy kello˝ke´pp leegyszeru˝s´ıtve a proble´ma
megolda´sa´t. Azonban a modell ha´tra´nya szinte´n a fluktua´cio´k elhanyagola´sa´bo´l sza´rmazik,
miuta´n ı´gy alkalmatlan olyan rendszerek kezele´se´re, ahol ezek hata´sa fontos szerepet ja´tszik. I´gy
ez a modell csak magasabb dimenzio´ju´ rendszerekre alkalmazhato´, vagy ott, ahol a flukua´cio´k
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nem befolya´solja´k drasztikusan a rendszer viselkede´se´t.
Az egyik legegyszeru˝bb e´s legelega´nsabb a´tlagte´r ta´rgyala´s 1936-bo´l Lev D. Landau-to´l sza´r-
mazik [2, 3]. O˝ a termodinamikai potencia´l a´ltala´nos alakja´bo´l kiindulva e´s a rendparame´ter
szimmetria tulajdonsa´gait kihaszna´lva sikerrel e´rtelmezte a folytonos fa´zisa´talakula´sok sora´n
felle´po˝ jelense´geket. Felte´telezte, hogy a szabad energia analitikus, e´s a rendparame´ter szerint
sorba fejtheto˝, ahol csak a rendszer szimmetria´ja´t nem se´rto˝ tagok jelennek meg.
Az a megfigyele´s, - hogy a kritikus rendszer korrela´cio´s hossza a fa´zisa´talakula´si pont ko¨r-
nye´ke´n diverga´l, e´s a rendszerben megjeleno˝ fluktua´cio´k o¨nhasonlo´ak a hosszu´sa´g ska´la´to´l
fu¨ggetlenu¨l - ez vezetett a kritikus rendszerek ska´lainvaria´ns viselkede´se´nek felismere´se´hez. A
jelense´g elso˝ a´tfogo´ matematikai ta´rgyala´sa´t Leo Kadanoff adta [4, 5], akinek az eredme´nyeit
felhaszna´lva az 1970-es e´vek eleje´n Kenneth G. Wilson dolgozta ki a renormaliza´cio´s cso-
portelme´letet [6, 7]. Ez a hipote´zis a k´ıse´rleti eredme´nyekkel egybecsengo˝ elme´leti jo´sla´sokkal
szolga´lt, melynek seg´ıtse´ge´vel a kritikus rendszerek az o˝ket jellemzo˝ szingularita´sok alapja´n
univerzalita´si oszta´lyokba sorolhato´ak. Ezeke´rt az eredme´nyeke´rt Wilson 1982-ben megkapta a
Nobel-d´ıjat.
A hetvenes e´vekben egy ma´sik teo´ria is napvila´got la´tott - kiege´sz´ıtve a ma´r kora´bban
kidolgozott elme´leti mo´dszereket. A konform te´relme´letet Polyakov definia´lta elo˝szo¨r [8] ki-
haszna´lva, hogy a konform-leke´peze´sek csoportja ekvivalens a ke´tdimenzio´s komplex anali-
tikus fu¨ggve´nyek csoportja´val [9, 10]. Ezt e´s a ska´lainvaria´ns viselkede´st felhaszna´lva egy kri-
tikus rendszer a´llapoto¨sszege fel´ırhato´, ami azta´n alkalmas a kritikus tulajdonsa´gok pontos
meghata´roza´sa´ra. A konform-leke´peze´sek sora´n a rendparame´ter korrela´cio´s fu¨ggve´nye szinte´n
kisza´molhato´, amibo˝l ko¨vetkeztethetu¨nk a renparame´ter profilok alakja´ra a rendszer hata´rai
mente´n.
Elso˝ ko¨zel´ıte´sben a vizsga´lt rendszert homoge´nnek szoka´s tekinteni, ez nagyban megko¨nny´ıti
annak vizsga´lata´t, e´s fizikai le´ıra´sa´t. Azonban a terme´szetben az anyagokra jellemzo˝ nagy-
foku´ inhomogenita´s is fontos szerepet ja´tszhat, amikor azok fa´zisa´talakula´son mennek keresztu¨l
[11]. Erre a legjobb pe´lda a krista´lyokban elo˝fordulo´ szennyezo˝de´sek e´s ra´cshiba´k, melyek je-
lente´kenyen ke´pesek befolya´solni az anyag kritikus viselkede´se´t. Az elme´leti le´ıra´s sora´n az
ilyen inhomogenita´sokat valamely parame´teren definia´lt ve´letlenszeru˝se´ggel szoka´s bevezetni
a vizsga´lt rendezetlen modellbe. Ilyen random parame´ter lehet a ko¨lcso¨nhata´s ero˝sse´ge, vagy
megjelenhet egy a rendszerre hato´ ku¨lso˝ te´rben, vagy pl. definia´lhato´ a ko¨lcso¨nhato´ re´szecske´k
ve´letlenszeru˝ h´ıg´ıta´sa´val. A rendezetlense´g ilyen fajta bevezete´se perturba´lhatja a kritikus
viselkede´st, megva´ltoztatva a fa´zisa´talakula´s rendje´t, valamint felu¨l´ırhatja annak kritikus jellemzo˝it,
ı´gy transzforma´lva a rendszert egy ma´sik univerzalita´si oszta´lyba.
Ezen k´ıvu¨l inhomogenita´s a rendszer geometriai tulajdonsa´gaibo´l is eredhet. A szila´rdtest
fizika´bo´l ismert krista´lyos szerkezeteken tu´l sok o¨nszervezo˝ ha´lo´zat a terme´szetben ve´letlenszeru˝
struktu´ra´kba fejlo˝dik. Az ilyen t´ıpusu´ struktu´ra´kra az elso˝ releva´ns modellt ke´t magyar matem-
atikus, Erdo˝s Pa´l e´s Re´nyi Alfre´d definia´lta, akik az u´n. ve´letlen gra´f modellben figyelembe
vette´k az elrendeze´s lehetse´ges rendezetlense´ge´t is [12–14]. Az o˝ munka´juk sora´n fejlo˝do¨tt ki
a ma´ig sze´les ko¨rben kutatott ha´lo´zatok tudoma´nya. Azonban, a technika elo˝rehalada´sa´val
a valo´s ha´lo´zatokro´l egyre to¨bb informa´cio´ va´lt ele´rheto˝ve´, ı´gy leheto˝se´g ny´ılott a ha´tte´rben
meghu´zo´do´ valo´di rendezo˝elvek mege´rte´se´re, ami alapja´n egy o¨sszetettebb viselkede´s ko¨rvon-
alazo´dott ki. A kilencvenes e´vek eleje´n Baraba´si-Albert La´szlo´, Albert Re´ka e´s Hawoong
Jeong a vila´gha´lo´ struktu´ra´ja´nak vizsga´lata sora´n figyeltek fel arra, hogy a ha´lo´zat fokeloszla´sa
hatva´nyfu¨ggve´ny szerint cseng le, ami alapja´n ko¨vetkeztettek a ha´lo´zat fejlo˝de´se´e´rt felelo˝s
to¨rve´nyszeru˝se´gekre [15]. Az a´ltaluk definia´lt Baraba´si-Albert ha´lo´zati modellben, figyelembe
vette´k, hogy a ha´lo´zat ido˝ben dinamikusan no¨vekszik, valamint a fejlo˝de´s sora´n egy u´n. pre-
fera´lt kapcsolo´da´si szaba´ly felelo˝s a rendszer inhomogenita´sa´e´rt. Ez a ke´t tulajdonsa´g egyu¨ttes
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megjelene´se vezet a kialakulo´ ha´lo´zat ska´lamentes viselkede´se´hez. Az a´ltaluk fela´ll´ıtott modell
sze´les ko¨rben ne´pszeru˝ve´ va´lt, miuta´n egyre to¨bb valo´s komplex ha´lo´zatban tala´ltak hasonlo´
struktu´ra´t [16]. Ez a ska´lamentes tulajdonsa´g az o¨nszervezo˝ ha´lo´zatok fejlo˝de´se´ne´l univerza´lis
to¨rve´nyszeru˝se´geket mutat a ha´tte´rben, mely intenz´ıven kutatott teru¨let mind mai napig.
A komplex sok-test rendszerek vizsga´lata kora´bban nehe´zkes volt, mert az ilyen t´ıpusu´ rendsz-
erek nagy szabadsa´gi fokkal rendelkeznek, ı´gy rengetek ku¨lo¨nbo¨zo˝ a´llapotuk lehetse´ges. Azon-
ban a sza´mı´to´ge´pek fejlo˝de´se´vel leheto˝se´g ny´ılott nagy forra´sige´nyu˝ elja´ra´sokat felhaszna´lva
a releva´ns modellek hate´kony vizsga´lata´ra. Ez szolga´ltatta az alapot egy u´j szemle´letmo´d,
a numerikus fizika kialakula´sa´hoz, mely az elmu´lt e´vtizedekben az elme´leti e´s k´ıse´rleti tu-
doma´nyon k´ıvu¨l a fizikai harmadik alappille´re´ve´ fejlo˝do¨tt. A numerikus mo´dszerek seg´ıtse´ge´vel
a ko¨lcso¨nhato´ sok-test rendszerek statisztikai vizsga´lata is leheto˝ve´ va´lt, ez pedig a huszadik
sza´zad ma´sodik fele´to˝l kezdve a statisztikus fizika renesza´nsza´hoz vezetett. A statisztikus
modellek vizsga´lata´ra kifejlesztett numerikus mo´dszereket ko¨zo¨sen Monte Carlo meto´dusoknak
nevezzu¨k, melyek ke´so˝bb a fizika´n k´ıvu¨l sza´mos ma´s tudoma´nya´gban is alkalmaza´sra tala´ltak.
Az egyik legelso˝, e´s legto¨bbet haszna´lt mo´dszer az 1953-ban megjelent u´n. Metropolis al-
goritmus [17], amely ko¨lcso¨nhato´ spin-rendszerek vizsga´lata´ra alkalmas. Ez a spin-forgato´
algoritmus a rendszert, mint egy Markov folyamatot kezeli, ahol az energia fejlo˝de´se csak
loka´lis konfigura´cio´k fu¨ggve´nye. Ezen tu´l ma´s mo´dszerek is le´teznek ilyen t´ıpusu´ rendszerek
vizsga´lata´ra, mint pl. a Wolff, vagy a Swendsen-Wang algoritmusok [18, 19], amelyek nem
egyese´vel forgatja´k a´t a spineket, hanem egyszerre teljes dome´nek ira´nya´t va´ltoztatja´k meg, ı´gy
ke´nyszer´ıtve a rendszert egy gyorsabb ido˝fejlo˝de´sre.
Azonban ezeken k´ıvu¨l sza´mos ma´s olyan statisztikai mo´dszerek le´teznek, melyek szigoru´
matematikai elja´ra´sokat ko¨vetve alkalmasak ku¨lo¨nbo¨zo˝ fizikai tulajdonsa´gok, vagy termodi-
namikai fu¨ggve´nyek pontos meghata´roza´sa´ra. Ilyen, pl. az az algoritmus, amely a kombina-
torikus optimaliza´cio´ mo´dszere´t felhaszna´lva alkalmas a szabadenergia egzakt meghata´roza´sa´ra
olyan spin modellekben, ahol a szabadenergia, mint szubmodula´ris fu¨ggve´ny ı´rhato´ fel [20, 21].
Egy ilyen iterat´ıv, ero˝sen polinomia´lis futa´sideju˝ algoritmust alkalmaztunk sza´mos esetben a
munka´nk sora´n.
Doktori tanulma´nyaim fo˝ motiva´cio´ja - a fent eml´ıtett elme´leti e´s numerikus mo´dszerek
felhaszna´la´sa´val - a kooperat´ıv viselkede´s vizsga´lata volt komplex rendszerekben. Munka´m
ce´lja a ko¨lcso¨nhato´ sok-re´szecske rendszerekben megjeleno˝ fa´zisa´talakula´sok e´s kritikus je-
lense´gek tanulma´nyoza´sa, e´s azok univerza´lis tulajdonsa´gainak le´ıra´sa volt. Ennek ce´lja´bo´l
ne´gy ku¨lo¨nbo¨zo˝ te´ma´ban ve´geztem kutata´sokat, ezek analitikus e´s numerikus eredme´nyeit dis-
szerta´cio´ban foglaltam o¨ssze a ko¨vetkezo˝ struktu´ra´t ko¨vetve:
Egy ro¨vid bevezeto˝ uta´n ismertetem a te´ma´hoz kapcsolo´do´ fontosabb elme´leti eredme´nyeket.
Ebben ro¨viden ta´rgyalom a fa´zisa´talakula´sok e´s kritikus jelense´gek te´mako¨re´t, o¨sszefoglalo´an
ı´rok az univerzalita´si oszta´lyok, e´s kritikus exponensek elme´lete´ro˝l, majd bevezetem azokat a
modelleket, melyek ke´so˝bb a te´zisben a vizsga´latok ta´rgya´t fogja´k ke´pezni. A fejezet ve´ge´n
ro¨viden bevezetem a rendezetlen rendszerek eseteit, e´s a hozza´ kapcsolo´do´ fontosabb elme´leti
modelleket. A ko¨vetkezo˝ fejezetben elo˝szo¨r azokat az alapveto˝ gra´felme´leti defin´ıcio´kat tekin-
tem a´t, amelyek szu¨kse´gesek a fejezet egyszeru˝bb ta´rgyala´sa´hoz, majd ezt ko¨veto˝en ta´rgyalom
a haszna´lt regula´ris geometriai struktu´ra´kat, e´s azok tulajdonsa´gait. Ezt a fejezetet a kom-
plex ve´letlen ha´lo´zatokba valo´ ro¨vid bevezeto˝zo˝vel za´rom, ahol konkre´tan az Erdo˝s-Re´nyi,
Watts-Strogatz e´s Baraba´si-Albert ha´lo´zati modelleket ta´rgyalom re´szletesebben. Az utolso´
bevezeto˝ jellegu˝ fejezetben a haszna´lt numerikus mo´dszereket ismertetem. Itt a Monte Carlo
meto´dusok alapo¨tleteit fejtem ki, majd az alkalmazott spin algoritmusokkal e´s kombinatorikus
optimaliza´cio´ mo´dszere´vel e´s annak matematikai ha´ttere´vel foglalkozom. A fejezetben ve´gu¨l a
Baraba´si-Albert ha´lo´zat genera´la´sa´ra haszna´lt saja´t meto´dus keru¨l definia´la´sra.
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Ezt az a´ltala´nos bevezeto˝t ko¨veto˝en a munka´m sora´n kapott tudoma´nyos eredme´nyek keru¨lnek
ismertete´sre, melyeket itt te´zispont szeru˝en o¨ssze is foglalok.
Elso˝ke´nt a nemegyensu´lyi fa´zisa´talakula´sokat vizsga´ltam ska´lamentes ha´lo´zatokban, ahol
minden e´lhez a ve´gpontok foksza´ma´nak hatva´nya´val ara´nyos e´lsu´lyt rendeltem [23]. Ez az
u´jraska´la´za´s u´gy mo´dos´ıtja a rendszert, hogy a valo´s esetekhez hasonlo´an fa´zisa´talakula´s alakul-
hat ki benne, me´g γ 6 3 e´rte´ku˝ fokexponens esete´n is. A vizsga´lt nemegyensu´lyi folyamat egy
reakcio´-diffu´zio´ modellek ko¨ze´ tartozo´ u´n. kontaktfolyamat volt, ami az ira´ny´ıtott perkola´cio´
univerzalita´si oszta´lyba sorolhato´. Ez a ferto˝ze´s terjede´si modell fa´zisa´talakula´st mutat egy
ferto˝zo¨tt-akt´ıv e´s egy tiszta-inakt´ıv fa´zis ko¨zo¨tt a ferto˝ze´si e´s meggyo´gyula´si valo´sz´ınu˝se´gek
ha´nyadosa´nak fu¨ggve´nye´ben. A kontaktfolyamat e´lsu´lyozott ska´lamentes ha´lo´zatokon valo´
vizsga´latai sora´n ko¨vetkezo˝ eredme´nyekre jutottam:
I/a : Elo˝szo¨r a rendszer dinamikai a´tlagte´r megolda´sa´t adtam meg, melynek seg´ıtse´ge´vel sikeru¨lt
azonos´ıtani a kora´bbi sza´mola´sokbo´l va´rt ha´rom fokexponensto˝l fu¨ggo˝ kritikus tartoma´nyt.
Az elso˝ben a megadott a´tlagte´r megolda´s marade´ktalanul teljesu¨l. A ma´sodik az u´n. nem-
konvenciona´lis a´tlagte´r tartoma´ny, ahol a fa´zisa´talakula´s kritikus parame´terei γ fu¨ggo˝ve´
va´lnak. Ve´gu¨l a harmadik rezsimben nem to¨rte´nik fa´zisa´talakula´s a rendszerben, mivel
az mindig az akt´ıv a´llapota´ban van.
I/b : Ezek uta´n a konvenciona´lis tartoma´nyban, te´r-elme´leti megfontola´sok alapja´n vizsga´ltam
a rendszer ve´ges-me´ret ska´la´za´sa´t. Sikeru¨lt egyszeru˝en bevezetni a rendszer te´rfogata´t a
ska´lafu¨ggve´nyekbe, ezeket ke´t alapesetre ı´rtam fel: egyre´szt, amikor a ferto˝ze´s egy a´tlagos
foksza´mu´ pontbo´l indul ki, ma´sre´szt, amikor a legjobban o¨sszeko¨to¨tt pontbo´l terjed sze´t.
I/c : A kontakt-folyamat vizsga´lata´ra a konvenciona´lis a´tlagte´r tartoma´nyban hosszu´ futa´sideju˝
numerikus szimula´cio´kat ve´geztem. Sikeru¨lt lokaliza´lni a rendszer fa´zisa´talakula´si pontja´t,
e´s mega´llap´ıtani a ve´ges-me´ret kritikus exponenseket mindke´t ferto˝ze´si esetre. Ezek az
a´tlagte´r e´rte´kekkel jo´ egyeze´st mutattak. Szinte´n kisza´moltam a korrela´lt te´rfogati ex-
ponenst, ami azonos e´rte´ket mutatott mindke´t esetben, e´s jo´ illeszkedett az elme´letbo˝l
va´rt eredme´nyekhez. Ve´gu¨l rendszer dinamikus ska´la´za´sa´t vizsga´ltam a fenti ke´t esetben,
ahol egy extrapola´cio´s elja´ra´ssal sikeru¨lt a kapcsolo´do´ dinamikai exponenseket megkapni,
amelyek ugyan nem voltak azonosak a maxima´lis e´s a tipikus foksza´mu´ esetre, de o¨sszee-
gyeztetheto˝ek voltak az a´tlagte´r e´s ve´ges-me´ret ska´la´za´sbo´l sza´rmazo´ elme´leti e´rte´kekkel.
Az a´ltalam vizsga´lt ma´sodik proble´ma a ferroma´gneses nagy-q a´llapotu´ Potts-modell volt,
e´lsu´lyozott ska´lamentes ha´lo´zatokon [24]. Ez a modell megfeleltetheto˝ egy olyan optima´lis
koopera´cio´ proble´ma´nak, ahol az egyes egyedek a pa´rko¨lccso¨nhata´sbo´l (itt a Potts ko¨lcso¨nhata´s)
e´s egy ku¨lso˝ ta´mogata´sbo´l (esetu¨nkben a ho˝me´rse´klet) sza´rmazo´ beve´teleket alapja´n pro´ba´lja´k
megtala´lni azt a sza´mukra optima´lis konfigura´cio´t, amikor a nyerese´gu¨k maxima´lis. A rend-
szerben fa´zisa´talakula´s jelenik meg egy korrela´lt e´s egy rendezetlen magas ho˝me´rse´kleti fa´zis
ko¨zo¨tt. Ezt a proble´ma´t ska´lamentes gra´fokon egy polinomia´lis ido˝ben megoldhato´ kombina-
torikus optimaliza´cio´s elja´ra´ssal vizsga´ltam homoge´n ha´lo´zatokon, valamint olyan esetben, ahol
az e´lsu´lyok egy kva´zifolytonos eloszla´st ko¨vettek ku¨lo¨nbo¨zo˝ rendezetlense´gi ero˝sse´g mellett.
II/a : Elso˝ke´nt fel´ırtam a proble´ma egzakt megolda´sa´t homoge´n esetben - nagysza´mu´ di-
namikusan fejlo˝do˝ ha´lo´zatra a´ltala´nos´ıtva. Ekkor a rendszerben ve´gbemeno˝ fa´zisa´talakula´st
szigoru´an elso˝rendu˝nek tala´ltam, ahol egyszeru˝ elme´leti meggondola´sok alapja´n a kritikus
pontot is sikeru¨lt hata´roznom.
II/b : Sza´mı´to´ge´pes szimula´cio´k seg´ıtse´ge´vel is sikeru¨lt homoge´n e´lsu´lyoza´s esete´n a fent em-
l´ıtett fa´zis egybeese´st reproduka´lni. Azonban a rendszer ma´gnesezettse´ge´t numerikusan
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vizsga´lva kitu˝nt, hogy ba´rmilyen ero˝sse´gu˝ nem-ze´ro´ rendezetlense´get bevezetve a rend-
szerben le´vo˝ fa´zisa´talakula´s folytonossa´ va´lik. A fa´zisa´talakula´s sora´n tanulma´nyoztam
az optima´lis gra´f szerkezete´t is, ahol vizsga´latokbo´l kitu˝nt, hogy a gra´f a ska´lamentes
struktu´ra´ja´t ege´szen a kritikus ho˝me´rse´kletig megtartja, fo¨lo¨tte viszont ez teljesen sze´tesik.
II/c : Ezen k´ıvu¨l igyekeztem meghata´rozni - maxima´lis rendezetlense´g mellett - a rendszer
kritikus parame´tereit. Iterat´ıv sza´mola´sok seg´ıtse´ge´vel sikeru¨lt mega´llap´ıtani a kritikus
ma´gnesezettse´gi exponenst, valamint lokaliza´lni a fa´zisa´talakula´si pontot ke´t egyma´sto´l
fu¨ggetlen mo´dszer seg´ıtse´ge´vel. Elte´ro˝ me´retek esete´n sza´molt ve´ges-me´ret kritikus ho˝-
me´rse´kletek eloszla´sa a me´re´sek alapja´n ke´t ku¨lo¨nbo¨zo˝ exponenssel ska´la´zo´dott, amiket
mega´llap´ıtva a sikeresen ska´la´ztam o¨ssze a ku¨lo¨nbo¨zo˝ me´retekhez tartozo´ eloszla´sgo¨rbe´ket.
II/d : A kritikus ma´gnesezettse´gi exponenst sikeru¨lt visszakapnom az a´tlagos klaszterme´retre
valo´ ke´t-pont illeszte´s seg´ıtse´ge´vel. Az ı´gy kapott e´rte´kek kompatibilisek a fent eml´ıtett
exponensek e´rte´keivel.
A harmadik tanulma´nyozott proble´ma szinte´n a nagy-q a´llapotu´ Potts-modelhez kapcsolo´dott.
Ebben az esetben azon kritikus klaszterek su˝ru˝se´ge´t vizsga´ltam, melyek egy elo˝re meghata´rozott
mo´don tapadnak ki egy ve´ges a´tme´ro˝ju˝ cs´ık geometria egyes hata´rfelu¨letein [25]. Miuta´n ez a
rendszer konform-invariancia´t mutat a kritikus pontban, eze´rt hasonlo´ viselkede´st va´rtunk,
mint ahogy egy ma´sik konform-invaria´ns rendszerben, a kritikus perkola´cio´ esete´n kora´bban
egzaktul meg lett adva. A vizsga´lo´da´sok sora´n a fenti kombinatorikus optimaliza´cio´s algorit-
must haszna´lva a su˝ru˝se´g profilok a´tlaga´t hasonl´ıtottam o¨ssze az elme´letbo˝l sza´rmazo´ analitikus
go¨rbe´kkel.
III/a : A vizsga´latok sora´n a ve´letlen ko¨te´seket bimoda´lis eloszla´s alapja´n va´lasztottam ki. A
rendezetlense´g ero˝sse´ge ero˝sen befolya´solta a kritikus klaszterek felbonta´si hossza´t, eze´rt
elso˝ le´pe´ske´nt a rendezetlense´g megfelelo˝ intenzita´sa´t kellet mega´llap´ıtani u´gy, hogy a
felbonta´si hossz megfelelo˝en kicsi legyen, de a rendszer ele´g messze van a perkola´cio´s
limitto˝l.
III/b : Ezt ko¨veto˝en azon kritikus klaszterek su˝ru˝se´ge´t tanulma´nyoztam, amelyek a cs´ıkgeo-
metria mindke´t felu¨lete´t e´rintette´k. Kiva´lo´ egybeese´s mutatkozott az elme´letbo˝l va´rt e´s a
numerikusan sza´molt eredme´nyek ko¨zo¨tt a ku¨lo¨nbo¨zo˝ linea´ris me´retek esete´n. Ezen tu´l a
hata´rfelu¨letek ko¨zele´ben a to¨mbi-, e´s felu¨leti ma´gnesezettse´gi viselkede´sbo˝l sza´rmaztatott
exponens e´rve´nyesse´ge´t is elleno˝riztem. A megfigyelt viselkede´s jo´l illeszkedett az expo-
nens alapja´n va´rt algebrai alakra. Ve´gu¨l egy korrekcio´s tag hata´sa´t vizsga´ltam meg, mely
a felu¨letek ko¨zele´ben megfelelo˝en cso¨kkentette a me´rt e´s elva´rt elme´leti eredme´nyek ko¨zti
elte´re´st.
III/c : Ezek uta´n azon klaszterek su˝ru˝se´ge´t elemeztem, melyek legala´bb az egyik hata´rfelu¨leten
kitapadtak. Ez a su˝ru˝se´g profil megegyezik a rendszer rendparame´ter profilja´val ro¨gz´ıtett-
szabad hata´rfelte´telek mellett. Ezt a profilt a ve´ges felbonta´si hosszra visszavezetheto˝
felu¨leti hata´sok ero˝sen perturba´lta´k a ro¨gz´ıtett hata´r mente´n, azonban a szabad hata´ron
a su˝ru˝se´gprofil jo´l megko¨zel´ıtette a jo´solt analitikus go¨rbe´t. A ro¨gz´ıtett hata´rhoz ko¨zel
csak extrapola´cio´val sikeru¨lt megbecsu¨lno¨m a profil alakja´t, de a termodinamikai limitben
asszimptotikusan jo´ viselkede´st tala´ltam.
III/d : Az utolso´ke´nt vizsga´lt su˝ru˝se´gprofil azon klaszterekhez tartozott, amelyek ba´rmelyik
hata´rfelu¨letet e´rintik, ı´gy vagy mindke´t oldalon vagy legala´bb az egyiken kitapadtak.
Ez a su˝ru˝se´gprofil a mindke´t ve´ge´n ro¨gz´ıtett rendparame´ter profillal ekvivalens. Ezt a
go¨rbe´t mindke´t ve´ge´n ero˝sen befolya´solta a ve´ges felbonta´si hossz, ı´gy egy ma´sik, de
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ugyanazon renparame´ter profilhoz tartozo´ su˝ru˝se´get vezettem be az elme´leti eredme´nyek
elleno˝rze´se´re. Azonosan elve´gezve a sza´mola´st kritikus perkola´cio´ra is, mindke´t esetben
az eredme´nyek jo´l illeszkedtek a konform-anal´ıtikus go¨rbe´kre.
A negyedik proble´ma az anti-ferroma´gneses Ising-modell dinamikai viselkede´se´nek vizsga´lata
volt ha´romszo¨gra´cson, ze´ro´ ho˝me´rse´kleten, ku¨lso˝ ma´gneses te´r hia´nya´ban [26]. Ez a geome-
triailag frusztra´lt modell egyensu´lyban e´rdekes viselkede´st mutat, amely egy igen intenz´ıven
vizsga´lt teru¨let volt az elmu´lt e´vtizedekben. Azonban a nemegyensu´lyi viselkede´se´vel kapcso-
latban ellentmondo´ ve´leme´nyek jelentek meg a szakirodalomban. Ke´t elte´ro˝ ne´zo˝pont ko¨zu¨l
az egyik szerint a dinamika sora´n a korrela´cio´ az a´ltala´nos dinamikai exponenssel jellemezheto˝
diffu´z´ıv no¨vekede´st mutat, melyhez logaritmikus korrekcio´k ja´rulnak. Ezzel szemben a ma´sik
a´ll´ıta´s szerint egy szubdiffu´z´ıv viselkede´s jellemzi a rendszert, amit effekt´ıv exponensekkel
ı´rhatunk csak le. A vizsga´lo´da´saim ce´lja az volt, hogy a dinamikai viselkede´s egy u´j t´ıpusu´
vizsga´lata´val fu¨ggetlen bizony´ıte´kokat tala´ljak valamelyik magyara´zathoz. Ezen k´ıvu¨l a nem-
egyensu´lyi tartoma´ny dinamika´ja´nak re´szletesebb vizsga´lata´t tu˝ztem ki magam ele´.
IV/a : A nemegyensu´lyi viselkede´s vizsga´lata´ra egy u´j mennyise´get definia´ltam, a tr nem-
egyensu´lyi relaxa´cio´s ido˝t, ami tiszta´n a rendszer dinamika´ja´to´l fu¨gg, e´s alkalmas a z
dinamikai exponens ko¨zvetlen meghata´roza´sa´ra. Ezen relaxa´cio´s ido˝ eloszla´sa´t vizsga´lva
ku¨lo¨nbo¨zo˝ me´retu˝ rendszerekre, meggyo˝zo˝ bizony´ıte´kokat tala´ltam a diffu´z´ıv viselkede´st
le´ıro´ z = 2 exponens mellett, amihez egy logaritmikus korrekcio´ ado´dott – hasonlo´ke´ppen,
mint az azonos kritikus viselkede´st mutato´ XY modellben, valamint a teljesen frusztra´lt
Ising-modell esete´n.
IV/b : Ma´s hasonlo´ modelleken elve´gzett vizsga´lati mo´dszerek alapja´n tanulma´nyoztam az au-
tokorrela´cio´s fu¨ggve´nyt ku¨lo¨nbo¨zo˝ va´rakoza´si ido˝k mellett, miuta´n a rendszer relaxa´lo´dott
egy egyensu´lyi alapa´llapotba. Az ilyen t´ıpusu´ dinamika´t jellemzo˝ ido˝-transzla´cio´s viselkede´sen
tu´l sikeru¨lt lokaliza´lni az egyensu´lyi dinamikai exponenst, amely szinte´n az elo˝zo˝ pontban
eml´ıtett e´rte´ket adta vissza.
IV/c : Ve´gu¨l a nemegyensu´lyi autokorrela´cio´s fu¨ggve´ny ska´la´za´sa´t tanulma´nyoztam a ku¨lo¨n-
bo¨zo˝ va´rakoza´si ido˝k esete´ben, ke´t ku¨lo¨nbo¨zo˝ ska´la´za´si va´ltozo´t haszna´lva. Az elso˝, loga-
ritmikus korrekcio´kto´l mentes va´ltozo´val to¨rte´nt behelyettes´ıte´s nem vezetett semmilyen
releva´ns egybeese´shez a ska´la´za´s sora´n, ebbo˝l arra ko¨vetkeztethettem, hogy a rendszer
valo´ja´ban nem ezzel a va´ltozo´val ska´la´zo´dik. Ezzel szemben a logaritmikus korrekcio´kat
tartalmazo´ ska´la´za´si va´ltozo´ asszimptotikusan jo´ o¨sszeska´la´za´st mutatott, mely szinte´n
a kora´bbi mega´llap´ıta´sainkat ta´masztotta ala´, miszerint a rendszert a nemegyensu´lyi
fa´zisban egy diffu´z´ıv dinamika jellemzi, addit´ıv logaritmikus korrekcio´kkal.
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Re´sume´
Durant ma the`se, j’ai e´tudie´ le comportement coope´ratif dans diffe´rents types de syste`mes
complexes a` N corps sur des structures re´gulie`res et sur des re´seaux sans e´chelle de longueur.
Je me suis inte´resse´ a` leur comportement critique statique et dynamique pre`s de leur transition
de phase. J’ai effectue´ des calculs de haute performance en utilisant des me´thodes nume´riques
re´centes, afin de caracte´riser, a` travers des moyennes nume´riques, les proprie´te´s critiques de ces
syste`mes. Apre`s une courte introduction au sujet, je passerai en revue brie`vement les principaux
re´sultats que j’ai obtenus dans quatre sujets.
Le phe´nome`ne coope´ratif se manifeste dans diffe´rents domaines de la science, ou` les entite´s,
qui interagissent, essaient de satisfaire certaines conditions optimales. De tel comportement sont
observables en sociologie, e´conomie, biologie ou physique etc.. . . , ou` les agents interagissants
sont de´finis diffe´remment, mais ou` leur comportement pre´sente des attributs universels. En ce
sens la complexite´ du syste`me peut eˆtre de´finie par ses caracte´ristiques interconnecte´es re´sultant
des proprie´te´s de ses parties individuelles. De telles parties peuvent aussi bien eˆtre celles qui
gouvernent les interactions que les re`gles dynamiques controˆlant l’e´volution dans le temps, ou
encore le contexte qui peut e´galement influencer le comportement du syste`me. Ce genre d’effets
combine´s me`ne a` un syste`me complexe avec un comportement coope´ratif non trivial et soule`ve
de nombreuses inte´ressantes questions qui sont le moteur d’e´tudes avance´es.
Les syste`mes corre´le´s peuvent eˆtre examine´s efficacement dans le cadre de la physique statis-
tique. Le sujet de ce domaine est d’e´tudier les syste`mes qui de´pendent de variables ale´atoires,
et de´crit leur comportement obtenu d’un grand nombre d’observations utilisant la terminologie
de la physique. Un sujet inte´ressant de cette branche est celui des transitions de phase qui a e´te´
intense´ment e´tudie´ depuis le de´but du XXe`me sie`cle. Les transitions de phase apparaissent dans
de nombreuses parties de la Nature ou` la compe´tition entre diffe´rents processus, controˆle´e par
un parame`tre exte´rieur, de´termine l’e´tat du syste`me. Les exemples les plus connus en physique
sont la vaporisation, les transitions paramagne´tique/ferromagne´tique, mais des comportements
similaires peuvent eˆtre observe´s dans des syste`mes mode`les tels que dans diffe´rents mode`les de
spin, dans des proble`mes e´pide´miques e´tendus ou dans la percolation critique.
La premie`re approche pertinente fut la the´orie de champ moyen qui donne une description
phe´nome´nologique des transitions de phase, du phe´nome`ne critique et est en mesure de de´crire
une grande gamme des syste`mes mode`les. Cela a tout d’abord e´te´ de´fini par Pierre Weiss en 1907
pour des syste`mes ferromagne´tiques ou` il a de´termine´ que les spins interagissent entre eux graˆce
a` un champ mole´culaire, proportionnel a` une aimantation moyenne [1]. Cette me´thode d’ap-
proximation du champ mole´culaire ne´glige les interactions entre les particules individuelles en
les remplacent par un champ moyen effectif, ce qui permet de simplifier la solution du proble`me.
Dans le meˆme temps l’inconve´nient de cette me´thode provient e´galement du champ mole´culaire
moyen, puisqu’il ne´glige toute sorte de fluctuations dans le syste`me. Donc l’approximation de
champ moyen est valide seulement dans les syste`mes a` grande dimension ou en cas de mode`le
a` faible fluctuations.
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L’une des plus simples et plus e´le´gantes spe´culations de champ moyen, concernant la forme
possible ge´ne´rale d’une potentielle thermodynamique proche du point critique, a e´te´ intro-
duite par Lev. D. Landau en 1936 [2, 3]. La the´orie de Landau permet une reproduction
phe´nome´nologique des transitions de phase continues base´e sur la syme´trie du parame`tre
d’ordre. Il a de´montre´ que l’e´nergie libre est une fonction analytique et qu’elle peut s’e´tendre
a` des se´ries de puissance du parame`tre d’ordre ou` les seuls termes qui contribuent sont ceux
compatibles avec la syme´trie du syste`me.
L’observation du fait que la longueur de la corre´lation diverge au seuil de la transition de
phase et que les fluctuations dans le syste`me sont les meˆmes tout a toute l’e´chelle ame`ne a`
la reconnaissance d’un comportement invariant d’e´chelle des syste`mes critiques. La premie`re
approche mathe´matique d’un tel phe´nome`ne a e´te´ faite par Le´o Kadanoff dans les anne´es
60 [4,5]. Quelques anne´es plus tard au de´but des anne´es 70, base´ sur ces re´sultats, Kenneth G.
Wilson, a engage´ un de´bat sur ce sujet, dans ses ce´le`bres e´crits [6, 7]. Il a introduit la the´orie
du groupe de renormalisation qui a produit les pre´dictions a` propos du comportement critique
en accord avec les re´sultats expe´rimentaux et a donne´ la possibilite´ de classifier les syste`mes
critiques en classe d’universalite´, du fait de leur comportement singulier. Ses recherches ont e´te´
re´compense´es par le prix Nobel en 1982.
Au de´but des anne´es 70 une autre the´orie e´merge et comple`te les connaissances concernant
le comportement universel autour des phe´nome`nes critique. La the´orie conforme a d’abord e´te´
propose´e par Polyakov [8], qui a tire´ be´ne´fice du fait que le groupe des applications conformes
est e´quivalent au groupe des fonctions complexes analytiques en deux dimensions [9, 10]. En
exploitant cette proprie´te´ et l’invariance d’e´chelle, la fonction de partition du syste`me critique
est calculable ce qui ame`ne a` un calcul exact des exposants critiques. Dans le cas de transfor-
mations conformes, la fonction corre´lation du parame`tre d’ordre peut eˆtre e´galement calcule´e
ce qui permet de de´duire le profile du parame`tre d’ordre le long des bords du syste`me.
En premie`re approximation, le syste`me examine´ est ge´ne´ralement suppose´ homoge`ne, cette
condition simplifie son e´tude et sa description physique. Toutefois dans la nature, une sub-
stance est souvent caracte´rise´e par un certain degre´ d’inhomoge´ne´ite´, qui peut perturber son
comportement critique [11]. De fre´quents exemples e´tablis de cette anormalite´ sont les de´fauts
et les impurete´s dans les cristaux. Dans une description the´orique ce genre de caracte´ristique
est introduit par le concept de de´sordre qui est de´fini par des valeurs ale´atoires distribue´es sui-
vant une certaine loi, caracte´ristique du mode`le de´sordonne´ examine´. Ces proprie´te´s ale´atoires
sont capables aussi bien de modifier les caracte´ristiques critiques d’un syste`me que de changer
l’ordre de la transition de phase ou de modifier le point critique et les exposants, ce qui range
alors le mode`le dans une nouvelle classe d’universalite´.
Toutefois, l’inhomoge´ne´ite´ peut aussi provenir e´galement de la structure ge´ome´trique du
mate´riel de base. Au-dela` de la physique du solide, ou` les cristaux ont une ge´ome´trie re´gulie`re, de
nombreux milieux auto-organise´s dans la nature peuvent former des structures ale´atoires. Deux
mathe´maticiens hongrois, Pa´l Erdo˝s et Alfre´d Re´nyi ont de´fini le 1er mode`le graphe ale´atoire
connu dans leurs papiers pionniers au de´but des anne´es 60, ce qui s’est ave´re´ eˆtre l’origine
de la nouvelle science des re´seaux [12–14]. Toutefois, comme les informations des re´seaux du
monde re´el devinrent accessibles graˆce a` l’e´mergence de vastes bases de donne´es, une attention
particulie`re aux principes organisateurs et implicites a sugge´re´ une structure plus complexe. Au
de´but des anne´es 90 Baraba´si, Albert et Jeong, apre`s avoir examine´ la structure du «World Wide
Web», ont trouve´ une de´croissance alge´brique de la distribution des degre´s. Cette observation les
a fait re´aliser la ve´ritable re`gle qui gouverne l’e´volution de ce genre de re´seau complexe [15]. Ils
ont de´fini un mode`le de re´seau dynamique croissant, le mode`le Baraba´si-Albert, ou` les sites sont
connecte´s de fac¸on homoge`ne mais suivent une re`gle d’attachement pre´fe´rentiel conduisant a` un
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graphe sans e´chelle avec une loi de puissance de la distribution des degre´s. Ce mode`le donna une
tre`s bonne approximation des re´seaux complexes re´els et est devenu populaire apre`s que l’on
ait trouve´ que beaucoup de syste`mes complexes en science pre´sente la meˆme structure [16]. Ce
comportement, observe´ dans plusieurs disciplines, qui sugge`re des re`gles universelles derrie`re les
re´seaux auto-organise´s porte cette discipline en premie`re ligne de la science jusqu’a` aujourd’hui.
Analyser un syste`me complexe a` N corps e´tait difficile autrefois, puisque ge´ne´ralement ces
syste`mes ont beaucoup de degre´s de liberte´ et que ces derniers peuvent eˆtre dans de nombreux
e´tats possibles. Toutefois graˆce a` l’ame´lioration des moyens de calculs de nouvelles possibilite´s
sont apparues et des me´thodes nume´riques de haute pre´cision ont e´te´ de´veloppe´es pour exami-
ner les mode`les pertinents. Cela a e´te´ a` la base de la nouvelle discipline physique nume´rique,
qui ensuite devint le 3e`me pilier de la science apre`s les expe´riences et la the´orie. En utilisant
les calculs nume´riques, la description de syste`me a` N corps devint accessible ce qui a amene´
a` la renaissance de la physique statistique. Cette relation induit l’e´valuation des me´thodes
Monte-Carlo qui ont fourni des techniques spe´ciales de calculs pour les simulations de physique
statistiques.
L’une des 1e`res, et des plus utilise´es, me´thodes, qui soit capable de simuler des syste`mes spins
interagissant, est l’algorithme Metropolis, introduit en 1953 [17]. Cet algorithme de retournement
a` un spin fait e´voluer le syste`me, a` travers une chaine Markov ou` le changement d’e´nergie du
syste`me de´pend des configurations locales. Toutefois, d’autres algorithmes, celui de Swendsen-
Wang et celui de Wolff [18,19], fournissent des me´thodes plus efficaces ou` au lieu de retourner
un seul spin, des domaines complets sont retourne´s en une e´tape et conduise plus vite le syste`me
vers l’e´quilibre.
Au-dela` de cela, de nombreux autres genres de me´thodes statistiques ont e´te´ de´veloppe´s afin
de calculer certaines fonctions thermodynamiques en utilisant des conside´rations mathe´matiques.
Un re´cent algorithme qui utilise l’optimisation combinatoire, est capable de calculer exacte-
ment l’e´nergie libre pour des mode`les ou` la fonction e´nergie libre est une fonction submodu-
laire [20, 21]. Cette me´thode ite´rative, qui fournit des re´sultats en un temps fortement polyno-
mial, a e´te´ applique´e fre´quemment au cours de mon travail.
Ma motivation lors de mon doctorat fut d’examiner le comportement coope´ratif dans des
syste`mes complexes en utilisant les me´thodes pre´ce´demment mentionne´es, de la physique sta-
tistique et de l’informatique. Le but de mon travail fut d’e´tudier le comportement critique
des syste`mes a` N corps durant leurs transitions de phase et de de´crire de fac¸on analytique
leurs caracte´ristiques universelles, au moyen de calculs nume´riques. Afin d’y arriver j’ai effectue´
des e´tudes dans quatre sujets diffe´rents qui sont pre´sente´s dans la dissertation de la manie`re
suivante :
Apre`s une bre`ve introduction, j’ai re´sume´ les points capitaux en relation avec les re´sultats
the´oriques. J’ai brie`vement aborde´ le sujet des transitions de phase et des phe´nome`nes critiques,
de meˆme que la the´orie des classes d’universalite´ et des exposants critiques. Ensuite j’ai introduit
les mode`les statistiques important qui sont examine´s plus tard dans la the`se et j’ai donne´ une
petite description des mode`les de´sordonne´s. Dans le chapitre suivant, j’ai tout d’abord mis en
avant les de´finitions de la the´orie des graphes dont j’ai eu besoin pour introduire les structures
ge´ome´triques applique´es et j’ai passe´ en revue les principales proprie´te´s des re´seaux re´gulie`res et
j’ai de´fini les conditions de bord ge´ne´ralement utilise´es. J’ai termine´ ce chapitre avec une petite
introduction sur les re´seaux complexes. Le chapitre suivant contient les me´thodes nume´riques
applique´es que j’ai utilise´es au cours des e´tudes nume´riques. J’ai e´crit quelques mots sur les
me´thodes de Monte-Carlo et j’ai introduit l’algorithme d’optimisation combinatoire utilise´, et
ses justifications mathe´matiques. Pour terminer j’ai de´crit mes propres techniques pour ge´ne´rer
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des re´seaux sans e´chelle.
Suite a` cette introduction the´orique les re´sultats scientifiques ont e´te´ pre´sente´s de la manie`re
suivante :
Le 1er sujet auquel je me suis inte´resse´ est une e´tude des transitions de phase hors e´quilibre
dans les re´seaux sans e´chelle de longueur, ou` la distribution des connectivite´s e´tait ajuste´e, de
telle fac¸on qu’une transition de phase puisse eˆtre re´alise´e meˆme dans les re´seaux re´alistes ayant
un degre´ exposant γ < 3 [23]. Le syste`me hors e´quilibre e´tudie´ e´tait le «contact process» qui est
un mode`le de re´action-diffusion appartenant a` la classe d’universalite´ de la percolation dirige´.
I/a : Tout d’abord j’ai donne´ la solution de champ moyen dynamique du mode`le dans les
re´seaux sans e´chelle et j’ai localise´ les trois re´gimes critiques connus auparavant. Le 1er
re´gime est celui ou` le comportement de champ moyen est conventionnel. Ensuite cette
solution devient non conventionnelle puisque les proprie´te´s critiques sont de´pendantes de
γ. Dans le 3e`me re´gime, le syste`me est toujours dans une phase active.
I/b : J’ai e´galement fait quelques conside´rations the´oriques afin de ge´ne´raliser les re´cents re´sultats
de the´orie des champs a` propos des e´chelles de taille finie, qui sont cense´es eˆtre valide au-
dessus de la dimension critique supe´rieure, autrement dit dans le re´gime de champ moyen
conventionnel. J’ai introduit de manie`re simple le volume du re´seau dans les fonctions
e´chelles que j’ai de´rive´es dans les deux cas, ou` l’infection est initie´ soit par un site typique
connecte´, soit par le vertex le plus connecte´ du re´seau.
I/c : J’ai exe´cute´ des simulations nume´riques de haute performance afin de stimuler le processus
contact dans le re´gime de champ moyen conventionnel. J’ai localise´ le seuil de transition
de phase et j’ai calcule´ les exposants de taille finie pour le site connecte´ maximal et
typique que j’ai trouve´ en accord avec les pre´dictions de the´orie des champs. J’ai e´galement
de´termine´ l’exposant du volume corre´le´ qui s’est ave´re´ e´gal dans les deux cas et compatible
avec les predictions the´oriques. Finalement j’ai analyse´ le «scaling» dynamique du syste`me
au point critique pour les deux cas mentionne´ ci-dessus. A l’aide d’extrapolations j’ai
montre´ que les exposants relie´s aux deux cas ci-dessus (site typique ou maximalement
connecte´) e´taient diffe´rents mais compatible avec les pre´dictions de champ moyen et de
loi d’e´chelle en taille finie.
Le deuxie`me proble`me que j’ai e´tudie´ fut le mode`le de Potts ale´atoire ferromagne´tique avec
de grandes valeurs de q sur des re´seaux e´volutifs sans e´chelle [24]. Ce proble`me est e´quivalent a`
un proble`me de coope´ration optimale, ou` les agents essaient de trouver une situation optimale,
ou` les be´ne´fices de coope´ration de paire (ici les couplages de Potts) et la somme totale du
support, qui est la meˆme pour tous les projets (introduite ici comme la tempe´rature), sont
maximise´s. Une transition de phase apparaˆıt dans le syste`me entre un e´tat ou` tous les agents
sont corre´le´s, et un e´tat de´sordonne´ a` haute tempe´rature. J’ai examine´ ce mode`le en utilisant
un algorithme d’optimisation combinatoire sur les re´seaux de Barabasi-Albert sans e´chelle de
longueur avec des couplages homoge`nes et aussi avec des couplages ponde´re´s par des variables
ale´atoires inde´pendantes, suivant une distribution quasi-continue avec diffe´rents intensite´ de
de´sordre.
II/a : Tout d’abord j’ai donne´ la solution exacte du syste`me pour une large classe de re´seaux
e´voluant avec des couplages homoge`nes. La transition de phase s’est ave´re´e eˆtre du premier
ordre et le point critique a e´te´ de´termine´ par simples conside´rations the´oriques.
II/b : Graˆce a` des calculs nume´riques j’ai examine´ la courbe d’aimantation pour diffe´rentes
intensite´s du de´sordre et j’ai trouve´ la transition de phase pre´dite the´oriquement dans le
cas pur. Toutefois la transition de phase devient du deuxie`me ordre pour n’importe quel
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de´sordre non nul. J’ai examine´ la structure de l’ensemble optimal et j’ai trouve´ qu’elle
e´tait modifie´e lorsque la tempe´rature variait.
II/c : J’ai e´tudie´ e´galement les proprie´te´s critiques du syste`me et j’ai calcule´ la distribution des
tempe´ratures critiques de taille finie pour diffe´rentes tailles en cas de de´sordre maximal.
J’ai de´duit par des calculs ite´ratifs l’exposant critique d’aimantation et j’ai localise´ la
tempe´rature critique en utilisant deux me´thodes inde´pendantes. La loi d’e´chelle en taille
fine pour la distribution des tempe´ratures de transition est caracte´rise´e par deux exposants
distincts que j’ai de´termine´s et utilise´s pour ve´rifier que ces courbes des distributions
de tempe´ratures critiques se ramenaient toutes a` une courbe unique si l’on utilisait les
variables re´duites.
II/d : J’ai e´galement de´duit l’exposant critique d’aimantation par un ajustement a` deux points
en utilisant la taille moyenne de l’amas critique. J’ai obtenu des valeurs compatibles avec
les re´sultats pre´ce´dents en tenant compte des arrondis de calculs.
Le troisie`me proble`me examine´ fut en rapport e´galement avec le mode`le de Potts ferro-
magne´tique ale´atoire a` grand nombre d’e´tats [25]. J’ai examine´ la densite´ critique des amas
qui touchent l’un ou l’autre des bords dans une ge´ome´trie rectangulaire. Conforme´ment a` une
pre´diction de la the´orie conforme je me suis attendu au meˆme comportement que celui de´rive´
exactement pour la percolation critique dans des bandes infinies [226]. J’ai calcule´ des moyennes
a` l’aide de l’algorithme d’optimisation combinatoire mentionne´ ci-dessus et j’ai compare´ les
moyennes nume´riques aux courbes the´oriques attendues.
III/a : Au cours de cette e´tude j’ai utilise´ une forme bimodale pour la distribution des cou-
plages ale´atoires, dont l’intensite´ controle la longueur de brisure des amas critiques. J’ai
choisi une valeur approprie´e de l’intensite´ du de´sordre pour la longueur de brisure des
amas critiques soit suffisamment courte mais en e´vitant la limite de percolation.
III/b : Tout d’abord j’ai examine´ les densite´s critiques des amas qui touchent les deux lon-
gueurs du re´seau rectangulaire. J’ai trouve´ une bonne concordance entre les valeurs
pre´dites par les the´ories conformes et les moyennes calcule´es pour diffe´rentes tailles. J’ai
ve´rifie´ la validite´ de la combinaison de l’exposant d’aimantation «bulk» et de l’exposant
d’aimantation de surface pre´dite par les lois d’e´chelle, par l’e´tude du comportement de la
densite´ pre`s des bords et j’ai trouve´ une concordance raisonnable. J’ai e´galement applique´
une correction pre`s des bords afin d’obtenir une meilleure ade´quation entre les courbes
pre´dites et calcule´es.
III/c : En second, j’ai conside´re´ la densite´ des amas qui touche l’un des bords de la bande.
Cette densite´ est analogue au profile du parame`tre d’ordre dans le syste`me avec des
conditions de bords fixe-libre. Ce profile pre`s des bords fixes est fortement perturbe´ par
les effets de surface, qui sont dus a` la longueur de brisure des amas. Toutefois aux bords
libres les courbes de densite´ s’approche de la fonction pre´dite par la the´orie conforme.
Pre`s du bord fixe, j’ai estime´ le comportement asymptotique de la courbe a` e´chelle en
extrapolant et j’ai obtenu des valeurs en accord avec les re´sultats des the´ories conformes.
III/d : Finalement j’ai conside´re´ la densite´ des points des amas qui touchent un des bords ou
les deux. Cette densite´ est analogue au profile du parame`tre d’ordre avec des conditions de
bord fixe. Ce profile de densite´ s’est trouve´ fortement perturbe´ par la longueur de brisure
des amas aux deux bords, c’est pourquoi j’ai e´tudie´ une autre densite´ de´finie uniquement
pour les amas traversant l’e´chantillon. On suppose que la meˆme forme d’e´chelle s’applique
aux deux cas. J’ai e´galement accompli le meˆme calcul pour le proble`me de la percolation
et j’ai trouve´ que les re´sultats nume´riques et analytiques pour ce type de profil de densite´
sont en concordance dans les deux cas.
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Le dernier proble`me que j’ai e´tudie´ fut le mode`le antiferromagne´tique d’Ising bidimensionnel
sur re´seau triangulaire a` tempe´rature ze´ro en l’absence de champ exte´rieur [26]. Ce mode`le
a e´te´ intense´ment e´tudie´ au cours des deux dernie`res de´cennies, dans la mesure ou` il montre
les caracte´ristiques exotiques a` l’e´quilibre due a` la frustration ge´ome´trique. Cependant des
explications contradictoires ont e´te´ publie´es dans la litte´rature a` propos du comportement
dynamique en hors e´quilibre, suivant qu’il e´tait caracte´rise´ par une croissance diffusive avec
correction logarithmique [261] ou par une dynamique sous diffusives avec des exposants effectifs
[262, 263]. Mon but fut de trouver des preuves inde´pendantes pour l’une des explications et
d’examiner le comportement dynamique dans le re´gime de vieillissement.
IV/a : Pour e´tudier le comportement en hors e´quilibre du syste`me j’ai introduit une nouvelle
quantite´ de temps de relaxation hors-e´quilibre tr, qui de´pend uniquement de la dynamique
et qui est capable de de´terminer directement la vraie valeur de l’exposant dynamique z.
L’analyse de la distribution fournit une preuve forte que les dynamiques dans le re´gime
de vieillissement sont re´gies par un exposant z = 2 avec correction logarithmique, tel que
cela a e´te´ trouve´ aussi dans des proble`mes relie´s telsque le mode`le XY bidimensionnel et
le mode`le d’Ising comple`tement frustre´.
IV/b : D’apre`s des me´thodes re´cemment publie´es [50], j’ai e´galement e´tudie´ nume´riquement la
fonction d’auto corre´lation a deux temps dans le re´gime d’e´quilibre avec diffe´rents temps
d’attente, apre`s que le syste`me soit relaxe´ dans un e´tat d’e´quilibre. J’ai ainsi trouve´ le
comportement attendu d’invariance par translation de la fonction d’auto corre´lation et
j’ai retrouve´ meˆme valeur de l’exposant dynamique que ci-dessus, mais a` travers une
combinaison d’exposants.
IV/c : Finalement j’ai conside´re´ le comportement d’e´chelle de la fonction d’auto corre´lation
apre`s diffe´rents temps d’attente dans le re´gime de vieillissement ou` j’ai utilise´ les deux
types de variables d’e´chelle introduits plus haut. La variable d’e´chelle sans correction lo-
garithmique n’a pas montre´ de courbe universelle, ce qui sugge´ra que ce choix ne convient
pas. Cependant la variable logarithmiquement corrige´e a bien pre´sente´ une courbe uni-
verselle ce qui prouva la validite´ des corrections logarithmiques lors des dynamiques hors
e´quilibre´es en accord avec les conside´rations pre´ce´dentes.
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